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P R  O  C  E  E  D  I  N  G  S1

(9:30 a.m.)2

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Good morning.  On behalf of the3

U.S. International Trade Commission, I welcome you to this4

public hearing concerning Polyethylene Terephthalat e, or PET,5

Sheet from Korea and Oman.6

Due to COVID-19 considerations, the Commission is7

holding this hearing via videoconference.  We appre ciate8

everyone's cooperation and patience during this tim e.9

The purpose of this investigation is to determine10

whether an industry in the United States is materia lly11

injured or threatened with material injury or the12

establishment of an industry in the United States i s13

materially retarded by reason of imports of PET she et from14

Korea and Oman.15

All witnesses must be sworn in by the Secretary16

before presenting testimony.  I understand that par ties are17

aware of the time allocations.  Any questions regar ding time18

allocations should be directed to the Secretary.  O nly the19

Commission and its staff may ask questions of the p arties.20

Speakers are reminded not to refer in their remarks21

or answers to questions to business proprietary inf ormation. 22

Please speak clearly into the microphone, state you r name and23

affiliation for the record for the benefit of the c ourt24

reporter, and mute your microphone when you are not25
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presenting.1

If you will be submitting documents that contain2

information you wish classified as business confide ntial,3

your request should comply with Commission Rule 201 .6.4

Mr. Secretary, are there any preliminary matters?5

MR. BISHOP:  No, Mr. Chairman.6

CHAIRMAN JOHANSON:  Thank you.  Let's begin with7

opening remarks.8

MR. BISHOP:  Opening remarks on behalf of those in9

support of imposition will be given by Paul C. Rose nthal of10

Kelley Drye & Warren.11

Mr. Rosenthal, you have a total of five minutes. 12

You may begin when you're ready.  Paul, are you the re?13

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Here we go.14

MR. BISHOP:  There you go.  Can you get your webcam15

going?16

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Yep.17

MR. BISHOP:  There you are.18

MR. ROSENTHAL:  All right, thank you.19

MR. BISHOP:  Welcome.  You can begin when you're20

ready.21

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Thank you.  Good morning, Mr.22

Chairman, Commissioners, and members of the staff.  I'm Paul23

Rosenthal of Kelley Drye & Warren, appearing on beh alf of the24

domestic Petitioners, U.S. producers of PET sheet.25
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This industry is at a crossroads.  As you will hear1

from the company witnesses today, the domestic indu stry has2

been hurt by low-priced imports for many years.  If  I had3

been representing the domestic industry several yea rs ago, we4

might have filed these cases then, as imports have been5

causing material injury since before the Period Of6

Investigation, but instead of pursuing trade remedi es a few7

years ago, the domestic producers did their best to  lower8

their costs and fight imports through their own low er prices.9

In some instances, though, companies stopped making10

products that faced import competition because they  could not11

earn a decent profit.  Indeed, some of the industry  members12

realized that because import prices are so low, it was more13

profitable not to obtain the sale at such low price s.  That14

strategy has not worked in the short term, and it's  a recipe15

for extinction in the longer term, so they're here today16

because they need import relief and they need it ba dly.17

The subject imports from Oman and Korea have been18

significant since the beginning of the Period Of19

Investigation and have increased from 2017 to 2019.   The20

increase in absolute volumes is mirrored by the gro wing21

market share of the subject imports, and the market  share22

taken by those imports has come directly from the d omestic23

industry, as non-subject imports are not a factor.  Not24

surprising, the domestic industry's production, shi pments,25
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and capacity utilization have all declined as a res ult.1

The imports from Oman and Korea have been able to2

achieve these volume gains by the time-honored trad ition of3

low-priced offers.  The record confirms the primacy  of price4

in purchasing decisions and shows that imports from  Oman and5

Korea have undersold the domestic industry in almos t all of6

the comparisons, whether quarterly or based on volu me.7

The domestic industry witnesses you will hear today8

will expand about the importance of price in this i ndustry. 9

Indeed, two of our witnesses used to work as buyers  of PET10

sheet, and they will explain how, in that capacity,  they11

evaluated offers from imports versus those from dom estic12

producers.  They will tell you that purchasing deci sions13

always came down to price.  Things are no different  now that14

they're trying to sell PET sheet.15

Omani producer OCTAL claims that its production16

process and resulting product differentiates it fro m the17

products made by the domestic producers and leads t o higher18

quality products.  The Commission rejected that arg ument19

before and should do so again.20

Indeed, the evidence concerning the cyclone that21

shut down OCTAL's exports for three months did more  than22

close the facility.  It blew away any pretense that  PET resin23

sold by domestic producers is not a substitute for OCTAL's24

PET resin.25
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The record evidence showing rampant underselling by1

imports from Oman also shows that Oman is not selli ng the2

higher quality premium product as it claims.  You w ill hear3

agreement from domestic and foreign producers alike  that PET4

sheet is a capital-intensive industry with a need f or high5

capacity utilization.6

The domestic producers frequently lower their7

prices to get a sale in order to maintain volume th roughput8

for their factories.  Subject import competition ha s made9

that nearly impossible, resulting in very low domes tic10

capacity utilization rates throughout the periods.11

The intense price competition with subject imports12

has forced domestic producers to sell at unsustaina bly low13

prices to maintain volume and operational efficienc ies.  The14

result has been terrible profitability.  By every m easure,15

this industry is under severe financial strain.  Yo u don't16

have to take the Petitioners' word for it.  Non-pet itioning17

members of the domestic industry have presented ext ensive18

information that corroborates the injury informatio n provided19

by the Petitioners.20

As the Commission knows, the PET sheet that goes21

into this proceeding goes into making plastic conta iners and22

packaging used extensively in the food and retail i ndustries. 23

I'm proud to tell you that at the time of the COVID -1924

pandemic the domestic producers have answered the n eed for25
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our country by devoting a substantial amount of tim e to1

producing the plastic for face shields, which has b ecome so2

essential to the health and safety of our medical p ersonnel3

and the citizens of our country generally.4

I thought that you would like to see a sample of5

this and be as proud as I am of our capabilities to  help in6

times of national emergency.7

The domestic industry representatives look forward8

to telling you more about that but, most importantl y,9

explaining this morning why the Commission should r each an10

affirmative decision in this case.  Thank you.11

MR. BISHOP:  Thank you, Mr. Rosenthal.  12

Opening remarks on behalf of those in opposition to13

imposition will be given by Daniel L. Porter of Cur tis,14

Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle.15

Mr. Porter, you have a total of five minutes.  You16

may begin when you're ready.17

MR. PORTER:  Good morning, Commissioners.  It's18

very good to see you again.  In this final phase, t he19

Commission has a much more robust evidentiary recor d than it20

did during the preliminary phase.  The Commission n ow has21

questionnaire responses from numerous U.S. producer s and22

importers, accounting for the overwhelming majority  of23

subject imports, and, importantly, the Commission h as24

certified questionnaire responses from 17 U.S. purc hasers25
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that, combined, account for virtually all of the me rchant1

market purchases of subject imports from OCTAL in O man.2

I want to highlight that the two sides today are3

adopting very different approaches to the more robu st4

evidentiary record.  The Respondents' side fully ac cept the5

compilation of the evidentiary record by the Commis sion6

staff, specifically, the data reported in Table C-4  in the7

Commission's pre-hearing report entitled Merchant Market-8

Related Party Exclusion.9

In contrast, Petitioners are asking the Commission10

to ignore this compilation and instead create an en tirely new11

version of the domestic industry data by excluding a U.S.12

producer from the analysis.  However, Petitioners h ave not13

offered any legitimate legal or factual basis to do  so.  We14

will be happy to address this issue more during the  question-15

and-answer session.16

Now what does the more robust evidentiary record17

demonstrate?  Consider first volume effects.  It is  true that18

subject imports increased and gained some market sh are over19

the period, but the broader context shows that thes e20

increases do not constitute significant adverse vol ume21

effects.22

The volume and market share gains here resulted23

because OCTAL has offered a very different type of PET sheet,24

referred to as D-PET.  D-PET is produced utilizing a unique25
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patented technology production process that no othe r PET1

sheet supplier in the world has.  The record demons trates2

that customers consider D-PET to have superior perf ormance3

attributes not offered by U.S. PET sheet producers.4

Now consider price effects.  Given the distinctive5

way in which OCTAL competes, it is not surprising t hat there6

are no adverse price effects.  There is no price de pression7

because domestic prices have increased over the inv estigation8

period for three of the four pricing products.  Mor eover,9

domestic prices have more than kept up with changin g cost,10

and so there's also no price suppression.11

It is true that subject imports have undersold12

domestic prices, but that underselling has been sta ble and it13

has not had significant adverse price effects.  The14

underselling did not lead to price suppression and did not15

lead to financial losses.  Subject imports can unde rsell16

without affecting domestic volume or prices because  price is17

not the most important factor to customers who purc hase D-PET18

from OCTAL.19

There's also no adverse impact.  Although20

Petitioners complain about financial losses, the ac tual21

evidentiary record show the opposite.  Indeed, the merchant22

market producers as a whole show improving operatin g income23

in 2019, even with higher volumes of lower-priced s ubject24

imports in 2019.  Such facts are utterly inconsiste nt with25
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Petitioners' theory of a lower-priced commodity pro duct1

stealing sales and driving down prices.2

Indeed, the distinctive nature of D-PET and OCTAL's3

strategic supplier relationships with larger volume  customers4

fully explain why Petitioners' theory of the case i s so5

deeply flawed and why this case is rather different .  OCTAL's6

dumping margin is just 2.78 percent, barely above d e minimis. 7

Such low dumping is a fraction of the underselling in this8

case, a scenario that is unlike most of the AD case s that you9

see.  This fact cannot be ignored.  Dumping is not causing10

any injury suffered by U.S. producers.  Unlike most  other11

cases with higher AD margins, even if OCTAL was for ced to12

sell at above fair value prices, there would be no material13

change in the competitive dynamic in the market.14

What this means is that there is another factor,15

unrelated to dumped imports from OCTAL, that is cau sing16

whatever woes the domestic industry may be experien cing, and17

the evidentiary record demonstrates that this other  factor is18

new technology and innovation.  OCTAL has succeeded  in the19

U.S. market not because of dumping but because they 've20

employed a new process technology that can create a  PET sheet21

product that has both a lower cost and superior per formance22

attributes.  Thank you.23

MR. BISHOP:  Thank you, Mr. Porter.24

Mr. Chairman, the panel in support of the25
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imposition of the anti-dumping duty orders are all present1

and accounted for.  All witnesses on this panel hav e been2

sworn in.  This panel has 60 minutes for their dire ct3

presentation.4

If you folks would go ahead and activate your5

webcams and microphones when you're presenting dire ct6

testimony.7

Paul, I have you muted and your camera off.  I just8

unmuted you.  You need to turn on your webcam.  You  may begin9

when you're ready.10

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Good morning again.  For the11

record, Paul Rosenthal.  I'll be presenting the ove rview of12

the data and summary of key arguments in the case.  Can you13

see the slide back there?14

MR. BISHOP:  Gina, go ahead and present.  There we15

go.16

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Thank you.  Let's turn to the first17

substantive slide, 2.  It's nice to start the discu ssion with18

the areas in which Respondents and Petitioners agre e.  This19

Slide 2 indicates there is no disagreement on issue s of like20

product, domestic industry, cumulation for material  injury,21

negligibility, or the applicability of the captive production22

provision of the anti-dumping law.23

Accordingly, we are going to focus most of our24

attention on the merchant market producers as they are the25
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ones that experience significant differences in con ditions of1

competition as compared to producers that internall y consume2

their PET sheet production.3

Mr. Porter has acknowledged some of these differing4

conditions of competition.  It is the merchant mark et5

producers, after all, that are most exposed to the unfair6

pricing practices of the imports that are the subje ct of7

these investigations.8

The next few slides highlight the evidence in the9

record that demonstrates the high degree of substit utability10

between domestically produced sheet and PET sheet i mported11

from subject sources.  The vast majority of respond ing12

producers, importers, and purchasers reported that domestic13

and subject PET sheet imports are always or frequen tly14

interchangeable. 15

You heard Mr. Porter make the argument, which we'll16

hear throughout from Respondents, that OCTAL's PET sheet,17

allegedly, is unique.  Most market participants dis agree. 18

The vast majority of respondents to this question s ay that19

OCTAL's sheet is always or frequently interchangeab le.  As20

seen on Slide 4, the majority of purchasers reject the claims21

that OCTAL puts forward about its so-called D-PET p roduct.22

Confidential Slide 5 provides some quotes from23

importers and purchasers that essentially confirm t hat D-PET24

is interchangeable with other PET sheet.  Please no te not one25
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of these quotes comes from Petitioners.  All of the se are1

from third-party purchasers and importers.2

Next slide.  Everyone likes to quote Groucho Marx,3

but it's a rare occasion to get a quote from his br other,4

Chico, who, in the movie Duck Soup, famously said, "Who are5

you going to believe, me or your lying eyes"?  Well , I'll6

paraphrase this question in the context of a 2018 c yclone7

that you've heard about.  That's the one that hit O man and8

caused OCTAL to cease shipping to the U.S.9

As you'll hear further from the domestic industry10

witnesses, the immediate response from OCTAL's U.S.  customers11

was to buy domestically produced sheet.  Indeed, th e U.S.12

domestic producers of PET sheet ramped up quickly s o it could13

sell to those customers, some of whom will be testi fying14

later today.  Those customers had no problem using the U.S.-15

produced sheet on their equipment, which is no surp rise16

because they used U.S. product before switching to OCTAL.17

And we will supply some information to you post-18

hearing to rebut some of the claims made by Respond ent19

witnesses concerning the ability to use the domesti c industry20

PET sheet very efficiently in their operations.  Do  they21

can't really seriously argue that D-PET isn't subst itutable22

with PET sheet.  The Respondent purchasers use that  quite23

interchangeably.24

Who are you going to believe about this claim?  The25
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purchasers who like-low priced products from Oman o r their1

order books for the time when OCTAL couldn't supply  the low-2

priced product?3

Turning to the question of volume of imports in4

Slide 7, that shows they're significant, with subje ct5

countries accounting for an overwhelming percentage  of6

imports.7

In OCTAL's pre-hearing brief, counsel argued that8

because of the cyclone of 2018, it was perhaps best  to look9

at the entire 2017 to 2019 period rather than a yea r-to-year10

comparison.  We have no problem with that.11

The data shown on your Confidential Slide 8 show a12

substantial increase in subject import volume, and Mr. Porter13

conceded that imports were increasing, and that inc rease in14

volume is from an already significant volume at the  beginning15

of the Period Of Investigation.  By the way, you've  already16

heard Mr. Porter acknowledge that there was persist ent17

underselling and increased volume.  I don't want to  lose18

sight of that.19

Slide 9 shows that not only were import volumes20

increasing absolutely, but they're capturing increa sing21

market share.  What caused these volume increases?  Well, Mr.22

Porter has already indicated why:  price, undersell ing.23

Chart 10 summarizes some of the data in the record24

regarding price.  Of note, the majority of purchase rs25
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reported that they usually purchased the lower-pric ed1

product, and most responding purchasers found domes tic PET2

sheet to be comparable or superior to PET sheet fro m Oman on3

every factor except for one:  price.4

Mr. Barenberg, quoted on the slide, was the witness5

for OCTAL at the staff conference, and he'll be app earing6

later today.  He stated at the staff conference tha t,7

"Pricing competitive" to the U.S. market encourages  "broad8

adoption" of OCTAL's PET sheet product.  In other w ords, if9

the OCTAL price is low enough, more customers will buy it,10

and that's exactly what happened.11

Indeed, the final quote on the page pretty much12

says all you need to know:  "OCTAL's customers didn 't feel13

good about what they were having to pay the U.S. pr oducers as14

compared to OCTAL's prices."  No kidding.  I wonder  why.  Of15

course, they don't want to pay higher prices when t hey can16

get lower prices from OCTAL.  That's why they're te stifying17

today.  They want to pay less, not more.  Totally18

understandable, but let's not kid ourselves why the y're here.19

Slide 11 summarizes the underselling data.  It's20

pretty rare to see such pervasive underselling.  Se venty-21

three of 76 quarters and on the vast majority based  on22

volume.  Wow.  It's no wonder, faced with these dat a, that23

Mr. Porter tries to normalize it and report of it a s stable24

underselling, as if that were not injurious.  What we've seen25
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from stable underselling is steady gains in market share by1

OCTAL.2

The next slide shows that nearly all purchasers3

reported that the subject imports were lower-priced .  Some4

admitted to shifting because of price.  Others simp ly have5

good lawyers.6

The next slide, 13, confirms what you heard from7

Mr. Barenberg.  When OCTAL was out of the market fo r a few8

months, U.S. producers were able to obtain a reason able9

price.  I would refer to that as the wonder years, but,10

unfortunately, that era of decent pricing lasted on ly about11

three months.  When OCTAL came back in the market, domestic12

PET sheet prices hit the fan once again.13

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Slide 14 shows how the lower prices14

of subject imports allow them to gain market share at the15

direct expense of domestic producers.16

The next slide, 15, illustrates how, despite the17

increase in demand, U.S. production and shipments i n the18

merchant markets declined.  Even when the data for the total19

market are analyzed, as in Slide 16, you can see ho w U.S.20

shipments and production grew far less than demand over the21

POI.22

The inability of the domestic industry to take23

advantage of the growth in demand had nothing to do  with the24

capacity of U.S. producers.  In fact, there's plent y of25
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capacity, but capacity utilization was going down, not1

increasing in this period of increased demand.  Tha t's2

because subject imports were capturing that demand and more.3

Notably, even producers who captively consumed4

their PET sheet consumption were not immune from th e problem5

of reduced capacity utilization, but the merchant m arket6

producers, who were even more exposed to the subjec t import7

competition, suffered even greater declines.8

Slide 18 summarizes some of the financial data9

which were confidential.  As we discussed in our pr ehearing10

brief, there's one U.S. producer who has supplied11

aberrational data which simply cannot be used for t he12

analysis.  We cannot go into detail in the public s ession,13

but any serious review of this data suggests that y ou have to14

exclude it.  It simply doesn't jive with not only t he15

experience of other producers, but they don't give you all16

the data on which to base your analysis.17

When you do exclude this data, which we understand18

why Mr. Porter wouldn't like you to do, you see how  dismal19

the industry profitability is.20

The next slide, 19, shows the domestic deepening21

operating losses over the POI.  What started out as  a bad22

position has only gotten worse.  There's simply no way to23

sustain this industry with those kinds of losses.24

Slide 20 graphically portrays the operating income25
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margin.  I don't know much about making charts, but  I know1

that when I see what looks like stalactites, that c an't be2

good.3

The next slide, the net income margins look pretty4

much the same, meaning bleak.  And take a look at h ow many of5

the companies in the merchant market are losing mon ey.6

Confidential Chart 22 overlays the data on7

operating margins with the subject import market sh are.  As8

you can see, as the subject imports gain more share , U.S.9

industry profits decline even further.  10

Looking at Slides 23 and 24 collectively, I want to11

mention, as I did at the outset, that non-petitioni ng U.S.12

producers have had quite a bit to say about the neg ative13

effects of the subject imports.14

Please take a minute or two to review the quotes on15

the next two slides.  While Mr. Porter would like t o argue16

that Petitioners' experiences are unique in their d ismal17

quality, these quotes demonstrate that the injury c aused by18

the subject imports is being suffered by just about  every19

merchant market producer, with the one exception pe rhaps of20

that aberrational database that you saw.21

While the current injury picture is terribly bleak,22

I would be remiss if I didn't at least touch upon t he threat23

of future injury.  Slide 25 shows how the subject p roducers'24

already large export share to the United States has  already25
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increased over the POI and is projected to grow fur ther into1

2021.2

OCTAL hasn't been shy about boasting about its3

capabilities, as Slide 26 shows.  It's very large, and they4

like to talk about how big they are and how that si ze really5

makes a difference.  It does.  It allows them to gr ow market6

share all the time and shows that they are a contin uing7

threat to do so further, as you look at Slides 27 a nd 28.8

Finally, I want to note that no other factor than9

subject imports explains the unfortunate condition of the10

domestic industry.  Slide 29 summarizes those facts .  Demand11

has been increasing.  Non-subject imports have been12

essentially flat, and non-subject import prices wer e higher13

than both U.S. producer prices and subject imports.   In14

contrast, subject import prices undersold the domes tic15

industry in almost every comparison.16

Slide 30, OCTAL attempts to explain away its low17

prices and admitted underselling by claiming that i t's long-18

term contracts that lock in these low prices.  That  argument19

has a "devil made me do it" air about it.20

But I just want to be clear, and, I think, you,21

Commissioners, all understand this very, very well.   Just22

because it's a long-term contract locking in lower prices23

does not mean that there's no underselling or injur y as a24

result of those low prices.  To the contrary, as yo u will25
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hear, the low prices are part of a long-term strate gy that1

allows OCTAL to gain more market share and increase  sales in2

the U.S. market.3

By the way, take a look at the quote at the bottom4

of the page from an earlier case of the Commission on orange5

juice from Brazil.  I would go directly to Mr. Port er's claim6

about what he calls stable underselling.7

And, by the way, I understand you've got to deal8

with the facts you're dealt with, and they have und erselling9

in virtually every instance.  Trying to characteriz e that as10

benignly is the best you can do, but I've never hea rd stable11

underselling as a defense in a dumping case.  And t o the12

extent that the low margins at the prelim are Mr. P orter's13

defense too, we'll see what happens at the final.14

Finally, I'll leave you with one more look at the15

slide that we presented earlier in which you saw no n-16

petitioner purchasers and importers explain that OC TAL's17

product is interchangeable.  Interchangeability and  long-term18

contracts that lock in lower prices than market pri ces is how19

the industry has been injured by imports from Oman and Korea.20

The witnesses that you'll hear from the industry21

will amplify these points, and I will turn to them right now.22

Our first industry witness will be John Parsio, Jr.23

Mr. Parsio?24

MR. PARSIO:  Good morning.  Can you hear me?25
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Good morning.  My name is John Parsio, Jr., and I'm1

the President of Multi-Plastics Extrusions, a Petit ioner in2

this case.  My father founded Multi-Plastics in 197 9 and3

continues to own and operate it.  We produce PET sh eet at our4

facility in Hazleton, Pennsylvania.5

I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you.  I6

appreciated the opportunity to speak to your staff here7

during the preliminary conferences, and I am gratef ul for the8

opportunity to answer your questions today, particu larly9

under such trying conditions.10

Are you guys hearing some other background noise?11

MR. BISHOP:  Yes.  Stop the clock.12

MR. PARSIO:  What would you guys like me to do?13

MR. BISHOP:  Just wait one second for us, John,14

please.  Sorry about this.  I can't see who it is.15

Could everyone make sure that your microphones are16

muted except for John, please?17

Go ahead, John.  Sorry about that.  You can restart18

the clock.19

MR. PARSIO:  I appreciate the opportunity to speak20

to you and your staff last year during the prelimin ary21

conference, and I am grateful for the opportunity t o answer22

your questions today, particularly under such tryin g23

conditions.  This case is extremely important to my  company,24

and the relief we are seeking is absolutely vital t o the25
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future of our PET sheet operations and employees in  the1

United States.2

Multi-Plastics produces high-quality PET sheet in a3

wide array of gauges and colors, as well as with sp ecial4

properties, including anti-fog and anti-static coat ings.  PET5

sheet is used to produce rigid package products suc h as food6

trays and clam shell containers.  We use both virgi n PET7

resins and recycled inputs in our manufacturing pro cess.8

It's important to understand that when I talk about9

recycled inputs, that typically refers to post-indu strial10

regrind material.  Regrind is the industrial scrap left over11

after our customers, the thermoformers, use the PET  sheet to12

form or cut out the shapes required for their packa ging13

products.  The scrap is then ground into flake and sold back14

to us.  Use of post-industrial PET regrind is extre mely15

common in the PET sheet industry and results in a h igh-16

quality, clean, clear recycled PET product.17

Post-consumer recycled PET flake, which gets18

processed from curbside pickup and recycling center s, is also19

used but less frequently.20

At the end of the day, the vast majority of our21

customers do not care about the inputs to be used.  They only22

care about the end product and, most importantly, a bout the23

price.  Demand for PET sheet, therefore, relates to  the24

demand of rigid food containers and retail packagin g.25
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Over the past three years, demand for PET sheet has1

been strong and growing.  The U.S. industry has bee n well-2

positioned to supply that demand, but my company ha s not been3

able to benefit from any of that expanding market.4

Throughout the three-year Period Of Investigation,5

we had significant capacity sitting idle that we wo uld like6

to put into use.  Unfortunately, the imports have p revented7

that from happening, leading to both lost sales and  lost8

revenue for my company and our industry.9

The challenge we face in the PET sheet industry is10

that price drives sales, and the imports targeted b y this11

case continually undercut our prices.12

During the preliminary conference, representatives13

from OCTAL claimed that customers have decided to b uy its14

imported PET sheet because of its superior qualitie s, but15

that's just not true.  Customers are not buying the  imports16

from Oman and Korea due to their better quality or to get a17

type of PET sheet that we cannot supply.  18

As I mentioned, Multi-Plastics' PET sheet is a19

high-quality product.  We make clear, black, custom  colors. 20

We make coated PET sheet, and all of our PET sheet is totally21

interchangeable with the PET sheet OCTAL produces i n Oman.22

As Mr. Doug DeBode will tell you further, our PET23

sheet works on customers' thermoforming machines ju st as well24

as OCTAL's does.  We are not losing sales because w e sell an25
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inferior product or are not meeting our customers' needs.  We1

are losing sales to the imports because of their lo w prices,2

their dumped prices.  3

OCTAL claims that it is focused on selling to a few4

large customers, but those large thermoformers used  to be our5

big accounts until they switched to imports for low  prices.6

The conversations we've had with our customers and7

the pricing pressures that we've been experiencing over the8

past several years makes it very clear that the imp orts,9

whether from Oman or Korea, are winning orders larg e and10

small because of their low prices.  In fact, if OCT AL's11

products were truly of the high quality, it would n ot need to12

undercut our prices at all.  Strong U.S. demand and  ample13

available capacity of Multi-Plastics should have al lowed us14

to increase our sales and raise our prices.15

The increasing volume of low-priced imports16

prevented that from happening.  Instead, our profit s17

deteriorated as we were forced to sell PET sheet at18

unsustainably low prices to compete with these impo rts.19

We lost sales all together.  We did not benefit20

from strong demand for our products because imports  from Oman21

and Korea were sold at prices not only well below o ur prices22

but often below our cost of production.  As you see  from the23

table -- I'm sorry, the trade and financial data, w e cannot24

afford to continue to do this.  25
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The imports from Oman and Korea have already1

captured a huge part of this market.  Imports from Oman alone2

are massive, yet they continue to increase.  3

Imports from Korea have also grown significantly in4

volume over the past three years.  We have lost sal es to5

imports from each country due to their low pricing.   It is6

difficult for us to call the United States our PET sheet7

market when we've lost so much business to these du mped8

imports.9

The only reprieve we had for a very short period of10

time in 2018 was as a result of the cyclone that hi t Oman. 11

When that cyclone hit, OCTAL was shut down for a wh ile and12

unable to ship to the U.S. for a period of three mo nths.  As13

a result, we experienced a big surge in order for t he U.S.14

customers that had been buying from OCTAL.  Our vol umes of15

sales increased as the import volumes dropped.  We received16

orders from customers that we had long lost to the imports. 17

Also, the prices for the PET sheet that we sold imp roved.18

Once OCTAL resumed operations, however, customers19

canceled orders they had placed with us to get thei r low20

prices offered from those imports.  Those customers  switching21

back and forth shows the interchangeability of the products22

regardless of the source and the price-driven natur e of PET23

sheet sales.  The result of OCTAL surging back into  the24

market with volumes bigger than ever meant that 201 9 was25
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Multi-Plastics' worst year in terms of sales and1

profitability of our PET sheet operations.2

Our shipments dropped significantly, to the point3

where our lead times virtually disappeared because we had so4

much available capacity.  We were forced to idle pr oduction5

lines in 2019 and had more production downtime than  in 2017.6

We filed this case in July 2019 when we thought it7

could not get any worse and we were desperate for a  remedy,8

and yet imports continued to increase aggressively even after9

the petition was filed.  Imports continued to incre ase in the10

second half of the year, and OCTAL's extremely low pricing11

has continued.  12

The customers that we had hoped would increase13

their orders with us after we filed the petition ha ve instead14

loaded up on as much low-priced PET sheet from Oman  and Korea15

as they could get before the Commerce Department is sued its16

preliminary determination in February of this year.17

After preliminary duties went into effect, imports18

from Korea did back off.  We were able to regain sa les to19

customers that had moved to Korean imports as a res ult of20

duties.  Imports from Oman, however, have not slowe d.21

I also wanted to tell you about my company's22

experience this year.  The COVID-19 pandemic has im pacted our23

operations.  We have been able to use significant i dle24

capacity to produce PET sheet for the face shield p roduction.25
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We are very proud to have domestic production that1

could serve our country during this time of need.  Within2

days of being asked, we were able to direct product ion to3

demand for face shields.4

The COVID-related demand surge in the second5

quarter of this year was fast and strong and gave u s some6

optimism on how this year might shape up, but the d emand7

bubble has basically popped.  Our production levels  and lead8

times are effectively back to normal, close to wher e they9

were before the pandemic hit.10

In the meantime, we have heard that OCTAL continues11

to grab major orders with our traditional PET sheet  customers12

and has started to capture sales from face shield13

manufacturing.  We are not safe from either the pan demic or14

OCTAL.  15

Relief is badly needed to remedy these situations. 16

We cannot continue to operate our profit levels tha t we have17

been suffering.  If the unfair trade behavior is no t checked,18

there will be additional closures of U.S. facilitie s, job19

layoffs, and further financial loss in this industr y.  We20

urge you not to let that happen.  Thank you.21

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Our next witness will be22

John Thibado.23

MR. THIBADO:  Can you guys hear me okay?24

MR. BISHOP:  Yes, we can, John.25
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MR. THIBADO:  Okay, great.  Good morning.  My name1

is John Thibado and I am founder, President and CEO  of2

Advanced Extrusion, located in Rogers, Minnesota.  I’ve been3

in my current position for 20 years.  Prior to my f ounding of4

Advanced Extrusion, I worked for a large PET sheet packaging5

company, also known as a thermoformer.  In all, I’v e been in6

the PET sheet business for over 30 years.7

When I appeared before the Commission staff at the8

preliminary phase of this case almost a year ago, w e noted9

that imports had been a problem for several years b efore the10

period that the Commission was investigating.  By t he time I11

appeared, increasing volumes of imports from Oman a nd Korea12

were making things even more difficult in the U.S. market. 13

We were constantly faced with competition from low- priced14

offers by subject imports during our customer negot iations15

and lost numerous sales and substantial revenue as a result16

of their extremely low prices.17

Things only got worse in the second half of 2019. 18

While OCTAL’s profile in the U.S. market had fallen  back19

somewhat due to the impact of a cyclone on their Om ani20

production facility, it came back with a vengeance in 2019. 21

OCTAL used extremely aggressive pricing in the Unit ed States22

to dramatically increase its share of our market.23

This had a significant impact on my company.  Our24

shipments in 2019 fell off notably and we were forc ed to cut25
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our production back from seven days a week to just five. 1

Customers stopped ordering from us because they cou ld buy the2

same PET sheet from Oman and Korea at lower prices,  as3

demonstrated in numerous examples of lost sales pro vided to4

the Commission.5

The subject imports have not adjusted their pricing6

in response to the filing of this case.  This just shows how7

committed they are to buying share in our market.  It is not8

true, as OCTAL implied at the staff conference, tha t OCTAL9

would be satisfied with just a small customer base in the10

United States.  OCTAL’s customers include three of the11

largest buyers of PET sheet in the U.S. market, and  it12

continues to aggressively pursue every account in t he13

country, big and small.  14

I am convinced that OCTAL’s ultimate goal is to15

destroy the industry producing PET sheet in the Uni ted16

States.  Let me be clear that price is the driving force in17

purchasing decisions when comparing our product to imports. 18

We are not losing business to Oman or Korea for rea sons of19

quality or inability to supply PET sheet needed by our U.S.20

customers.  While OCTAL and its representatives wou ld have21

you believe that their product is of superior quali ty to that22

of domestic industry, I can tell you from my experi ence that23

is not the case.  My company product has performanc e and24

optical qualities that are every bit as good as the  product25
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from Oman or Korea.  Customers do not need Omani sh eet to run1

their thermoforming machines.2

In 2018, after the cyclone in Oman, when we got3

orders from one of OCTAL’s largest customers, Inlin e, we were4

offered to buy back the scrap regrind resulting fro m Inline’s5

use of our PET sheet, but Inline would not sell to us, saying6

that the regrind was reserved for OCTAL Ohio.  In o ther7

words, OCTAL Ohio sells our PET sheet made from our  regrind8

material to the very same customers that claim they  need D-9

PET from Oman.  10

In fact, customers have complained to our11

salespeople that the PET sheet from Oman can displa y optical12

issues, such as brown streaking, that negatively af fect the13

former’s ability to produce high-quality packaging product. 14

This is not despite OCTAL’s allegedly special direc t to sheet15

process but because of it.  Any clogging in the PET  reactor16

that feeds directly into OCTAL’s extruders creates quality17

issues in the resulting sheet.  When provided with a18

deficient product, those customers then ask my comp any to19

quickly fill in for OCTAL’s subpar product, which w e’re happy20

to do.  But even when the Omani product is not proc essed21

properly, customers do not discontinue using it bec ause it’s22

priced so far below ours.23

The most obvious question raised by OCTAL’s quality24

claim is the following.  The Omani product is of mu ch higher25
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quality.  Why is it priced lower than the domestic product? 1

In my years of seeing the import product in our mar ket, I2

have never once come across a customer who paid a p remium for3

OCTAL’S product.  When I meet with customers, they make it4

clear that we must be competitive with the low impo rt prices5

to keep their business.  Our customers present deta ils of the6

import offers they have received so we know where w e have to7

price to win the sale.8

Here’s an example of how low the import pricing9

really is.  One of our large customers we have been  pricing10

at the level of the unfair imports just to keep the  business. 11

When we finally lost that customer because we simpl y could12

not go any lower, our profitability improved.13

But losing sales volume in effort to improve14

profitability is not a sensible business strategy o ver the15

long term.  We've watched our sales and our market share drop16

as unfair imports penetrate this market.  A decade ago, in17

anticipation of rising U.S. demand, we explored ope ning18

facilities on the east and west coast.  Unfortunate ly, as19

unfair imports increased over the last several year s, we had20

to abandon those plans.21

The capital-intensive nature of the PET sheet22

industry makes it important that producers maintain  high23

operating rates to maximize efficiencies.  If we ca nnot run24

our lines at optimal efficiency levels, significant  costs are25
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incurred and production curtailments or shutdowns a re often1

our only alternatives.  The increased volumes of su bject2

imports leading to reduced production and shipments  of U.S.3

product have not only cost us market share but has also4

affected our production efficiencies.5

Our utilization rate is much lower than we’d like6

it to be, but if we were to lay off our highly skil led7

workers, it would be difficult to replace them if t he8

business were to come back, so we are trying to rem ain9

operational in hopes that we can address these impo rt10

problems, retain our workforce, and increase our sa les.11

That difficult effort has been worthwhile because12

we were able to respond very quickly to the surge i n demand13

for PET sheet for face shields needed for the COVID -1914

pandemic this year.  We are glad to have been able to15

immediately ramp up in production of PET sheet for that16

purpose and to do our part during this emergency.17

Now, however, OCTAL is aggressively pursuing sales18

in our new face shield customers.  We cannot contin ue to19

compete with the unfair pricing from Oman and Korea  and we20

cannot survive as a company when we must continuous ly cede21

market share to unfairly traded imports and suffer poor22

financial results.  I respectfully request, therefo re, that23

the Commission reach an affirmative finding in this  case.24

Thank you for your attention.25
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MR. ROSENTHAL:  Our next witness will be Mr.1

Brian Grayczyk.2

MR. GRAYCZYK:  Good morning.  My name is3

Brian Grayczyk, and I’m the President of Ex-Tech Pl astics. 4

I’ve been with Ex-Tech for over eight years and I’v e been in5

sales and purchasing with various plastic materials  and6

products businesses for over 20 years.7

I testified before the Commission last summer8

during the preliminary phase of this investigation to discuss9

the harm that unfairly traded imports from Korea an d Oman10

have had on the domestic PET sheet industry.  We br ought this11

case because the domestic industry has been battere d by low-12

priced imports that are driving down our prices and  eroding13

our market share.  This has been going on for quite  a while14

but has only gotten worse in the last few years.15

In my earlier testimony, I explained that PET16

sheet, whether produced in the United States, Oman,  or Korea,17

was typically sold in rolls to downstream end-users ,18

primarily thermoformers that use PET sheet to manuf acture19

rigid food and retail products like carryout contai ners,20

fruit and vegetable trays, clam shell containers, a nd paint21

tray liners.22

In 2020, PET sheet has been in high demand for23

another end use, medical face shields.  PET sheet i s a24

particularly desirable input for these uses because  it has25
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exceptional visual properties, provides barriers to  gases and1

oils, and it’s impact and tear-resistant, thermally  stable,2

and recyclable.  These factors and others different iate PET3

sheet from other polymers.4

Importantly, however, there are no differences in5

the basic physical and technical characteristics an d uses6

between the PET sheet produced by domestic producer s like Ex-7

Tech and that produced in Oman and Korea.  I know b ecause I8

used to be in the purchasing side when working for a9

thermoformer.  Prior to my time with Ex-Tech, I spe nt nearly10

four years in the customer side of the U.S. PET she et market11

with a company called CM Packaging, which produced plastic12

and aluminum packaging products.  CM Packaging beca me 13

part of D&W Fine Pack, a packaging producer, where I became14

Director of Planning and Forecasting.15

My role at D&W Fine Pack involved supply chain and16

PET sheet purchases, including from domestic and im port17

sources.  At D&W Fine Pack, I was responsible for p urchasing18

150,000,000 pounds of material annually, approximat ely 7019

percent of which was PET sheet, for seven thermorfo rming20

plants.  When I was making buying decisions, the mo st21

important factor to me was price.  I had to compete  with22

other thermoformers to sell PET packaging and those  other23

thermoformers were also buying PET sheet for the lo west price24

possible.  I purchased PET sheet from both domestic  producers25
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and foreign producers, including OCTAL.  D&W Fine P ack also1

extruded its own PET sheet for internal consumption .  I can2

tell you that PET sheet, whether from a domestic PE T sheet3

producer, from an import source, or internally extr uded, is4

the same.5

As a purchaser, I found that my customers rarely6

cared where the PET sheet came from.  They just wan ted to7

have the lowest price.  Ultimately, pricing PET she et is a8

race to the bottom.  Before CM Packaging became par t of D&W9

Fine Pack, we did not have any internal extrusion c apacity. 10

At one point, we became big enough that we consider ed11

investing in an extrusion line for internal PET she et12

production for our own use, but OCTAL’s prices were  so low13

that it simply did not make sense to bring that cap ability in14

house.  15

My customers now sitting where I used to sit16

continue to tell me that PET sheet is the same no m atter the17

source and that price is a predominant factor in th eir18

purchasing decisions.  As I noted in my earlier tes timony,19

the complete interchangeability and price-sensitive  nature of20

PET sheet is demonstrated perfectly by what happene d in 201821

when a cyclone knocked OCTAL offline for part of th e year. 22

During that outage, we had numerous customers come back to us23

and even obtained a new customer.  These customers did not24

shut down waiting for OCTAL to come back or switch to a25
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different product.  They quickly switched to purcha sing large1

volumes of our PET sheet with no complaints about o ur2

quality, delivery, speed, or service.  3

Unfortunately, as soon as OCTAL resumed selling to4

the U.S. market at a price that was far below ours,  we lost5

that business.  We did everything we could to give those6

customers the best service possible when they neede d supply,7

but price is paramount in this market and we simple  could not8

match OCTAL’s offers.9

I’ll note here too that when we were selling to a10

new customer while OCTAL was shut down because of t he cyclone11

we offered to buy back the scrap regrind resulting from the12

use of our PET sheet.  Just as you heard from anoth er13

domestic producer today, that customer also told us  the scrap14

was reserved for OCTAL Ohio, which made clear to me  that15

OCTAL Ohio sold our PET sheet made from our regrind  material16

to the same customers that they claim they need D-P ET sheet17

from Oman.18

PET sheet imports have taken a significant portion19

of the U.S. market in recent years as they have con sistently20

undersold us in negotiation after negotiation.  Whe re we do21

try to compete with their offers, we are forced to sell at22

unsustainably low price levels.  Most of our sales are23

conducted on a transaction-by-transaction basis wit h very24

tight margins.  That means we are constantly fighti ng for25
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every additional amount of volume and every extra c ent per1

pound.  If I lower my price enough, I can get the s ale over2

extremely low-priced import competition because our  products3

are interchangeable.  But even when we keep the vol ume, the4

unprofitable price just kills us.5

As a domestic PET sheet producer, I fully6

understand the harm that low-priced PET sheet impor ts are7

causing the U.S. industry.  Despite an uptick in de mand for8

PET sheet in 2019, we watched our order volumes fal l over the9

course of a year to the lowest level we’ve seen in years. 10

Our customers simply kept shifting their purchases and11

increases volumes to lower-priced imports.  12

It is not just our sales volume that suffers,13

however.  Our profitability also tanked.  Even thou gh raw14

material costs have been in steady decline for abou t a year,15

we are now at one of their lowest points in years.  We are16

unable to improve our markings on the limited amoun t of PET17

sheet we did sell because of the downward pressure imports18

place on domestic prices.  19

Ultimately, competition with unfairly traded PET20

sheet devastated Ex-Tech in 2019.  We had one of ou r worst21

years financially in the history of the company and  ended the22

year at a huge loss.  We were forced to lay off som e of our23

workforce at the beginning of 2019.  By the end of 2019, we24

closed down our production line for the last two we eks of the25
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year.  In the past, we have been able to continue o ur1

operation through December with only a few days of closure2

for the holidays, but in the past couple years, we' ve been3

unable to justify operations for the final weeks of  the year4

as customers' orders have dropped off.5

The increase in demand for PET sheet for use in6

medical face shields as a result of the COVID-19 pa ndemic7

gave Ex-Tech a small reprieve in early 2020.  Initi ally,8

imported sheet was not competing in the face shield  market. 9

Without the downward price pressure of imported she et, we10

were able to capture higher sustainable margins on our11

product for the first time in months.12

Yet that reprieve was short-lived.  OCTAL has begun13

targeting face shields, took the market, which incl udes14

customers that don’t ordinarily purchase PET sheet.   Clearly,15

OCTAL is not just targeting its existing large acco unts. 16

It’s trying to obtain new customers in the face shi eld market17

and OCTAL’s low prices threaten our ability to comp ete with18

those end users as well.19

We are ready and willing to supply the domestic20

face shield market with quality, American-made PET sheet and21

we can do so quickly to meet surging demand in the face of22

the COVID-19 crisis, but it seems everywhere we tur n low-23

priced imports from Oman and Korea are saturating t he market24

and driving down prices to unsustainable levels.  25
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Ex-Tech cannot remain competitive in the PET sheet1

industry if imports from subject countries continue  to2

dominate the U.S. market with unfairly low prices.  I do not3

see how we can withstand the rapidly declining prod uction and4

financial injury we’re experiencing as a result of this5

unfair competition.  Relief from the dumped PET she et imports6

is needed to keep our doors open.7

Thank you very much for your attention.  I’m happy8

to answer any questions you may have.9

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Our final industry witness this10

morning will be Doug DeBode.  Mr. DeBode.11

MR. DEBODE:  Good morning, Commissioners.  My name12

is Doug DeBode.  I am the General Manager of Multi- Plastics13

Extrusions.  I testified before your staff one year  ago and I14

appreciate the opportunity to be here today to tell  you about15

my experience in this industry and the dire need fo r relief16

from unfairly traded imports from both Oman and Kor ea.17

I believe I offer a little bit of a unique18

perspective because I actually worked at OCTAL in t heir19

importing and marketing arm in the United States, O CTAL Inc.,20

from 2006 to 2009.  I served as the customer operat ions21

manager based at the company's Dallas, Texas, headq uarters.22

In that role, I was primarily responsible for setti ng up23

OCTAL's logistics and customer service operations f or its24

U.S. and international sales.25
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OCTAL entered the U.S. PET sheet market with a very1

specific strategy.  OCTAL's plan was to sell PET sh eet to2

thermoformers at such a low price that it would no longer be3

worthwhile for them to invest in in-house PET sheet  extrusion4

lines but to buy PET sheet from OCTAL instead.  Tha t's5

because thermoformers are relying on PET sheet as t heir6

primary input to downstream PET packaging.  They're7

constantly making make or buy decisions.  Even thos e8

thermoformers that decided to invest in PET extrusi on lines,9

they don't install enough PET sheet capacity to mee t all of10

their sheet requirements.  They also purchase PET s heet from11

extruders like Multi-Plastics. 12

In this context, OCTAL's goal in the U.S. market is13

twofold: first, to win merchant sales away from U.S .14

extruders, like my company, by offering lower price s, and15

then secondly to offer such low prices that thermof ormers16

also give OCTAL the volume that could or would have  been17

produced internally.  You heard Mr. Grayczyk explai n that was18

the case when he was the purchasing manager at CM P ackaging. 19

OCTAL's low pricing led many other thermoformers to  reach the20

same conclusion. 21

When I worked for OCTAL prior to the opening of its22

domestic PET sheet production facility in Ohio, we had23

extensive discussions about what that operation wou ld look24

like.  The original plan for OCTAL's Ohio facility was simply25
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to collect all the regrind from the customers, used  in the1

process of thermoforming, and to make noncompeting products2

out of it, in other words, to get it out of the mar ket. 3

OCTAL soon discovered that it could not maintain su fficient4

control where that regrind went. 5

As Mr. Parsio explained, post-industrial regrind is6

very commonly used in the production of PET sheet, so there's7

a market for resale of that PET regrind by thermofo rmers back8

to the sheet producers.  Just like PET sheet, the P ET regrind9

that meets specifications is offered at the lowest price and10

that's what people want to buy.  Many other domesti c PET11

sheet producers were buying the regrind for exactly  the same12

reason purchasers were buying PET sheet from Oman:  low13

price.  As a result, OCTAL changed direction and pu rchased14

extrusion equipment and began producing PET sheet i n its Ohio15

facility.  This closed loop arrangement continues t oday.16

OCTAL sells imports of PET sheet from Oman to U.S.17

thermoformer customers.  Those customers sell their  regrind18

back to Oman's Ohio facility, often based on a prio r19

agreement or informal commitment not to sell OCTAL regrind to20

other sheet producers.21

Then OCTAL's Ohio facility uses the regrind to22

produce PET sheet for those same and other customer s.  The23

driving reason behind why OCTAL did this was to kee p its own24

PET regrind out of the market and to be able to cla im that25
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the PET sheet being produced from the regrind in it s Ohio1

facility is a better quality OCTAL regrind product.   It's2

just a marketing gimmick. 3

PET sheet produced from post-industrial regrind is4

a totally interchangeable product no matter who is making it. 5

In fact, this arrangement also makes clear that OCT AL's6

imported PET sheet from Oman is interchangeable wit h PET7

sheet produced from virgin or recycled PET here in the United8

States.  OCTAL's U.S. production facility makes PET  sheet9

primarily from OCTAL's scrap PET material, but the sheet gets10

sold to the same U.S. customers for the same end us es and11

runs on the same thermoforming equipment.12

I expect OCTAL to talk today about what it claims13

is special about its D-PET sheet that's made direct ly from14

its PET melt in Oman.  The D-PET name is merely mar keting for15

PET sheet made from virgin inputs.  Multi-Plastics and many16

other domestic producers also make PET sheet from v irgin17

inputs.  No U.S. customer must have OCTAL's D-PET s heet to be18

successful on its equipment or to make a downstream  product.19

Let me give you two examples. 20

First of all, we've heard that OCTAL recently21

landed a very large volume deal with a U.S. custome r that22

makes PET packaging primarily for strawberries.  Th e23

strawberry baskets are considered commodity packagi ng24

products.  They don't require exceptional clarity,25
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formability, or any other qualities that OCTAL clai ms about1

its D-PET sheet from Oman.  You bought strawberries  and you2

know that the strawberry baskets have many holes or  slits in3

them.  They're often covered with dirt or leaves or  other4

debris.  They also have a large label on the top.5

In fact, we used to sell to this customer that I'm6

talking about, and the customer always requested fr om us the7

lowest quality specifications in order to lower its  costs,8

period.  We provided the customer with a significan t volume,9

millions of pounds of material, over many, many yea rs without10

a single complaint.  We were invited to bid on the business11

this year also about six months ago, but we lost to  OCTAL's12

price.13

A second example involves a customer just starting14

with us out of retail from our facility.  The custo mer15

created a PET meat tray, like the trays underneath raw meat16

and poultry you buy at the grocery store.  They did  this to17

replace the common lighter weight polystyrene foam meat18

trays.  Multi-Plastics has supplied significant qua ntities of19

color and clear sheet for this use, over 2.1 millio n pounds20

in 2018.  That was before, during, and after the cy clone in21

Oman. 22

MR. BISHOP:  Could you get a little closer, Doug? 23

We're losing you a bit.24

MR. DEBODE:  I'm sorry.  The first question that we25
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were asked by the owner of this company was, what's  your1

price?  That customer shifted into OCTAL sheet from  Oman2

except for its colored PET sheet products.  Why wou ld they3

use PET sheet imported all the way from Oman to rep lace an4

extremely light-weight low-cost and ubiquitous poly styrene5

foam tray?  Because Omani PET sheet is so low price .  It6

doesn't matter that OCTAL claims its sheet has bett er7

clarity.  For this purpose, no one is going to see the tray8

covered in raw meat juice and an absorbent pad.  In stead, the9

customers are buying from Oman while we are just 30  minutes10

away because of price.11

Universally, customers purchase PET sheet on the12

basis of price, whether it's virgin PET sheet from Oman or13

domestic producers or recycled PET sheet.  The fact  that14

OCTAL's Ohio facility sells recycled PET to the sam e15

customers that buy imported PET sheet proves that p oint.16

OCTAL also made claims that its sheet is easier to17

run on customers' thermoforming equipment.  That's just not18

true and it's not like thermoformers are buying Oma ni sheet. 19

Thermoform operators need to make minor adjustments  from one20

material to the next.  A customer called us once an d said an21

inexperienced operator had a problem running a roll .  We were22

concerned and our customer service manager followed  up to23

ensure that there were no further problems.  The ow ner told24

them that there were no further issues as they had had a more25
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experienced operator complete the minor adjustments .  That1

customer is the same one that's 30 minutes down the  road. 2

Had the operator been running Multi-Plastics' sheet  and then3

gone to OCTAL, minor tuning would also have been re quired.4

OCTAL's assertion that these everyday realities5

indicate some difference in our qualities is basele ss.  The6

low-priced import competition from Korea and Oman o ver the7

past several years has had a devastating effect on my8

company, as you heard from Mr. Parsio.  I ask the C ommission9

to affirm that truth, eliminate unfair pricing, and  give my10

company and our employees in Hazleton, Pennsylvania , a chance11

to survive in this industry.12

Thank you very much.13

MR. BISHOP:  Paul, you're on mute.14

MR. ROSENTHAL:  That concludes the domestic15

industry's direct statement.  Before we answer ques tions I16

want to introduce my colleagues, Kathleen Cannon an d Brooke17

Ringel, and Gina Beck and Mike Kerwin of Georgetown  Economic18

Services, who will be available to answer questions  as well. 19

Thank you.20

MR. BISHOP: Mr. Chairman, that concludes direct21

testimony from this panel.22

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.  Thank you all very much. 23

I will begin questions today.  And, again, thank yo u to all24

the witnesses for your testimony.  I'm going to sta rt with25
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impact.  On pages 38 through 39 of your brief, you argue for1

exclusion of certain data in our impact analysis.  Given that2

we must consider the industry as a whole, can the C ommission3

do so, and is there a precedent for excluding such data?4

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Ms. Cannon will address that issue.5

MS. CANNON:  Good morning, members of the6

Commission.  Kathy Cannon with Kelley Drye for the record.7

Yes, Chairman Kearns, we looked at this issue and y ou're8

correct that generally speaking, the Commission is required9

to look at the industry as a whole.  But there was a court10

case, the ALTech case, which was appealed to the Co urt of11

International Trade and then affirmed by the Court of Appeals12

for the Federal Circuit, that has a very important13

qualification to this, and I think it's so importan t I will14

read a quote from that case and we'll expand furthe r on this15

in our brief.16

But what the court said was, "Evaluating the17

domestic industry as a whole, however, is not a lic ense to18

ignore information that could give context and mean ing to the19

data it is analyzing in assessing the domestic indu stry's20

performance.  Indeed, the statutory directive to an alyze the21

industry as a whole compels an evaluation of all ma terial22

factors raised by the parties that could render a m ore23

accurate reading of the health of the industry."24

So I think that quote speaks directly to the25
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situation presented to you here.  I can't get into the facts1

a lot, but if you look at the contrast and the data  on2

Confidential Slide 18 in our PowerPoint at page 42 of our3

brief, you will see that it's quite different and t hat the4

company we're referring to as the aberrational prod ucer5

really is positioned quite differently.  So, when y ou see6

particularly from page E11 of your staff report how  the7

industry individual companies are doing otherwise a nd8

collectively, you will see quite a different pictur e and that9

indicates the injury they have experienced.10

So I believe in the context of that type of a legal11

analysis you are definitely allowed to look at the data as we12

have presented it.13

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.  Thank you.  And just a14

followup to that.  I mean, it seems to me that we w ouldn't15

want to just show that one producer looks different .  You16

know, its financial numbers are different from ever yone17

else's.  We would also want to kind of trace that b ack to,18

you know, how it differs from other U.S. producers and19

whether there is or is not -- you know, whether or not that20

producer is or is not competing directly with subje ct21

imports.  And I didn't see a whole lot in your brie f that22

kind of addresses that.  I mean, I think what I hea rd instead23

was more along the lines of, you know, the numbers speak for24

themselves.  They're so aberrational compared to th e other25
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producers, and I take that point.  But if you could  all maybe1

post-hearing provide us with a better explanation a s to why2

that producer is in just a very different category because,3

again, I mean, I think, you know, if we see purchas er data,4

for example, that show head-to-head competition bet ween that5

producer and subject imports, you know, I think tha t's one6

thing.  If instead this is a producer that's, you k now,7

basically producing just a very different product a nd is not8

competing on a purchaser-by-purchaser basis with su bject9

imports, that would be another.  So maybe post-hear ing you10

can say more.11

MS. CANNON:  Absolutely.  We will do that.  In12

fact, there is information in your staff report to that very13

effect about --14

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.15

MS. CANNON:  -- this producer competing16

differently.  We've also asked your staff to look i nto that a17

little more so that we could gather additional info rmation,18

and it's difficult in the context of this hearing t o discuss19

what that would be, but I take your point and belie ve we can20

address that exactly to show the lack of competitio n that is21

enabling the different performance.22

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Great.  Okay.  Thank you.  I want23

to just -- yeah, Mr. Rosenthal?24

MR. ROSENTHAL:  I just do want to add two things.25
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Number one, in our brief, we note some internal pro blems with1

the data you've gotten from that particular company .  It does2

not seem to be all sensible.  They're excluding cer tain3

things, if you will, without going into detail.  So  there's a4

problem with the data itself apart from it being --  I would5

say as Ms. Cannon noted from the staff report they' re6

producing different products that don't seem to be in7

competition with the imports or, frankly, with the rest of8

the domestic industry.  So we will expand on both o f those9

points.10

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.  Good.  Thank you.  I11

wanted to turn to the next producers' issue.  Produ cers that12

both internally consume PET sheet and sell on the o pen13

market, what affects their decisions to sell on the  open14

market?  Is their primary concern sales of the down stream15

packaging?  What I'm trying to figure out here is t his16

reminds me a little bit of a case we saw recently o r a few17

cases we saw recently involving co-products where y ou might18

see, you know, the behavior of some firm that doesn 't really19

care about what the prices are it gets in the merch ant market20

for a product, resulting in, you know, quite a bit of noise21

and inconsistencies I think in the effects of that market. 22

Is that what we see with mixed producers here?  Obv iously,23

it's not a co-product, but is it the same sort of i mpact on24

the market that we would see in those sorts of case s?25
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MR. ROSENTHAL:  Well, Chairman Kearns, when you1

talk about mixed producers, you're talking about fo lks who2

both consume internally and also sell into the merc hant3

market?4

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Yes.5

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Okay.  I'll ask if any of the6

industry witnesses have an opinion on those compani es and7

then chime in as counsel.  Brian or Doug or John, h ave a8

thought on companies that sell both merchant market  and9

internally?10

MR. DEBODE:  This is Doug DeBode from Multi-11

Plastics, Commissioners.  I would say that in the P ET12

industry I'm not aware of anybody that actually doe s that,13

who both makes their own PET product and sells it i nto the14

merchant market.  I think when we're talking about an interim15

producer, most of what we talk about is people that  have a16

production level or a consumption level internally,  as well17

as a need for outside sheet that they purchase from  either us18

or from OCTAL or something like that.  It's not tha t they19

sell that product in the open market, not the sheet  in the20

open market.21

I can tell you an example in the polystyrene market22

where we do know someone that does that, but it's b ecause23

they don't have the demand internally for the produ ct and so24

they sell it just to keep the machines running and low prices25
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in the marketplace.  Thank you.1

MR. ROSENTHAL:  And this business, though, PET2

sheet, it's usually the converse?  Usually they're making up3

for their lack of capacity internally in buying fro m the4

merchant market?5

MR. DEBODE:  I concur with that.6

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Yes.7

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.  And why do they do that? 8

Is it structural?  Are we seeing a change over time  where9

they're increasingly deciding it's cheaper to just purchase10

PET sheet from others, or is it more of a cyclical sort of11

thing?12

MR. PARSIO:  I think it's what we've been talking13

about consistently that the strategy of some import ers are to14

sell at a price that doesn't give an advantage to a n15

individual to increase their capacity of internal p roduction16

for their own use because of economics.17

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  So you're saying that those18

purchasers who also make their own PET sheet are in creasing19

their sales of the downstream product over time and  rather20

than ramping up capacity to produce PET sheet accor dingly,21

they instead decide we might as well just purchase this22

cheaper product from subject imports?23

MR. PARSIO:  Absolutely.  Yes.24

MR. THIBADO:  Again, I believe that's due to the25
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imports being a lower price.1

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.  And I guess if you all can2

point us, Mr. Rosenthal and others, to anything pos t-petition3

or, I mean, I'm sorry, post-hearing that would help  us see4

that, you know, whether we're looking at individual , you5

know, mixed producers where they over time are real ly6

increasing purchases of subject imports.  I think t hat might7

be helpful.8

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Mr. Chairman, we will do that, but9

if you take a look at Slide 17 I believe it is, you 'll see10

the contrast between the capacity utilization in th e full11

market versus just the merchant market and you see there is12

despite the increase in demand -- I just want to ma ke sure --13

yeah, it is 17.  I memorized these.  The total mark et14

capacity utilization was actually going down and th at's the15

resultant phenomenon we're talking about.  But capa city16

utilization didn't decline as much as in the mercha nt market17

for the reasons you just heard.18

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.  Very helpful.  Thank you. 19

My time is up.20

MS. CANNON:  Mr. Chairman, I can -- Mr. Chairman,21

could I just add a quick point?  You asked about th e22

anomalous producer, and I just wanted to direct you  to the23

staff report at Section 6, page 10, Footnotes 4 and  6, and I24

think that will be helpful to get a little bit more25
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information about that particular producer.1

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay, thank you.  2

Vice Chair Stayin, I think you're next.  Think you3

might be on mute.4

MR. BISHOP:  You're still on mute, Vice Chair.  No,5

no, it's not working yet.6

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Bill, can you unmute Randy?7

MR. BISHOP:  It's showing that he is unmuted.  It's8

showing -- it's still showing that he is unmuted.  I've muted9

him now, and I've unmuted him now.10

Vice Chair, can you try to speak again?11

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Can you hear me, Bill?12

MR. BISHOP:  We can hear you now.13

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Okay.14

MR. BISHOP:  We can't hear you again.  Speak again.15

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Can you hear me now?16

MR. BISHOP:  Very, very faintly.  No, we can't hear17

you.18

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Mr. Secretary, should we go on to19

the next Commissioner?20

MR. BISHOP:  Yeah, we'll try to get the Vice Chair21

figured out here.22

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.  Commissioner Johanson?23

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  All right.  I'd like to24

thank all the parties for appearing here today.  Ok ay.  My25
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first question is this.  Respondent observes that t he dumping1

margins found by Commerce on most of the subject im ports are2

quite low and are much lower than the underselling margins3

for PET sheet from Oman.  Given the statute directs  us to4

consider the magnitude of the margin of dumping in our impact5

analysis, what weight should we give to this?6

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Paul Rosenthal.  Very little at7

this point.  Wait until you see the final margins b efore you8

consider this argument at all, but, in general, the9

Commission has disdained what amounts to margins an alysis. 10

It doesn't say you ignore it totally, but the clear  precedent11

and direction from Congress has been not to do what  is done12

in other countries sometimes, which is to basically  look at13

the margins of dumping as if it were the same thing  as the14

margins of underselling.15

We can expand more on that in our post-hearing16

brief, but I can't recall a case in which the Commi ssion in17

the last 15 years has relied on the margins of dump ing as a18

true indicator of the extent of injury.19

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Thank you, Mr. Rosenthal. 20

This is a unique case because the dumping margins f ound by21

Commerce to this point are quite low, and they don' t -- I22

know it's often the case that they do not reflect w hat we see23

in underselling, which can be expected, but in this  case,24

there's quite a disparity, so it is a somewhat uniq ue25
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situation, I believe. 1

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Well, it isn't affirmative, number2

one, and, as I said, you're not done yet.3

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Right.4

MR. ROSENTHAL:  As you who have done dumping cases5

on the Commerce side know, very often, the prelims are lower6

than the final because, in many instances, the Comm erce7

Department gives the benefit of the doubt to respon dents and8

then goes on verification and has a hearing.  I'm p retty9

confident the margins will go up from the number th at you saw10

in the prelim.11

Beyond that, you don't see that issue at all with12

respect to Korea, which had more substantial margin s than13

Oman.  And, frankly, as you heard from one of the d omestic14

industry witnesses this morning, as a result of tho se higher15

margins, that company was able to get sales that pr eviously16

had been obtained by the Koreans.  I think you'll b e seeing17

something similar along those lines when the margin s for Oman18

get published.19

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  All right.  Thank you, Mr.20

Rosenthal.  Now I'm going to move to an issue which  was21

raised by Commissioner Kearns.  It was discussed at  some22

length by the witnesses, but I want to dig a bit mo re into23

this issue since it was a major part of Respondents '24

arguments in their brief.25
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On page 15 of their brief, Respondents argue that,1

given the large presence in the merchant market of integrated2

packaging companies with different business objecti ves, the3

Commission cannot assume that a decrease in shipmen ts was4

solely because of subject import competition.  What  factors5

might cause an integrated packing producer to reduc e PET6

sheet shipments into the merchant market?7

MR. ROSENTHAL:  I think we touched a little bit on8

that topic in the previous question, and, frankly, I think9

what you're really seeing is almost the converse of  what the10

Respondents are talking about, which is now compani es that11

are using their own equipment for their own interna l12

purchases are buying more imported product as oppos ed to13

using their capacity to sell into the merchant mark et.  It's14

a fairly common thing, but I also think, to some ex tent, it's15

a result of some consolidation in some of these com panies. 16

Maybe Brian can tell you a little bit more about th at.  He17

and the others who have been on the purchasing side  of this18

business can tell you what's going on there.19

Brian?20

MR. GRAYCZYK:  Well, sure.  Yeah, thank you.  Yep. 21

Thank you, Mr. Commissioner.  What happens in this industry22

every year is basically consolidation, one company buying23

another.  Maybe the company that was purchased didn 't have24

their own extrusion capabilities and someone who wa s bigger25
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bought one of our customers.  The customer landscap e changes1

every year with the constant consolidation in this2

marketplace.3

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Okay.  Thanks for your4

response.  Oh, I'm sorry.  Ms. Cannon?5

MS. CANNON:  Yes, Commissioner, I just wanted to6

add that you had indicated you were looking at data  that7

combined the companies that were selling exclusivel y to the8

merchant market with those that were also mixed, bu t I would9

highlight that in the staff report in Section III a t pages, I10

think it's 9 through 11, there are discrete breakou ts for11

just commercial market -- merchant market sales alo ne that12

don't combine the mixed producers, and those are al l really13

accentuating the impact of the imports and the decl ine on the14

industry in terms of their production and shipments  to a far15

greater degree, so I would suggest that that would be another16

indication of the direct impact of the imports on t hose most17

affected.18

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  All right.  Thanks for your19

responses.  And, once again, I realize that Commiss ioner20

Kearns raised this issue as well, but this is a poi nt -- the21

whole issue of mixed producers is a point with whic h the22

Respondents put a lot of ink, and so I wanted just to get a23

bit more into it.24

Moving on to a different issue, the D-PET25
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manufacturing process has been stated to be differe nt from1

the extrusion process.  In the preliminary phase, i t was2

noted that four patents have been granted for the D -PET3

process.  Are these patents evidence of significant4

differences in the domestic industry's extruded pro ducts and5

OCTAL's D-PET product or processes?6

MR. ROSENTHAL:  I'll ask Mr. DeBode and Mr.7

Grayczyk, but Mr. DeBode, who actually worked for O CTAL, may8

have some insight into this.9

MR. DEBODE:  Thanks very much.  I can add a little10

bit but not a lot because my timeframe at OCTAL was  prior to11

the D-PET process being installed.  But I know, bec ause of12

what -- it would be process-related, though, sir.  It's13

simply a difference in the way they make the materi al, which14

I'm sure they'll talk about this afternoon, where i t goes15

directly from a reactor into a die for sheet to be extruded. 16

That's the main difference in what they're doing th ere, not17

much else.18

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Brian, Mr. Grayczyk, do you have19

something to add here?20

MR. GRAYCZYK:  Yeah.  Brian Grayczyk, Ex-Tech21

Plastics.  So, again, I'll speak to my experience w orking at22

D&W Fine Pack where we did extrude our own PET shee t.  We23

bought from the Petitioners and OCTAL and Korea and  others,24

so we bought from pretty much any source that we co uld, but,25
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at the end of the day, it was just, you know, who c ould get1

it to us at the best price or where could we get it  the2

quickest.3

But we ran hundreds and hundreds, several hundreds4

different of PET items, and we could use any one of  these5

companies that are here today.  We could use any on e of their6

products or our own PET sheet for those specific it ems, for7

those different SKUs.  So we'd have, say, a carryou t8

container, and we could use OCTAL, we could use Ex- Tech, we9

could use Advanced, we could use Multi, or we could  use our10

own sheet.  It didn't matter.11

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  But, again, despite the12

different patents involved in the process, in the e nd, you do13

not see any differences in the product, the final p roduct?14

MR. GRAYCZYK:  No, sir, we did not.  It was clear15

PET is clear PET.16

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Okay.  I actually have a17

follow-up question for this, but, given that I only  have18

about 45 seconds left, I'll go ahead and follow up with that19

in a minute, but, Ms. Ringel, did you have somethin g to add?20

MS. RINGEL:  Yes, Commissioner Johanson.  Thank you21

so much.  I just wanted to add that, ultimately, re gardless22

of the differences or any claimed physical differen ces or23

quality or production differences that OCTAL claims , the24

domestic industry witnesses today have testified to ,25
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ultimately, at the end of the day, the overlapping1

competition in the market between OCTAL's PET sheet  and their2

own PET sheet, and Mr. DeBode gave two very good ex amples of3

this, one, the strawberry container that it doesn't  require4

any of the claimed qualities that OCTAL makes, and yet that5

particular customer is using OCTAL's PET sheet beca use of its6

pricing, and then also the meat tray that is typica lly not7

even a clear product, is typically a grayish produc t because8

it's covered in meat and juice and an absorbent pad , and no9

one actually has to see it, and yet OCTAL's alleged ly10

superior product is being used for that purpose.11

So, ultimately, at the end of the day, regardless12

of the claimed differences in quality, there is sig nificant13

overlapping competition across end uses for all pro ducers'14

PET sheets.15

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Commissioner Johanson, I know your16

time is up, but I just want to add one thing.  We'r e talking17

mainly about their claimed difference in process, b ut, as18

you've seen in other cases, the process here and in  those19

other cases don't result in a different end product .  The end20

product is all interchangeable.  We can give you ot her21

examples, but I just want to re-emphasize that poin t.22

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Okay, thank you.23

MR. DEBODE:  Can I add one item to that, sir?24

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Certainly.25
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MR. DEBODE:  I have right here, this is a tray. 1

Paul was just talking about the meat trays.  This i s a tray2

that was for meat.  This is for packaging meat, in this case,3

hamburgers.  I bought it at the grocery store, my l ocal4

grocery store on Sunday, not for this case, I just happened5

to note who it was made by.6

One of the folks who will be talking this7

afternoon, 30 minutes down the road from us, also m akes meat8

trays.  This meat tray that I just held up is made from 1009

percent recycled material, so it's already gone out , it's10

already been consumed, been recycled back into new product.11

That's at the exact opposite end of the spectrum12

from OCTAL's material or normal PET sheet.  So it w as used13

for that exact same purpose that the customer 30 mi nutes down14

the road is using OCTAL's product for.15

The recycled mixture of this did not diminish the16

characteristics of it.  This was tinted gray was wh y it was17

gray.  The formability of this product allows the p erson that18

made it, which is actually a domestic producer who competes19

with all of us, including OCTAL on this call, they20

thermoformed the product.  They have detail down to  1/32nd of21

an inch on that thermoformed tray.  So there is not  major22

detail that a thermoformer can get with their produ ct out of23

the OCTAL tray than with this tray that's at the op posite end24

of the market from their tray.  I just wanted to po int that25
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out because it shows that interchangeability of tha t1

equipment.  2

And one thing that's interesting is that the3

grocery store that I bought this in is a grocery st ore called4

Weis, it's local here in Pennsylvania, and it's the  grocery5

store that the customer 30 minutes down the road ha s on their6

website talking about their material from OCTAL.  S o the same7

grocery store is buying both of these products for the same8

use.9

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Okay, thank you.  My time10

is well expired.  Oh, I'm sorry.  Ms. Beck, can you  just make11

it quickly, please?12

MS. BECK:  So quick.  Gina Beck of GES.  If I could13

just direct you again to the purchasers' data on Ch art 414

which also underscores the interchangeability and t he15

comments of our witnesses.16

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Okay, thank you, Ms. Beck. 17

My time is expired.18

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  May I step in?19

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Yes.  Please.20

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Certainly.21

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Thank you.  Pardon me for22

the technical problem.  Apparently, we've got23

it -- hopefully got it solved.  Two primary issues,  according24

to the purchasers, quality and price, are very impo rtant. 25
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They're listed as both -- 15 purchasers stated that  for both1

of those items.  And then the question for me is, w ell, what2

is quality?  I know what price is.  We know there's3

underselling.  What about the quality issue?4

In this table, it's Table 2-7 on page II-13, in the5

words next to quality, it said, "quality meets indu stry6

standards."  Does that mean that the quality provid ed by the7

Omani product meets industry standards and the U.S.  product8

does not meet industry standards?9

I mean, I'm trying to understand the difference in10

quality because they're trying to differentiate the  U.S.11

product and the Omani product, so if you might plea se address12

the quality issue and compare it to the price issue .13

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Vice Chair Stayin, I'm going to14

start first on that, but I would refer you to our s lide15

presentation, Confidential Slide 5, which really do es get at16

the question of interchangeability, which includes quality.17

And our view and the view of the purchasers and18

importers, not just the domestic industry, is that there is19

no difference in quality.  You see these quotes tha t other20

third parties, if you will, without a dog in the fi ght21

basically say that the D-PET product made by OCTAL is the22

same quality and interchangeable with the products made by23

the U.S. producers using a slightly different proce ss but24

ending up with the same results.25
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So look at Confidential Chart 5.  I'll let the1

industry witnesses go on.  I should also add, if yo u look at2

the comparison of the Omani and U.S. product, you s ee that3

all the purchasers regard them as comparable on eve rything,4

including quality, and the only thing they're not c omparable5

on is price, and that's where the U.S. industry, fr om the6

purchasers' point of view, is not as good as Oman, meaning7

it's lower-priced.  The Omani product is lower-pric ed.  But,8

on quality, the purchasers and importers rate them9

comparably.10

Mr. Grayczyk, did you have something to add there?11

MR. GRAYCZYK:  Yes, thank you.  I was going to say,12

regarding price and quality, you know, those are tw o of the13

most important factors.  You know, when people are looking at14

buying, as I used to buy myself.15

But what I wanted to say was, you know, Ex-Tech,16

and I know the other Petitioners, all proved that o ur quality17

was just as good as the imported material from Oman  during18

the cyclone shutdown as we all were able to provide  millions19

and millions of pounds to Inline during that shutdo wn with20

zero returns.21

And our quality level is just across the board --22

not just to Inline but to the industry as a whole, you know,23

our return percentage is less than 1 percent.  So w e're very24

proud of that, and I'm sure my competitors can spea k to that25
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as well, but our quality is right there along with the1

imported material.2

And, if I can, I agree with Mr. Grayczyk as well in3

the fact, again, that same customer that was noted,  because4

of their size, I would suggest, that most any domes tic5

producer stepped in and had some short-term sales d uring the6

cyclone and performed extremely well.  Unfortunatel y, when it7

came back to price and nothing else, we lost to imp orts.8

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Mr. Thibado, can you comment on9

this, please?10

MR. THIBADO:  Yes.  We had pretty much the same11

experience with a large customer we were servicing.   We were12

starting to ship millions of pounds.  We had a litt le problem13

with the topical, but we were one-tenth of 1 percen t return.14

And our industry as a whole, we track on our15

scorecard for our regular customer base, I don't me an to16

upstage Brian from Ex-Tech, but we are under one-ha lf of 117

percent for return rate as a whole.  Our quality is18

exceptional.19

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Thank you very much. 20

Another question is when the cyclone hit Oman and t hey were21

unable to supply the -- as I understand it, the cus tomers of22

Omani were buying products from the U.S. producers,  and were23

there any issues there?  Were there problems with t he buyers,24

purchasers, buying domestic product and being able to use it25
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as they were able to use the Omani product?1

MR. PARSIO:  What we heard from most, we supplied a2

substantial amount of material at that time and had  no issues3

at all with any individual using that material.4

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  So, when you supplied the5

Omani customers, there were no issues raised on qua lity?6

MR. THIBADO:  No, not on our part.  As a matter of7

fact, we received compliments on quick turnaround, quick8

delivery, quality.  No problem at all.9

MR. GRAYCZYK:  I concur.  We also had no problems10

at all with our material, same thing.  I know that the11

customers were extremely happy that we were able to  step up12

and provide them with a quality product in a timely  manner.13

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Were you able to increase14

your prices at that time when the Omani product was n't in the15

market?16

MR. PARSIO:  We were able to gain some price level17

there, but we also didn't want -- we knew it was go ing to be18

a short-term situation, so we also -- we tried to s how a19

level of competitiveness to try to maintain some of  that20

volume after the restart so, you know, customers wo uldn't --21

we didn't want them to be viewed as being gouged, a lthough22

there was a differential in price because price is so23

sensitive, so there was that view to a certain exte nt.24

MR. GRAYCZYK:  Mr. Vice Chairman, if I may add we25
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were actually able to sell at a price where we didn 't have to1

match the import price, so we were actually able to  sustain2

some reasonable margins for the first time in many,  many3

months.4

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  And when the Omanis came5

back online, were you able to keep those customers?6

MR. GRAYCZYK:  Absolutely not.  Unfortunately, no,7

we were not, no.8

MR. THIBADO:  Almost 100 percent no.9

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  What was the reason?10

MR. THIBADO:  Price.  The price, exactly.  And I11

want to make one extra comment regarding pricing.  You know,12

with our inability to buy the regrind back, which w e13

typically do with other customers, we had to take a  look at14

our net cost and adjust it fairly to market, so, yo u know, if15

we would have been able to get the regrind back, we  would16

have been able to even reduce the price further to be more17

competitive, but because they kept the regrind for OCTAL, you18

know, it took that opportunity away.19

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Thank you very much.  My20

time has run out.  21

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Thank you.22

Commissioner Schmidtlein?  I think you're on mute.  23

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  There you go.  I pressed24

it and then I pressed it again.  Okay.  Thank you v ery much. 25
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I'd like to thank all the witnesses for appearing h ere today1

as well.2

I'm going to start with some questions about your3

pricing arguments.  So the Respondents contend that  the4

domestic industry's PET sheet prices generally trac k5

movements in raw material prices and that, therefor e, any6

declines in domestic industry prices were just a fu nction of7

a decline in those raw material prices.  And it loo ks like8

some of the domestic industry contract sales are in dexed to9

raw materials but not all of them.  10

Can you address this argument?  Do you agree that11

there is normally a strong correlation between PET sheet12

prices and PET resin prices?13

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Doug?  Mr. DeBode, would you like14

to answer that?15

MR. DEBODE:  I would.  Thank you very much,16

Commissioner Schmidtlein.  I also purchase resins f or our17

company, including PET, so I probably am in one of the best18

positions to answer that question.19

There is definitely a correlation between prices20

lowering and the sheet product prices lowering.  Th at could21

be true for OCTAL if they're tied to an index.  It' s also22

true for us, not necessarily because of an index, b ut because23

everybody expects with the decrease in prices that -- excuse24

me, in resin prices or input prices, that the cost of sheet25
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will go down.  So we see our sheet price go down as  the resin1

price input costs go down, just like you see OCTAL' s sheet2

price go down.3

So we don't gain any damage there or anything else4

when their price goes down because our price has to  go down5

also.  We're still capped by what their price is as  to what6

we can sell at.  So it doesn't get us in any better  situation7

just because the pricing is moving down because of an index;8

we're all affected by that.9

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Commissioner Schmidtlein, I think10

you'll see from the data that it didn't matter whet her PET11

resin prices were going up or down.  The domestic p roducers12

were still losing money, and so what matters not so  much as13

the indexing is where you start your pricing to beg in with.14

If you start at a low base price, lower than, as15

OCTAL does, lower than the domestic industry price is, as16

things go up and down on your input materials, you' re still17

underselling when the raw materials, the PET resin is going18

up, and you're underselling when the PET resin's go ing down. 19

That's a result of basically contracts with low sta rting20

prices, and the indexing just perpetuates that.21

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  So can you elaborate a22

little bit on your price suppression argument.  You  know,23

what's the best evidence on the record that domesti c24

producers weren't able to raise prices adequately?  Are you25
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relying primarily on the fact that they were losing  money? 1

Is it anecdotal evidence?2

MR. ROSENTHAL:  I'll let Ms. Beck talk about the3

cost of goods sold versus the realized prices and t he price4

suppression evidence there.5

MS. BECK:  Commissioner Schmidtlein, yes, we have6

relied on anecdotal evidence.  The witnesses can ju mp in too. 7

I think they have some really good examples.8

Given the averaging of values in this case, as you9

will see why the variance analysis isn't used, it h as to do10

with a product mix.  The actual cost data in the AU Vs are not11

what we're relying on because the AUVs are not prob ative12

here.13

But we will provide more examples and more support14

in our post-hearing brief, but I know, for example,  our15

witnesses have examples that I think would be helpf ul to you16

now as well.17

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Sure.  Would any of the18

witnesses like to speak to that?19

MR. PARSIO:  I'm trying.  Can you hear me?20

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Yes.21

MR. PARSIO:  There we go.  Yeah, I have a situation22

where I had a contract with an individual company a nd we were23

indexed and we were lagging in the index, so we wou ld lag a24

month behind.  And when it came time for that contr act to25
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end, as well as prices in theory would have went up  and I1

would have been able to maintain a margin, that dec line2

happened every month over a period of let's just sa y six3

months, so I lost every month for six months on the  incline4

with the monthly lag.  When that contract was over,  OCTAL5

took that business at a price that not only could I  ever not6

catch up, but it was gone.7

So that shows you once again in an inclining market8

of inclining prices, costs -- inclining costs, and trying to9

incline prices, we still got beat.10

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay.  Okay.  Well, I11

would invite you to include any other witness examp les in12

your post-hearing brief. 13

MR. PARSIO:  We'll do that.14

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay.  Let me move to a15

slightly different topic.  This has to do with the fact that16

U.S. producers and importers are concentrated in di fferent17

types of channels, I guess, so U.S. producers have more18

products sold under long-term -- I'm sorry, under s pot sales,19

more concentrated in spot sales.  Importers are mor e20

concentrated under long-term contracts.21

I see that U.S. producers do also sell under the22

long-term contracts, but I wonder if some of the wi tnesses23

could elaborate on that in terms of how they see th e24

competition in the market from subject imports.  Ar e they25
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encountering subject imports in the spot sale marke t?1

MR. PARSIO:  Yes, I believe they are.  I mean, I2

don't believe it's relative to a length of a contra ct because3

almost any contract would have to have a mover type  of4

indexing, whatever mechanism to move as the raw mat erial5

inputs move.6

So, ultimately, I'd be happy if the price was more7

competitive and I could make money on a long-term c ontract. 8

I'd be happy to lock in a margin on a number that m oves with9

an index, but I think that generally people are loc king into10

a long-term contract with subject importers because  their11

ultimate beginning price is lower.12

MR. THIBADO:  I agree.  We all would love to have13

long-term contracts.  We just don't get that opport unity14

because of our beginning, our opening price, where we need to15

be to make money.  So we don't feel that or at leas t I don't16

feel that we have that opportunity.17

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Has your concentration18

in terms of how many sales you make in the spot mar ket versus19

long-term contract, has that shifted over the POI?  In other20

words, were you at the beginning of the POI selling  more21

under long-term contract, and now you've been moved  to the22

spot market because you've lost those contracts?23

MR. PARSIO:  Unfortunately, as Mr. Rosenthal said24

prior in his actually opening remarks, this has bee n going on25
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a lot longer than the period of interest.  So I wou ld like to1

say that that's the case.2

Yes, there was a time, but we're talking about 20143

or so, so, unfortunately, maybe we were slow to the  game,4

slow to the process, understanding we can even talk  to people5

like yourselves to try and help us.  6

MR. THIBADO:  Yeah, I agree.  I started selling7

sheet back actually in 2000, and that time frame wa s -- the8

ability to speak to any contracts tapered out, but prior to,9

let's say, 2008, everybody wanted a contract; they wanted to10

be locked in.11

MR. PARSIO:  And that coincided directly with the12

influx of the imports we've been talking about.13

MR. THIBADO:  Yes, exactly.14

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Commissioner Schmidtlein, it is15

true that, as you heard from OCTAL's counsel and in  the16

briefs, that OCTAL does have long-term contracts wi th some17

customers, but you've also heard that they are sell ing in the18

spot market for a number of other customers and als o even19

most recently in the face shield market.  Those are  not long-20

term contracts.  They came in on a spot basis and a re21

competing there as well.  So, while they have these  long-term22

contracts that basically lock in stable undersellin g, as Mr.23

Porter would call it, they also are going after spo t sales24

that are not under contract.25
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MR. PARSIO:  I can't remember a time in current1

history that I've ever had a conversation with an i ndividual2

contract, small, large, or non-contract, that the p rice from3

imports didn't come up, especially the prices from OCTAL. 4

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  So I know my time has5

expired, but this is so directly related.  Is there  a6

relationship between the spot sale market and the l ong-term7

contract market?  Do you see -- do you think spot s ale prices8

impact what happens in long-term contract negotiati ons?9

MR. PARSIO:  Not necessarily.  I don't see that.  I10

see them to be fairly synonymous.  11

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  But you're seeing12

competition in both, so you feel the pressure in bo th, is13

that what I'm hearing?14

MR. PARSIO:  Yes, yes, absolutely.15

MR. GRAYCZYK:  Yeah, we can't even -- yeah,16

contract or spot sale, we can't compete.17

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Just to conclude on this one point.  18

One of the problems you have here is whether you ha ve a long-19

term contract or a spot sale, all these folks are s elling to20

extruders, who are competing against one another.  So, if21

you've got a contract price, an attractive one from  one22

extruder, they're going to say, look, we're competi ng against23

these other guys, your spot sale price has to be co mpetitive24

with what my competitor is getting its sheet for.  So there25
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is a relationship between the contract prices and t he spot1

sale prices.2

MR. GRAYCZYK:  One hundred percent.3

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay.  All right.  Thank4

you.  My time has expired.5

MR. PARSIO:  Thank you.6

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Commissioner Karpel.7

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Yes, thank you.  Thank you,8

everyone, for being here today.  It’s great to hear  your9

testimony.  I’ll start with a question.  Can you ex plain why10

the loss of market share and the drop in U.S. shipm ents that11

we see over the POI is not showing up in the domest ic12

industry’s financials, where we see rising operatin g income13

and profits over the POI?  Is this solely due to th e14

inclusion of a certain producer’s data that you say  should be15

excluded, or are there other factors that are at pl ay?16

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Commissioner, the answer is yes, it17

is solely because of the aberrational data from tha t one18

producer.  If you look at the slides on everybody e lse’s or19

the information on every other merchant market prod ucer, the20

profitability is bleak.  If you look at the number of21

producers that are losing money over this time, it is clear22

that the decline in shipments and capacity utilizat ion are23

what -- and revenues overall because of the low pri ces, those24

are what’s causing what is a terrible situation wit h losses25
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for many of the producers extending for a lot of th e period. 1

It shows how aberrational that one producer is.  Yo u take out2

the one producer and everything else looks terrible , and it’s3

all because of pricing, lack of sales, lack of capa city4

utilization, losing market share.5

MS. CANNON:  This is Kathy Cannon.  Could I also6

add that you also see that the trends shift, Commis sioner7

Karpel, when that one producer is removed, so Respo ndents8

have argued about increasing or improving profits, but, in9

fact, removal of that one producer not only shows a  much10

bleaker picture, it shows the decline that correlat es exactly11

with the market share gained by the imports.12

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Mm-hmm.  And so I guess my13

obvious follow-up, is your injury argument continge nt on us14

agreeing with you that we should exclude this aberr ational15

producer or, if we look at the data and decide for whatever16

reason that we should not exclude their data, does your17

injury argument fall apart?18

MS. CANNON:  No.19

MR. ROSENTHAL:  There is a --20

MS. CANNON:  I’ll go first, okay.  You have 9021

percent underselling and you have a market share sh ift, so22

even if you were to look at the financial performan ce of the23

industry or you were to say it was improving, you d idn’t see24

it there, you would see it in the volume loss.  We’ ve lost25
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volume and we’ve lost it because they’ve undersold us, so you1

see a volume effect quite clearly and you see the d eclines we2

mentioned in the performance of the merchant market  in terms3

of not only the market share loss, shipment decline s,4

production declines in a rising market with demand growing. 5

So you very clearly are seeing a volume effect.  Wh at’s6

masked by the data is the financial impact, but it’ s not7

required statutorily that you find that too.8

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Certainly, I agree with what9

Ms. Cannon said, but I’d add one other thing.  One of the key10

things to consider about this aberrational producer  is that11

the product they’re making and as pointed out, it's  reflected12

and your staff report, is that it is a product that  is not13

being affected by import competition.  It’s a speci alized14

product that neither -- or for that matter, domesti c industry15

competition.  They’re making a unique product as fa r as we16

can tell that is immune from import competition bec ause17

neither the Koreans nor OCTAL make it and, frankly,  neither18

does most of the domestic industry, so it shows wha t happens19

if you are in a -- apart from the problems of the d ata20

themselves, it shows what happens if you are in an area that21

is not affected by import competition, and that con trast22

shows you how the rest of the domestic industry to a company23

is adversely affected.24

I would add two other things on this point since25
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you got me started and that is two companies that a re1

reported, one a Petitioner, one not a Petitioner ha s reported2

profits that might be slightly higher than some of the others3

and both of them report that they were able to achi eve that4

higher profitability by dropping out of producing p roducts5

that were in direct competition with the imports.  And, to6

me, that’s an indication of injury.  If you’re focu sing only7

on net operating profits of sales and you look at t hat and8

say, well, geez, they’re making money, how did they  do it, by9

selling less is what you’ve heard, by getting out o f the way10

of direct import competition, and, for me, that’s i njury.  If11

you are selling less volume because you can’t compe te against12

the imports even if you temporarily maintain higher13

profitability margins, that does not mean you’re no t being14

injured by the imports.  It means that you are shri nking and15

that inevitably you will not be able to sustain you r business16

because you don’t have the base of volume to keep m aking that17

product.18

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Okay.  All right.  I think I19

would just reiterate what some of my fellow Commiss ioners20

have said that the more you can talk about this in your post-21

hearing brief about this competition issue between this22

aberrational company and what they produce and what  others in23

the market are producing it would be helpful for us  to have.24

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Certainly.25
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COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Okay.  I also wanted to1

follow up, Commissioner Schmidtlein asked about you r price2

suppression argument, but I’m not for sure I quite understood3

your response.  In your pre-hearing brief at least,  you talk4

about unit cost versus net sales value from 2017 to  2018. 5

You don’t talk about the period as a whole or 2018 to 2019,6

so I’m trying to understand that, but then I though t I heard7

you say in response to Commissioner Schmidtlein’s q uestion8

that you weren’t relying on COGS and net sales comp arisons,9

you were relying more on your witness testimony, wh at they10

experienced in the market for your price suppressio n11

argument.  I wonder if you could help me understand .  I think12

you’re on mute.13

MS. BECK:  Sorry about that.  This is Gina Beck14

from GES.  That’s correct, Commissioner Karpel.  We  are15

relying on the evidence from our witnesses and addi tional16

information that we will supply in our post-hearing  brief17

given that the data is, as I mentioned, on the aver age unit18

value basis, it doesn’t really give a clear picture  of what19

has happened over the Period Of Investigation given  the20

product mix.21

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  And can you elaborate what22

the product mix issues are?  Has the product mix ch anged over23

time from what domestic producers are making?24

MS. BECK:  I don't know if the industry witnesses25
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want to explain or if we should --1

MR. ROSENTHAL:  I will just say in generic terms2

without getting into anything proprietary, we know of a3

couple of companies, for example, that stopped maki ng certain4

products because they were competing against the im ports and5

being unsuccessful.  One of them is not a Petitione r.  It’s a6

pretty good-sized company.  We actually cite them i n one of7

the slides and they basically said we’ve gotten out  of making8

certain things because we couldn’t make money out o f them. 9

And I know, though, that Mr. Thibado testified to t hat a10

little earlier, so there has been a change in produ ct mix in11

that sense.12

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Okay.  So maybe you could13

elaborate a little bit.  It sounds like we’re getti ng into14

some confidential information that you’re not wanti ng to say15

in the hearing, so if there’s anything you can do t o16

elaborate on that in post-hearing, that would be im portant.17

MS. CANNON:  We will do so.18

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Okay.  And then also I wanted19

to clarify.  Are you making a price suppression arg ument or20

just a price depression argument.  For example, pri ces appear21

to be declining for product one where there’s a hig h volume22

of domestic priced product.  Can you clarify your a rgument23

there?24

MR. ROSENTHAL:  We believe there’s both going on,25
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although we admit that, if you’re following the par ticular1

pricing data, there’s a mixed view of that and some  products,2

clearly, where there are large volumes and import c ompetition3

concentrated, we think there is price depression an d4

suppression.  In other areas or other products, it’ s a more5

mixed picture, but we will be more specific about t hat in our6

post-hearing brief, Commissioner Karpel.7

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  All right.  All right, well,8

my time is almost up so I’ll pass the baton on to t he next9

Commissioner.10

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.  Thank you.  I’ll just11

continue on with where Commissioner Karpel left off .  Mr.12

Rosenthal, if I heard you correctly, I think you sa id in your13

opening that after OCTAL re-entered the market in 2 018 U.S.14

producer PET sheet prices hit the fan as you put it  as only15

you would.  Is that correct?  Do our data show that , our16

pricing data, for example?17

MR. ROSENTHAL:  One of the things that I’ve been18

trying to see if we can tease from the information we’ve got19

is the following.  U.S. shipments went up from I wo uld say20

June to -- or July to September in response to the OCTAL21

outage, so our companies were able to supply OCTAL’ s22

customers, so their sales went up dramatically and we have23

been told that their prices went up nicely above wh ere they24

were when OCTAL was in the market.  We don’t have m onth-by-25
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month data on that because, if we did, I was going to show1

you on a slide sales going up like this when OCTAL was out2

and then dropping dramatically when OCTAL left and the same3

thing happening with prices.  Our clients have told  us that4

that’s exactly their experience.  But we don’t have  month-by-5

month data to put on a slide to show that, but that  is6

exactly what happened.7

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay, thank you.  Let me see8

here.  You all talked about D-PET quite a bit and s o this is9

maybe a little bit of an overlap with those things you’ve10

already said, but let me try.  Just I have two ques tions11

here.  One is the record contains several statement s from12

purchasers regarding the benefits of D-PET sheet fo r their13

operations and why they prefer it.  Do you disagree  that some14

purchasers perceive advantages to D-PET and does th is ever15

come up in your price or purchase negotiations?  An d I guess16

just as a continuation of that, could you look at t he17

purchaser data and, you know, I know that the Respo ndents are18

arguing that they have a pretty stable set of purch asers that19

they work with, so I don’t know if you can glean an ything20

from the data that they provide on that or that we know from21

purchasers as to, you know, where there is overlap that can’t22

be explained by the D-PET issue and where there isn ’t?  Any23

thoughts on that would be appreciated.24

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Commissioner, I’m going to turn25
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this over to the industry witnesses in one minute.  I just1

want to refer you back to the slide from earlier wh ere we2

point out that the vast majority of purchasers say that3

there’s no difference in quality, that D-PET and A- PET and4

the other, R-PET, are all interchangeable.5

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Yes, and I looked at that.  You6

know, I mean, to me, we tend to get lost when we ag gregate7

the data, right?  Like, it could be true that for t he vast8

majority of uses there’s no real difference, but, y ou know,9

conceivably there still could be enough situations there10

where it does make a difference and that’s really w here11

OCTAL, you know, is concentrated, so any thoughts o n that12

would be appreciated.13

MR. ROSENTHAL:  One last thing that I’ll say and14

then I’ll turn it back to the witnesses.  Look at w hat15

happened when OCTAL couldn’t supply.  The customers  used the16

domestically produced product without problem.  The  rate of17

reject or return you heard was one-tenth of 1 perce nt for one18

of the customers, and so there really wasn’t a diff erence19

there.  I’ll add one other thing that I heard from a client,20

hearsay, but we get to do that here at the ITC, rig ht?  One21

of the joys of working in this environment.  As the  OCTAL22

folks were coming online and one of the domestic pr oducers23

was talking to one of the companies who is purchasi ng why24

don’t you stay with us, we give you great product, great25
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service, it all worked well, and the answer was, we ll,1

because you can’t meet the prices of OCTAL and, fra nkly, you2

haven’t ever been able to and we can’t continue wit h you.  It3

has nothing to do with any special qualities of D-P ET.  With4

that, I’ll turn it back to the domestic industry wi tnesses.5

MR. PARSIO:  I’m not sure you have to.  He pretty6

much said it.7

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Maybe this isn't the best analogy8

I can come up with right now, but I like diet Coke.   I don’t9

really like diet Pepsi.  If diet Coke goes away tom orrow, I10

guess I’ll drink diet Pepsi, but as soon as diet Co ke comes11

back I’m drinking diet Coke and it doesn’t really h ave12

anything to do with the price.  So I don’t know the  fact13

that, like, you know, I turn to diet Pepsi when the re was no14

alternative doesn’t suggest to me that it’s all abo ut price15

or that, you know, that they are interchangeable.  I mean,16

they’re not interchangeable to me, but if I have no  other17

option, yeah, I’ll turn to diet Pepsi.18

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Your equipment works perfectly well19

on diet Pepsi, though, right?20

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  My equipment?21

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Yes.22

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  I really don’t want to talk about23

my equipment, but yeah, I’ll have to think about th at.  I’m24

not sure.  Help me, what you mean by that.25
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MR. ROSENTHAL:  You function perfectly well either1

way and so does the customer’s equipment, whether D -PET or A-2

PET, and most important, the end product that you g et is the3

same.  I don’t mean you, Chairman, now, now back to  the real4

world of PET sheet, and what you heard is that the product5

that comes out is exactly the same no matter what t he process6

is.  You know, there’s this mumbo jumbo about this direct7

sheet product which I just described.  What you’re talking8

about here is you see in other contexts, whether it 's the9

steel industry where you have direct casting or you  have10

steel made from batches, the end result is the same11

chemistry, the same output, and if you don’t have e xactly the12

same chemistry, you can make some adjustments for t hat. 13

That’s effectively what’s happening with, as Mr. De Bode14

called, the marketing of D-PET.  It’s supposed to b e special15

and maybe they want to say this has great environme ntal or16

carbon footprint qualities, that we like it because  of that,17

but the same is actually true with respect to in ma ny18

respects the recycled PET, which a lot of people wa nt to19

tout, but the end result, the product result is the  same.20

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay, thank you.21

MR. THIBADO:  Mr. Chairman, I’d add one more thing22

to your question.  I believe OCTAL and the witnesse s they23

brought, I think -- and, again, this is maybe just24

speculation -- but the witnesses they brought to my  knowledge25
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do not have any extrusion equipment, unlike some ot her of1

OCTAL’s customers, which gives the thermoformer, th eir2

witnesses, the ability to keep expanding their ther moforming3

opportunities and again tighten that co-dependency of the4

OCTAL sheet just because you can buy it so much che aper.  You5

know, it’s a double-win.  The thermoformer gets mor e of the6

market share of the tray business and also OCTAL wi ns because7

of the relationship.8

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay, thank you.  And I think I9

just have one other question I wanted to ask and I’ m happy to10

have this just be post-hearing if you like, but tur ning back11

to impact and this aberrational producer, if we wer e to12

include that producer’s data in our analysis, what evidence13

do you have that subject imports injure the U.S. in dustry14

given the trends that we’ve already talked about?  I mean, I15

know, I heard you, Mr. Rosenthal, part of your answ er is16

going to be look at the market share shifts, but wh at else17

can you tell me about injury or impact?18

MS. CANNON:  So we can expand on this further in19

our brief, Chairman Kearns, but I would say the oth er things20

we can point you to are the indications on the decl ines that21

have gone on throughout the market and the trade va riables22

most pronounced in the merchant market, but the tot al market23

production shipments are not keeping pace with dema nd. 24

You’re seeing strong demand growth and you’re seein g trade25
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variables in the supermarket that are, you know, gr owing at a1

much smaller, lower level, and you’ve got actual de clines in2

those variables in the merchant market.  So notwith standing3

that particular company, whether it’s in or out, yo u’re going4

to see that, which is another effect on, injury eff ect on5

these companies under the statute.6

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Also, Commissioner Kearns, take a7

look at the narrative by the other non-petitioning producers. 8

They tell you about what the adverse impact is of t he9

imports.  They are telling you -- and, again, they weren’t10

petitioners, but they can tell you why they’ve been  harmed by11

the imports, and once again it undermines the utili ty of that12

one producer’s aberrational data.  But there’s plen ty of13

sworn statements that imports have adversely affect ed the14

rest of the domestic industry, the virtually unifor m15

sentiment.16

By the way, I would say take a look at this one,17

we’ll get you this in the post-hearing brief, one18

thermoformer who basically makes its own internal P ET sheet19

for its own production who is also complaining abou t this. 20

You asked about the differences between folks who a re21

consuming for their own use and for the merchant ma rket, and22

I had a conversation with the lawyer from this comp any who23

said we are adversely affected by this even though we don’t24

compete in the merchant market because the low pric es that25
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OCTAL is providing its competitors is causing them to lose1

end-use sales, and you can go back to that Chart 17  about2

their capacity utilization going down because they are3

competing against OCTAL's customers, who are in the  room or4

in this hearing today.5

COMMISSIONER KEARNS:  Okay, thank you.6

Vice Chair Stayin?7

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Yes, thank you.  How do you8

respond to the OCTAL arguments that the increase in  subject9

imports from Oman was not from sales to new custome rs but10

from the group with OCTAL's long standing customers  under11

contracts that pre-date the POI?  Do we give less w eight to12

these volumes?13

MR. ROSENTHAL:  I will ask the industry witnesses14

to talk about the other sales to customers outside of those15

contracts.  I'll come back.16

MR. DEBODE:  Commissioner Stayin -- excuse me. 17

This is Dr.  DeBode from Multi Plastics.  I'd go ba ck to my18

opening, my statement, sir, in that we just talked about a19

customer that had a large contract in -- it was Jan uary or20

December of last year.  January of this year -- tha t was won21

by OCTAL -- that previously was not, that was 60 mi llion22

pounds of business.  That was the company I was tal king23

about, part of it was a customer down in Florida th at we used24

to supply.  That became a part of a larger conglome rate and25
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now it is solely working with OCTAL.  So, there is damage1

there or a shift of business.  It's not just a grow th.  They2

didn't grow that customer.  They took that customer  and it3

was based on price because again it was a very comm odity4

product, that they went in with lower price to get the5

contract, because it was 60 million pounds.6

MR. PARSIO:  To comment to your direct point,7

Commissioner, if you have a long term contract with  OCTAL8

prior to the period that we're talking in questioni ng and9

your prices were at that time lower you would in th eory have10

an advantage against an individual that was integra ted former11

that had extruded and thermo former equipment that had no12

advantage to making their own product because of th e cost13

structure of making their own product versus the co st14

structure that someone can buy the PET sheet.  So t he fact15

that they in turn would be able to increase their m arket in16

total over the period of time doesn't surprise me.17

MR. KERWIN:  Michael Kerwin of Georgetown Economic.  18

I just wanted to supplement those answers.  I would  recommend19

you look at OCTAL's Exhibit 4 from their pre-hearin g brief20

which shows a full list of customers in the U.S. ma rket21

throughout the period of investigation and while I can't go22

into the detail here, I think it's very telling.  I t23

certainly shows the entire gammut of customers that  OCTAL24

serves and it's directly relevant to your question.25
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MR. ROSENTHAL:  I would one other thing and that is1

-- well, two other things -- we talked about in my Power2

Point presentation the case law that basically says  just3

because they have a long term contract that's been4

underselling doesn't mean it has -- doesn't -- it h asn't5

entered the domestic industry during the period of6

investigation.  But more directly, as we've have ta lked about7

a little while ago, you could have low contract pri ces that8

have been set awhile ago and everybody else who is now in the9

marketplace has to essentially compete against thos e contract10

prices.11

If you are in the stock market you are influenced12

by the contract prices as we discussed a little whi le ago. 13

So it is not as if the -- the fact these contracts were14

assigned a few years ago somehow immunises anybody from15

injury.  To the contrary it amplifies the injury be cause now16

everybody has to be competing against the -- severa l former17

prices that they have got from OCTAL and demand the  same18

prices from others who want their business.19

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Thank you.  Do you agree20

with Respondent's legal argument, 32 and 33 of thei r brief. 21

"But under the statute, our material injury analysi s should22

be focused on where there is injury occurring at th e present23

time, not where there was injury earlier in the POI .  It is24

injury only during the early portion of POI and not  to25
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support an affirmative material injury determinatio n."1

MR. ROSENTHAL:  I'm going to turn this to Ms.2

Cannon, but I was to say that the premise of that a rgument is3

wrong.  The injury has been throughout the period a nd has4

only gotten worse as you can see from the financial s and once5

you exclude the aberrational producer.  Market shar e6

decreases by the domestic industry, capacity divisi on, so the7

injuries has gotten worse over the period of invest igation,8

not better, and Ms. Cannon will take it from there.9

MS. CANNON:  Yes, Commissioner Stayin.  Not only is10

it incorrect for Respondents to contend that we are n't being11

material injured at present, we are, but the premis e of that12

is that they had entered these long term contracts outside of13

the POI and so somehow as we were just discussing - - you14

know, suggesting that means that any injury occurre d back15

when they negotiated them and not day after day in the16

current market.17

And yet in fact what is going on is based on those18

low prices and that consistent underselling pursuan t to19

contracts that were, were absurdly low priced.  The y are20

continuing to injure the industry throughout the pe riod of21

investigation and you see that both in your market share22

table as well as in the financial data that we've p resented23

excluding that one producer.  So you are definitely  seeing24

injury over that entire period.25
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MR. ROSENTHAL:  I just want to add one thing.  I've1

used this quote before, but it seems applicable to the2

argument by Respondent today and that is the quote by Senator3

Hayakawa of California when the Panama Canal debate s were4

taking place in the late '70s.  Senator Hayakawa's argument5

was the canal is ours, we should keep it, we stole it fair6

and square.7

Well, that's the approach by OCTAL.  They stole8

these contracts fair and square and therefore they should be9

able to price with impunity from that time on.  Tha t's not a10

good legal argument and if that were the case then domestic11

industries would never be able to get relief from u nfair12

imports based on long term low price contracts.13

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  So you are arguing that the14

price in the market at the time is a relevant price , whether15

it is under a long term contract or a spot contract , spot16

agreement?17

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Yes.  That's correct.18

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  I think we have already19

discussed this but the concept that you need Oman i n the20

market because they're the only ones that can have the21

capacity to supply the demand in the United States and22

suggesting that the U.S. producers do not have the capacity23

to support that demand.  What is your comment on th at?24

MR. ROSENTHAL:  There are a couple.  Number one is25
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the -- we know, and you Commissioners know well.  I t is not1

necessary to have the domestic industry to be able to supply2

the entire market nor to get relief.  And frankly w e are not3

suggesting that imports shouldn't be in this market .  What4

we're suggesting is and asking for is simply a reme dy to5

offset the unfair pricing.6

Secondly, the domestic industry had enough, and as7

for the aggressive pricing by Oman was going to -- and had8

plans to -- increase their capacity.  And you -- yo u heard a9

little bit from the witnesses and they could expand  on that10

in a minute, but every one of them is prepared to i ncrease11

their capacities to meet demand as long as they can  get a12

fair price.13

I'll turn it over to witnesses and Ms. Cannon to14

amplify.15

MS. CANNON:  Before the witnesses amplify on that16

let me just add that if you look at the staff repor t actually17

it is a false claim that the domestic industry does  not have18

the capacity to meet demand.  That is clearly in yo ur staff19

report that we have capacity to supply demand.  But  the20

witnesses can amplify on what they've been trying t o do to21

ramp up and how much they would like to ramp up but  not for22

OCTAL's low pricing.23

MR. PARSIO:  Yeah.  We have a substantial amount of24

idle capacity right now.  I think everybody's abili ty to ramp25
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up capacity was in a term of six to nine months wou ld be1

there if the capital expenditure made sense on an e conomic2

basis.  But because of the price structure it doesn 't make3

sense to put -- call it good money after bad to inc rease4

production in a product line in a market where you can't make5

any money.6

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Well, that leads me to my7

question.  In the current market how are you being affected8

in terms of being able to invest in your machinery and9

equipment, to get financing for other kinds of thin gs needed10

in your company in order to accelerate and in order  to11

compete?12

MR. PARSIO:  Multi-Plastics has multiple product13

lines.  So in truth we have been holding onto this market at14

terrible numbers to hope that there might be relief  and not15

exit.  Well, there is other people that have gone o ut of16

business.  I think if you -- probably, probably Joh n and17

Brian have a better perspective on that in light of  the fact18

that this is a substantially larger piece of their total19

business.20

MR. THIBADO:  Yes.  Commissioner Stayin, I can tell21

you that in my testimony we seriously were looking at Salt22

Lake as one of our client's production to hit the W est Coast. 23

And we were close on pulling the trigger to do so.  But after24

we got intel and actually seen how OCTAL's selling behavior25
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was, we just pulled back.1

We were hoping that it was just a -- hey, let's get2

into the market and offer some great pricing.  But to answer3

your question for us to get into -- you know, to ma ke that4

investment we need to have fair market pricing.  An d so we5

have the ability to make those investments and equi pment to6

supply.  I'm actually sitting on excess capacity ri ght now. 7

But sometimes you want to be closer to the customer .  You8

know, plays a little bit of a part in it, but we ju st need9

the pricing to be fair.10

MR. GRAYCZYK:  Okay.  I believe -- if I could add11

on -- so Ex-Tech is in the same position.  We have actually12

had plans drawn up to add onto our building several  years ago13

but that's up and put on hold because we haven't be en able to14

make enough money in the PET market to do so becaus e of15

price.  And we do have plenty of capacity now and w e are16

willing to invest in the equipment and we would lov e to add17

onto our building, but again, because of where the market is18

today it doesn't make sense for us to do so.19

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Thank you.20

MR. PARSIO:  Interestingly enough the manufacturers21

of the equipment are also being hurt for the same r eason.  I22

mean, I know that's not necessarily relevant to thi s case but23

it -- you know, most of the manufacturing equipment  that we24

all run is made in the United States and they just haven't25
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seen the orders in the PET market for the reasons w e speak1

of.2

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Thank you.  And I am out of3

time.4

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Thank you.  Commissioner5

Johanson.  6

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  All right.  I wanted to7

follow up with the last question asked.  It involve s the D-8

PET manufacturing process and the patents involved,  et9

cetera.  Have any domestic producers considered ado pting the10

D-PET process and if so, or if not so, why was that  the case?11

MR. PARSIO:  From what I know of the D-PET process12

is the patents -- it takes out one particular proce ss but13

gives you the same end product and to do that at th e scale14

that you would have to do that, you would have to b e looking15

down the road of a long term market that has viabil ity in16

reasonable prices to put the kind of capital expend iture that17

you need to do that and economically it just doesn' t make18

sense.  Again, if the importers keep the price wher e it is19

now whether you -- the pay back in trying to go thr ough some20

D-PET process would be just way too long of an outl ook.21

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Thank you, Mr. Parsio.22

MR. THIBADO:  I would also like to add to that in a23

previous slide, prior to Advanced Extrusion, we wer e looking24

at that process to even go further back and with in tegration.25
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And us in the extrusion business we -- our investme nt per1

lines are in the millions.  But when we start looki ng at a2

reactor and all of the components needed to take th e raw3

petrol chemicals to -- you need the scale, the econ omy, the4

investments, we're talking billions of dollars.5

MS. RINGEL:  Commissioner Johanson.  Brooke Ringel6

with Kelley here.  I just wanted to clarify.  As OC TAL has7

explained, OCTAL is vertically integrated as Mr. Th ibado also8

explained.  They produce PET resin which allows the m to9

extrude directly from their resin melt.  That is al l there is10

to the D-PET process is the resin doesn't get pelle tised.11

And this Commissioner is actually very familiar12

with PET resin and the PET resin industry.  It is a  separate13

industry.  It is a separate production process.  It  requires,14

as Mr. Thibado just explained, the chemical reactio n of those15

upstream petro chemical products and this is -- tha t is just16

simply not something that's available to these dome stic17

producers.  But considering what it actually is, al l it does18

is take out that one step of pelletising the resin.  19

Otherwise you have got these same exact input.20

You have got the same exact upstream production21

process.  The only difference is that that transfer  from the22

PET resin melt to the sheet.  That's the only diffe rence. 23

You get the same thing on the other end.24

MR. ROSENTHAL:  And I just want to add in your 201525
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PET resin case which involved Oman and OCTAL, the - - OCTAL1

made exactly the same argument.  Our PET resin that  we make2

is totally different.  And for all the reasons you heard --3

and you rejected it then, and you should reject it again4

today.5

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  All right.  Thanks for your6

thoughts, but given all that you have stated would a7

difference in the manufacturing process lead to a d ifference8

in cost or producer product if it is produced using  D-PET9

manufacturing process?10

MS. RINGEL:  Commissioner Johanson, Brooke Ringel. 11

While that may be the case and that is certainly OC TAL's12

position, with all due respect that is for the Comm erce13

Department to determine if OCTAL is selling at a fa ir price14

in the United States under the dumping laws.15

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  But with this -- would the16

use of the D-PET process indeed make the process mo re17

efficient and thus help explain why prices might be  lower?18

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Well, not necessarily Commissioner.  19

Yes.  You do eliminate a step in the process but if  you were20

actually advertising or you were considering the in vestment21

of billions of dollars of investment in that operat ion to22

basically get into the PET resin business, you need  to make23

sure you are pricing your product to take into acco unt of24

those billions of dollars of investments and so -- in the --25
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while the process itself may eliminate a step, it d oesn't1

mean that the end product is necessarily less expen sive if2

you were actually taking into account the cost of b uilding3

the that process and upgrading it.4

MS. RINGEL:  Commissioner Johanson, one other point5

I'd like to make is that the Petitioners today are aware that6

OCTAL also has non-D-PET lines in Oman and is selli ng non-D-7

PET PET sheets in the United States as well.  So th ere is8

really -- from Oman there is really a variety of pr oducts and9

it's not limited to D-PET.  And yes, everything com ing out of10

Oman is low priced.11

MR. ROSENTHAL:  And I would add one other thing. 12

Take a look at OCTAL's Ohio or Cincinnati operation s where13

they are buying or they are using the re-grind from  OCTAL, 14

not a D-PET product, and see how they're doing in c ompetition15

with imports.  The information is confidential and we are not16

contesting related party issues today, but frankly if you17

take a look at that particular producer, that domes tic18

producer, and see how they're doing, all that does is19

reinforce the arguments we are making about competi tion to20

get imports from Korea and Oman and once again how21

aberrational that other particular customer is.22

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  And following up on this23

issue, you all had raised that the Oman production or Oman24

plant is fully integrated.  That would affect its p ricing,25
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right?1

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Not necessarily.  Commissioner, if2

you have to invest billions of dollars to -- just b uild the3

hot end, if you will, of the PET resin capability y ou would4

think you would price your product in order to reco up your5

investment.  And so it doesn't necessarily mean tha t you can6

price it lower depending on how much profit you wan t to make7

and what kind of returns you want to make on your b ig8

investment, on the PET resin side of things.  You c an be a9

very, very efficient and low cost producer as using  PET resin10

pellets as your starting point.  You are not necess arily --11

it all depends on how much you're paying for that.  By being12

a purchaser of PET resin as opposed to a producer o f PET13

resin you're making your make/buy decision there as  well.14

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Okay.  Thanks for your15

responses to that series of questions.16

This next question is related to what was asked by17

Commission Stayin, and I apologize if it was alread y18

answered, but I wanted to raise it anyway.  Regardi ng prices19

set using contracts, do purchasers know the prices paid by20

other firms?21

MR. ROSENTHAL:  By other thermoformers?22

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  By other firms, by23

competitors in the market.24

MR. PARSIO:  Are you asking if one of my customers25
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would know what another person pays?1

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Right.2

MR. PARSIO:  No.3

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  How much transparency is4

there in this market?5

MR. PARSIO:  To price?  No more or less than any6

other market.  No, I don't think that's the case.7

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Mr. Parsio, let me -- the question8

being asked is, if you're dealing with a customer a nd you're9

quoting price, will the customer tell you I know my10

competitor in the thermoforming business is getting  it for X11

price or I know it's been offered by another compet itor for Y12

price?13

I think that's where you're going, Mr. Johanson? 14

Am I correct?15

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Right.16

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Okay.  I just want to make sure you17

understood the question.18

MR. PARSIO:  I'd say that sometimes people will19

talk like that but not usually.  Certainly, if we'r e20

competing in a market for a piece of business, they  will say21

somebody else has a lower price or someone else has  a22

different price, but I would say the common thread is always,23

hey, I can get it cheaper from, used to be the Kore ans, now24

it's OCTAL.  I can get it cheaper from OCTAL.25
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MR. ROSENTHAL:  Mm-hmm.1

MR. PARSIO:  Now do they sell it how much cheaper? 2

Sometimes, sometimes not.3

MR. THIBADO:  In my case, often, they tell you the4

price, and I know they tell my price, so, again, it  goes back5

to that point.  I have one customer that says, you know,6

really, it doesn't matter who supplies, it's how we  buy, and7

we have to buy at the low price.8

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Okay.  Thanks for your9

responses.  My time is expired.10

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Commissioner Schmidtlein?11

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Thank you.  I just have12

one follow-up question regarding the line of questi ons about13

transparency in the market, and you mentioned that when14

you're negotiating, they often say, well, I can get  from15

OCTAL for a lower price.  Are those contract negoti ations, do16

you do those by email or in writing?  In other word s, what I17

hear you say is that they're quoting the price to y ou, but18

they're not quoting that they can get a different q uality or19

a different type of PET sheet.20

MR. PARSIO:  No, I would say -- I mean, I think21

we've actually given examples of just that, where e mails come22

from buyers saying my price from X person is this, therefore,23

you have to beat it.  But, as far as whether it per tains to24

contract, spot, is that what you're asking?  I'm tr ying to25
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understand.1

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Yeah.  I'm just trying2

to get a sense of whether specifically you've got b uyers3

quoting the subject countries' prices as a way to l everage4

down your price.5

MR. PARSIO:  All the time.6

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay.  Well, if you all7

could put that on the record, that would be very he lpful in8

terms of --9

MR. PARSIO:  Correct me if I'm wrong, so I think we10

presented you with examples of that.11

MR. ROSENTHAL:  We have submitted it, and we will12

get you some more.13

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay.  Okay.  If you14

did, I'm sorry if I missed that.  But any contempor aneous15

documentation of that is helpful.16

MR. PARSIO:  Thank you.17

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay, I have no further18

questions.  Thank you.19

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Commissioner Karpel?20

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  I just want to clarify a few21

things.  So we talked a bit about OCTAL's argument that D-PET22

is superior or has other advantages to other types of PET23

sheet, and I just wanted to make sure I understood your24

argument.25
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Are you acknowledging at all that there are some1

physical differences between the two, D-PET and oth er types2

of PET sheet, or -- and then -- but saying that the re are3

minor differences, but they don't really matter in the4

marketplace, or are you saying there's just absolut ely no5

physical differences at all, it's really just a dif ference in6

how it's produced?7

MR. ROSENTHAL:  I'll let Mr. DeBode answer this,8

but our short answer is it's the difference in the way it's9

produced.  Everybody meets the specifications, the intrinsic10

viscosity, all the other specifications.  So they'r e all11

satisfying the customers' needs within these specif ications,12

so there isn't a difference physically.  I'll let M r. DeBode13

expand on that.14

MR. DEBODE:  Thank you, Paul.  Yes, he's exactly15

right.  And I'd like to maybe expand on it just a l ittle bit16

is that there are -- our material or the other Peti tioners'17

material compared to OCTAL's material is the same. 18

Chemically, it's the same, everything else.  We're talking19

about an A-PET type product.  There are different l evels of20

material needed for different uses.21

I talked earlier about a strawberry basket.  You22

care about the strawberries in that basket, you do not care23

about the packaging that's carrying them, other tha n, you24

know, you don't want it dirtied or something like t hat.  But25
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it's serving a function, and after that it's going to be1

thrown away.  Ninety-two percent chance it's going to be2

thrown away.3

So you care about the functionality of that4

product.  In that respect, there is no difference b etween5

these materials whatsoever.6

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Okay.  So sorry to interrupt.  7

I don't want to take all my time on this question, but it8

sounds like it's a little bit of both.  To the exte nt that9

there are any physical differences, you're saying t hey're10

immaterial for the purchasers in the market because  -- right? 11

I mean --12

MR. DEBODE:  Yes.13

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  -- I think that's what I hear14

you saying.  Okay.  Without conceding that there ar e physical15

differences.  Okay, I think I understand your argum ent there,16

so let me move on to another question.  Let me see.   Where17

did it go?  Oh, here, back on the back of my page.18

So one of the arguments I anticipate hearing this19

afternoon from OCTAL is they make some arguments ab out the20

benefits of their product being the reduced carbon footprint,21

I assume because of the lower energy it takes becau se they22

skip that production step.23

I just wanted to get a sense from those, you know,24

industry representatives, how important is that to your25
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customers?  You know, is carbon footprint something  that a1

niche set of customers cares about, or is that a gr owing area2

of concern?3

It sort of strikes me that maybe end users are4

looking to buy products or certain end users are lo oking to5

buy products that might contribute to a reduced car bon6

footprint, but when you're talking about more inter mediary7

individuals in a supply chain, for example, you kno w, a8

packaging company who then is selling their packagi ng maybe9

to a food producing industry, it's so attenuated fr om the end10

user who might be sort of looking for those kind of11

attributes of products they buy.12

But maybe you can speak to that.  We heard some of13

that in the pre-hearing brief from OCTAL, but I'm n ot sure I14

saw much of a discussion from Petitioners' perspect ive on15

this issue.16

MR. PARSIO:  Pertaining to an imported product, I17

would think that the fact that we use post-industri al flake18

in our product would be an advantage in some cases to19

individuals that were looking to "be more green."  I think if20

the end customer -- end user would probably -- that  would21

resonate if the price functionality wasn't so impor tant.22

MR. DEBODE:  Could I comment and expand upon that23

just a little bit?  We actually have done some work  in this24

area, and I looked last night at OCTAL's, the heari ng25
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information they'll be putting out this afternoon, public1

information, and I saw that they said their OCTAL D -PET2

process is 58 percent, I believe, better with respe ct to3

carbon footprint.4

The thing is that's compared to normal A-PET sheet.  5

The strawberry basket I talked about before, I'm no t trying6

to harp on that, but the strawberry basket made out  of 1007

percent recycled material, regrinds, as we've been calling8

them, is actually 42 percent better than that.9

The carbon footprint reduction -- excuse me.  It's10

about 32 percent.  The carbon footprint reduction o f 10011

percent recycled product like that versus A-PET is about 8212

percent, so OCTAL's product actually at 58 percent is13

technically less of a carbon footprint improvement than14

something that they're substituting by offering a l ower price15

for the product.16

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Thanks.  That's interesting. 17

So anything you can sort of put down on paper for t he post-18

hearing on that.  I think it's interesting.  And, a s I19

understand, domestic producers are making and putti ng on the20

market PET sheet made from recycled material.21

So am I understanding, from your perspective, you22

would think that customers looking at this carbon f ootprint23

issue would be looking more to buy PET sheet made f rom24

recycled material versus looking at the new PET pro cess as25
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their way to contribute to that?1

MR. PARSIO:  Yes, I would say correct, if, in fact,2

price structure could be taken out of the mix.3

MR. DEBODE:  Yes.  Absolutely.4

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Everybody wants to be green.  No5

one wants to pay for it.6

MS. RINGEL:  Commissioner Karpel, I would just make7

one very brief point.  As Mr. DeBode just explained , the8

regrind, the post-industrial regrind PET sheet that  goes into9

a strawberry basket that's being replaced by OCTAL is being10

replaced by Omani imported sheet because of price.  That11

means that Oman's imported price is not only unders elling12

domestic A-PET but also underselling domestic R-PET .  So I13

just wanted to make that point as well.14

MR. DEBODE:  And if I might, Commissioner Karpel? 15

This is Doug DeBode from Multi-Plastics again.  I'l l give an16

example.  We have a customer that we actually tried  a bio-17

based, cold-casted thing they call a plant model re sin as a18

PET.  And it's much more expensive because of how i t's made,19

but we actually tried to put that into a product fo r a20

customer who said we have to have this.  We said ok ay.  And21

this led us to a policy that we said, okay, we'll m ake it for22

you.  And they said we want 30 percent of this.  We  said,23

okay, we'll make that for you, it's going to cost y ou almost24

two cents more per pound, and they said, no, thank you.25
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So what Paul just said about people want green, but1

they don't want to pay for it is absolutely true.  But, in2

the case of a recycled material, we have a low-cost  product3

that is greener, but if it can't compete with that price from4

OCTAL, it's not going to sell.5

MR. ROSENTHAL:  And I know I shouldn't make a6

statement that I don't know the answer to, but I do n't know7

whether OCTAL's calculations of carbon footprint in clude the8

carbon footprint of shipping their product halfway around the9

world to the United States.10

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Yes.  I was going to0 ask11

about that too, so you beat me to it, Mr. Rosenthal .  Okay, I12

think that really covers my questions.  I just have  some13

things to maybe flag for post-hearing for you all.14

One is an argument in OCTAL's pre-hearing brief at15

the bottom of page 17 and the top of page 18, and i t talks16

about a particular producer, and I guess I'll say t hat.  It17

talks about a particular producer and their activit y in 2019. 18

I wondered if you could respond.  They make an asse rtion19

there, and I wanted to know if you agreed with that .20

Also for post-hearing, other Commissioners have21

asked about this, but it's OCTAL's argument at page  14 to 1622

of its pre-hearing brief that talks about the motiv ations for23

sales being different between vertically integrated24

producers, those who produce PET, but also that pro duce the25
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downstream products versus those PET producers that  are just1

producing for the merchant market, and they include  -- what2

I'm particularly interested in is on page 16.3

They include some tables that show shipments for4

those two baskets of producers, those vertically in tegrated5

and those that are sort of focused on the merchant market and6

draw some conclusions from those tables.  So, if yo u could7

specifically speak to that in your post-hearing bri ef, I'd8

appreciate it.  They're all bracketed, so I can't r eally talk9

about it now.  And I think that does it, so thank y ou.10

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.  I have no further11

questions.  Do any other Commissioners have further12

questions?13

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  No.14

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  I have one, and this deals15

with the issue of threat.  On page 4 of the Respond ents'16

brief, they argue that there is no threat of materi al injury17

from imports from Oman because capacity is being fu lly18

utilized.  Do you agree that this makes imports fro m Oman19

less of a threat?20

MR. ROSENTHAL:  No, Commissioner.  We spent a21

little time on that in our pre-hearing brief.  I wi ll also22

note our confidential charts in Slides 27 and 28 wh ich talk23

about OCTAL's capacity and intention.  So I would r efer those24

to you now, and we'll expand further in our post-he aring25
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brief.1

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  All right.  Thank you, Mr.2

Rosenthal.  I appreciate it.  That concludes my que stions for3

this panel.  I'd like to thank all of you for appea ring here4

today, especially as we try to refine our online pr ocess.  I5

think so far this morning it's actually gone quite well.6

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Do any other Commissioners have7

questions?8

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  No.9

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Do those in opposition to the10

imposition of anti-dumping orders have any question s for this11

panel?12

MALE VOICE:  No questions.13

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay, thank you.  Then we'll14

break for lunch.  If there are no objections, I'd s uggest we15

--16

MR. BISHOP:  Mr. Chairman?  Mr. Chairman, if I may?  17

You need to see if staff have questions.18

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Oh, I'm sorry.  Thank you very19

much.  Do staff have questions?20

MS. HAINES:  Betsy Haines, Office of21

Investigations.  Staff have no questions.22

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay, thank you.23

I suggest we break for lunch and return at 1:15 if24

there's no objections to that.25
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(No response.)1

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Sounds good.  1:15.  See you2

then.3

MALE VOICE:  Thank you.4

(The hearing in the above-entitled matter recessed,5

to reconvene at 1:15 p.m. this same day, Tuesday, J uly 14,6

2020.)7
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A F  T  E  R  N  O  O  N   S  E  S  S  I  O  N1

(1:15 p.m.)2

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.  Mr. Secretary, are there3

any preliminary matters?4

MR. BISHOP:  Mr. Chairman, I would note that the5

panel in opposition to the imposition of the anti-d umping6

duty orders are all present.  All witnesses on this  panel7

have been sworn in.8

This panel has 60 minutes for their direct9

testimony.  You may begin when you're ready.10

MR. PORTER:  Thank you.  Thank you, Mr. Bishop. 11

This is Dan Porter.  We're going to move pretty muc h12

immediately to the industry witness testimony, but I just13

want to note that there was a tremendous amount of discussion14

this morning as to what PET sheet customers do and do not15

care about when buying PET sheet.16

Well, unlike this morning, during this afternoon,17

you'll have the opportunity to hear from and ask qu estions of18

two of the larger PET sheet purchasers in the U.S. market. 19

And, with that, I'll ask Joe Barenberg from OCTAL t o begin.20

MR. BARENBERG:  Thank you, and good afternoon to21

the Commission.  My name is Joe Barenberg.  I curre ntly serve22

as Chief Operating Officer at OCTAL Inc., OCTAL Oma n's U.S.23

marketing organization.  OCTAL Oman is the only pro ducer of24

PET sheet in Oman.  OCTAL Oman supplies the U.S. ma rket with25
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a superior PET sheet made in Oman by way of a techn ologically1

advanced production process.2

I'm also President of OCTAL Extrusion Corporation,3

a U.S. producer of PET sheet located in Cincinnati,  Ohio. 4

OCTAL Extrusion produces PET sheet from recyclable PET waste5

obtained from unaffiliated PET sheet packaging ther moformers6

in the United States.7

I've got more than 15 years of experience in the8

PET sheet and packaging business in the United Stat es and, on9

top of this, 15 years of additional experience in g eneral10

packaging at the world's largest paper, paperboard,  and11

packaging company, and I've seen this business from  many12

perspectives.13

Let me begin my testimony with a brief introduction14

to OCTAL.  OCTAL was established in 2006 to meet th e growing15

demand for high-performance, clear rigid, or thermo formed,16

packaging.  PET sheet was emerging as the preferred17

thermoforming substrate, and OCTAL's factory in Oma n was18

first built in 2006, with both PET sheet and PET re sin19

capacity expanded in 2009 and again in 2012.20

OCTAL manufactures and sells only two products: 21

PET resin and PET sheet.  PET sheet is the merchand ise under22

consideration in this investigation.  PET resin is a separate23

product that is not within the scope of this invest igation24

but, rather, is subject to an earlier U.S. trade ca se.25
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For some PET sheet suppliers, but not OCTAL Oman,1

PET resin is used as the key input for making PET s heet. 2

These two products, both PET sheet and PET resin, a re3

manufactured in a single facility located in Salala h, a town4

in the southern part of the Sultanate of Oman near the border5

with Yemen.  All production of the merchandise unde r6

consideration takes place at this one facility.7

OCTAL Oman does not produce any other products.  In8

particular, OCTAL does not produce any PET film, wh ich is a9

much thinner product than sheet and made by way of a10

different production process.11

You heard earlier this morning Petitioners and12

their counsel repeatedly emphasizing the fact that U.S.13

imports from Oman have increased over the past thre e years,14

suggesting that there is something inherently damag ing about15

this increase, but the argument misunderstands the market,16

and today I'm going to explain the reason behind th e increase17

in PET sheet imports produced by us in Oman.18

Simply put, OCTAL was able to increase its sales to19

the U.S. market because we were able to offer a nex t20

generation PET sheet manufactured based on a new pr oduction21

process technology invented by OCTAL, a product cal led D-PET,22

that no other PET sheet supplier has.  This process  delivers23

a menu of significant benefits that cannot be dupli cated by24

traditional means.25
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Let's start with addressing the most prominent1

issue of the day, which is sustainability.  It is i mportant2

to understand how the overall trend for sustainable  packaging3

has affected demand for PET sheet and the demand fo r the4

special type of PET sheet produced by OCTAL in Oman  that is5

D-PET.6

In the early 2000s, municipalities across the7

country began to question the usage of polystyrene as a8

packaging substrate.  Polystyrene is a material ass ociated9

with Styrofoam, also known as foam polystyrene, but  can also10

be made into a clear thermoforming substrate called  oriented11

polystyrene, which was dominant, actually, in the p ast before12

PET eclipsed it.13

By the mid-2000s, many coastal communities in14

California began implementing polystyrene bans for both foam15

and oriented polystyrene.  This led to a large-scal e movement16

to ban styrene across the country and was most appa rent in17

college towns and cities with a more progressive18

environmental view.  The Styrofoam bans were target ed at cups19

and hinged-lid containers used in takeout applicati ons.20

In response, many packaging manufacturers utilized21

more aluminum products and paper substrates as alte rnatives22

to styrene in the short term; however, these produc ts did not23

serve the bakery, produce, or merchandiseable takeo ut24

business well, so its customers could not see the f ood in the25
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container.  For bakery and produce, fresh fruits an d1

vegetables, consumers really want to see what they are2

buying.3

As a result, by the late 2000s, a significant4

number of thermoformers had begun a mass migration into PET5

and away from oriented polystyrene as the most viab le option6

for visual appeal packaging.  PET was the clear ans wer to the7

packaging industry because it is the most recycled plastic8

available.9

It has outstanding clarity and superior mechanical10

toughness.  Plus, it has thermoforming characterist ics that11

allow for switching from polystyrene to PET without12

substantial investment in machinery and tooling.  I n13

addition, consumers were very accepting of PET beca use of the14

ease of recycling and its ability to protect food d uring15

transport.16

Styrene has very little curbside recycling and is17

not well supported by the waste industry as they do  not want18

to separate or sort styrene waste.  Because virtual ly every19

water and soft drink bottle sold in the U.S. is mad e from20

PET, the waste management industry has a well-estab lished21

process and infrastructure in place to capture comm ercial and22

curbside PET products.23

Once the initial transformation from styrene to PET24

was underway, further pressure was placed on the in dustry to25
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achieve more environmentally friendly packaging sol utions. 1

This came in many forms:  plant-based materials, li ke POA, a2

return to fiber-based packaging, and increased recy cled3

content in containers of all types.4

OCTAL saw a different path forward.  Reduce the5

number of processes needed to create PET sheet and6

dramatically reduce the amount of energy required t o7

manufacture the finished material.  OCTAL's PET she et from8

Oman made with this process has a special trademark ed name9

called D-PET.  The D stands for direct and signifie s that10

OCTAL produces PET sheet using a very different and , indeed,11

unique production process.  OCTAL is the only PET s heet12

producer in the world to employ a production proces s that13

goes directly from the reactor where the chemicals to produce14

PET resin are combined all the way to the equipment  that15

makes the PET sheet.  We call this direct to sheet16

technology.17

Unlike every other PET sheet producer in the world,18

OCTAL's PET sheet production process does not start  with PET19

resin pellets.  Rather, OCTAL produces PET sheet di rectly20

from liquid resin from the reactor before it is mad e into a21

pellet.  This key fact distinguishes OCTAL's PET sh eet from22

all other PET sheet produced around the world.  Mor e23

importantly, this key fact gives OCTAL's PET sheet physical24

performance attributes and a sustainability profile  that no25
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other PET sheet producer can match.1

Let me explain further.  OCTAL's new patented2

production process eliminates five energy-intensive3

manufacturing steps from the traditional PET sheet production4

process.  Please refer to the first page of the att achment to5

my testimony.  As you can see, the eliminated produ ction6

steps include pelletizing, solid state pellet conde nsation,7

compacting, drying, and extruding the PET resin.8

Elimination of these energy-intensive production9

steps provides several critical benefits to our PET  sheet10

customers, who are primarily thermoforming packagin g11

companies.  You can see this on page 2 of the attac hment.12

First, it provides superior optical properties,13

gloss, clarity, color, and haze, which are signific antly14

superior due to the particular nature of the manufa cturing15

process.  This is important for the merchandising a ppeal of16

the final package on a store shelf.17

Second, the direct to sheet process, in eliminating18

the processing steps mentioned above, vastly reduce s the19

punishment or wear and tear on the molecules, resul ting in20

less degradation than is found in PET sheet produce d by the21

traditional method.22

This benefit delivers a PET sheet that forms23

superbly and more easily and more uniformly, flowin g into24

fine features of thermoformed packaging, enabling25
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thermoforming converters to innovate their packages  with1

higher precision features and more advanced perform ance2

overall.3

Third, the very nature of the direct to sheet4

process allows for ultra-high precision control of thickness5

of the sheet.  This is a driving factor in providin g an6

unparalleled level of product uniformity that allow s our7

thermoforming partners to save money in two ways.  First,8

they can finely tune their converting process for m aximum9

throughput as they do not have to readjust their ma chines10

after every roll, and, two, they use thinner sheet for the11

same applications, which provides both cost savings  and12

source reduction by using less plastic overall.13

Fourth, because the resin from which OCTAL's PET14

sheet is made comes directly from the reactor, the produced15

D-PET PET sheet has a highly consistent intrinsic v iscosity. 16

This is valued by all thermoformers as it aids in f orming17

quality crack-resistance and adds value to the ther moforming18

cut out waste as it is highly sought after for repr ocessing.19

Fifth and among the most important factors, the20

processing steps eliminated in the direct to sheet technology21

are the most energy-intensive and defect-prone of t he entire22

manufacturing process.  This results in reducing el ectrical23

energy usage by a whopping 65 percent.24

This, coupled with the site using natural gas and25
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down gauging, as discussed above, delivers a lower carbon1

footprint that cannot be matched by other PET sheet s, even2

those with post-consumer recycled content.  And to add to3

that, the idea of shipping.  Shipping constitutes g enerally4

an infinitesimal amount to the carbon footprint, as  was5

explained by Intertech in the report.6

A dramatically lower carbon footprint is a huge7

part of the success of D-PET.  Governments and cons umers are8

pushing manufacturers to be more accountable for th e9

packaging they create.  It must be recyclable and s how10

continual improvement on carbon footprint.11

Please refer to pages 3 through 5 of the12

attachment.  The United Nations has developed 17 gl obal13

sustainable development goals that are used by some  of the14

largest retailers in the U.S.  For instance, the re tailer15

Target uses the icons from the U.N. goals on their website to16

track progress.17

All of the large U.S. retailers have made bold18

statements regarding their footprint.  Walmart will  reduce19

its emissions by 18 percent by 2025.  Target will b e 2520

percent below their 2015 level by 2025.  In 2006, S afeway21

committed to a 25 percent reduction by 2020.  These22

statistics are important because the companies publ ish23

targets and publish their progress towards achievin g these24

reductions.25
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As suppliers to these companies, our customers need1

material that can demonstrate a sustainability mess age that2

is second to none.  This is most evident with one o f OCTAL's3

largest customers, Inline Plastics, who is particip ating in4

this hearing today.5

Please refer to pages 6 and 7 of the attachment,6

which includes screen shots from Inline's website.  As you7

can see, sustainability is highlighted prominently as one of8

Inline Plastics' major selling points.  And when yo u click on9

the sustainability link, OCTAL's PET sheet is featu red10

prominently as allowing Inline Plastics to offer pa ckaging11

"using the lowest carbon footprint plastic."  Thus,  one of12

the largest purchasers of PET sheet in the U.S. has  made the13

ability to offer a lower carbon footprint a central  tenet of14

their entire marketing approach.15

Again with respect to lower carbon footprint,16

OCTAL's D-PET sheet is unlike any other material on  the17

market.  Third-party research labs have documented this18

through life cycle analysis studies.  Please refer to page 819

of the attachment.  As can be seen by Intertech's20

verification statement, a 2012 study by Intertech21

demonstrated that OCTAL's D-PET sheet has a 22.3 pe rcent22

lower carbon footprint than virgin A-PET.  And I no te that we23

provided a copy of the complete study by Intertech to the24

Commission during the preliminary phase.25
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With respect to lower carbon footprint, OCTAL's D-1

PET simply outperforms any other PET sheet availabl e in the2

global marketplace.  Our customers know and underst and this,3

which is why they have partnered with us for so lon g.4

One of the great appeals of OCTAL's direct to sheet5

process is that owning and operating the resin reac tor allows6

OCTAL to innovate D-PET sustainability benefits bey ond carbon7

footprint.  OCTAL has recently begun chemically rec ycling PET8

scrap in its reactor.  This is a revolutionary proc ess for9

PET sheet as it allows OCTAL to provide virgin-qual ity sheet10

and recycled content.11

The typical method for incorporating recycled12

content in PET sheet involves mixing recycled bottl ed flake13

with virgin resin and extruding it in traditional e xtruders. 14

This results in a sheet with high variability in te rms of15

color, brittleness, and visual defects.16

To compensate for this, producers have added17

additional processes, such as offline SSPs, or soli d staters18

is what they're called, to lift the intrinsic visco sity and19

remove impurities in an effort to enhance final she et20

quality.  All of this comes at a cost, making high- quality,21

recycled sheet an expensive luxury, as opposed to s ound22

environmentalism with sound economics.23

OCTAL's D-PET sheet with recycled content sidesteps24

all of these disadvantages by feeding post-consumer  PET waste25
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directly into our process, economically and efficie ntly de-1

polymerizing, then re-polymerizing this post-consum er waste,2

effectively up-cycling it into virgin-like material , making3

PET perpetually recyclable.4

Our long-term partners are committed to alliances5

with OCTAL because of the innovative potential made  possible6

only with our proprietary direct to sheet technolog y.  The7

Petitioners can try to cast D-PET as a marketing ta ctic all8

they want, but with these realities, their claims b ecome a9

plain and transparently desperate effort to draw an10

equivalency between traditional sheet and D-PET, wh ich not11

only delivers tangible and valuable advantages toda y but12

holds the promise to establish an insurmountable co mbination13

of performance and economic advantages that will fu el its14

perpetuation globally, including the United States.15

I also want to make a couple more points in16

addition.  First, a comment about plastic shields.  OCTAL is17

very proud of its ability to quickly start supplyin g the very18

needed plastic shields to help combat the pandemic.19

This morning, Petitioners attempted to complain20

about OCTAL's supply of plastic shields, but here i s the21

thing.  A hundred percent of OCTAL's supply of plas tic22

shields to the U.S. market comes from OCTAL Cincinn ati,23

OCTAL's U.S. production site.  None of the plastic shields24

come from Oman.25
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To me, this just shows that Petitioners really have1

no idea about OCTAL's business.  It appears that mu ch of2

Petitioners' complaints about OCTAL are United Stat es' PET3

sheet production.4

And my last comment is about the strawberry5

customer.  We are not entirely certain who Mr. DeBo de is6

talking about, but a quick analysis shows that our recent new7

business for strawberries came from our OCTAL Cinci nnati8

plant, as well as from the OCTAL Oman facility.9

I will now turn over the microphone to Tom Orkisz10

of Inline Plastics.11

MR. ORKISZ:  Thank you, Joe.12

Good afternoon, Commissioners.  I'm pleased to be13

here to provide testimony to this process.  My name  is Thomas14

Orkisz.  I am currently the President and owner of Inline15

Plastics Corp.  Inline has been in business for mor e than 5016

years.  I've been active in the packaging business for over17

30 years, working at and now leading the company th at my18

father founded.19

As you probably know, I have earlier submitted a20

sworn statement to the Commission with our company' s U.S.21

purchaser questionnaire response.  I made that stat ement, and22

I'm appearing before you today to address some of t he factual23

representations made by Petitioners that I believe to be24

either false or misleading.  They have fundamentall y25
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mischaracterized key facts about this market, and I  want to1

help the Commission understand the reality.2

I also wanted to just take the opportunity to thank3

OCTAL.  Joe had mentioned face shields.  OCTAL had supported4

by donation of sheet our local community effort to provide5

face shields to our area during the pandemic that w e've been6

experiencing, so we appreciate that.7

My first key point to stress is the difference8

between traditional PET sheet and the unique D-PET sheet9

provided by OCTAL.  The Petitioners stated these pr oducts are10

directly interchangeable and applied, they're reall y the same11

product, that the name D-PET is just a marketing st rategy.12

These statements are wrong.  I agree with the13

earlier testimony you heard about the distinctive q ualities14

of D-PET.  D-PET has concrete physical differences that make15

it a different and significantly better version of16

traditional PET sheet.17

The name D-PET is more than a trademark or brand. 18

It is a patented production process that delivers v aluable19

efficiency in my production process.20

D-PET processes better in my plant.  Its age 21

consistency and formability is superior to every ot her sheet22

on the market, resulting in increased up time and23

productivity and less scrap in our operations.24

D-PET also has a uniquely low carbon footprint that25
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enables me to offer products that address my custom ers'1

pressing business needs for more sustainable packag ing.2

The inclusion of the sustainable properties of D-3

PET sheet into our line of tamper-evident and tampe r-4

resistant packaging has supercharged the growth of that5

product line, which has transformed my company from  an6

average size regional thermoformer to one of the la rgest and7

fastest growing spanning the United States.  There' s hardly a8

conversation that I'll have with a customer where9

sustainability isn't part of the talk track.10

Inline has grown dramatically over the past several11

years.  In 2017, we installed six new thermoformer lines12

across the country and have been adding more thermo forming13

lines each year.  Inline is making continuous inves tment and14

rapidly increasing employment.  In fact, it would n ot15

surprise me if my increase in employment far outstr etched the16

total employment of the Petitioners combined.17

My company has built its marketing campaign around18

D-PET because of these differences and, in particul ar, the19

fact that D-PET has been proved by third-party rese archers to20

have a significantly lower carbon footprint.21

We are in the process presently in going to the22

next level by introducing OCTAL chemically recycled  D-PET. 23

We're calling it RD-PET.  We're going to be introdu cing that24

new chemically processed, recycled D-PET across our  entire25
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product line because it's the unassailable leader i n the1

field.  No other producer in plastics can supply th is2

material or one that even comes remotely close to i ts3

performance.4

My second key point is about whether customers care5

about the input raw materials.  The Petitioners hav e stated6

that downstream customers of packaging materials do  not care7

what input was used to make the packaging, that PET  sheet is8

just a commodity.  9

These statements make no sense to me.  Our10

downstream customers care very much about the input s we use11

and particularly care about the carbon footprint of  the12

packaging and how we could help them meet their own  corporate13

sustainability goals.14

I was astonished to learn that the Petitioners have15

been claiming that all PET sheet is the same and th at only16

price matters.  That is not my experience, and such17

statements do not reflect our experience marketing or18

packaging products made from OCTAL's D-PET sheet.19

Let me clear on this point.  We were able to20

increase our business by marketing the heightened21

sustainability attributes of our products precisely  because22

there are actual physical differences between OCTAL 's D-PET23

and other PET sheet sold in the market.24

Petitioners' claim that the D-PET is just a25
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marketing ploy is wrong on many levels.  It minimiz es the1

very real preference of our customers, the companie s that buy2

our packaging solutions, have for more sustainable packaging.3

All of the big brands, as Joe just mentioned, have4

sustainability goals, and sustainability is a very pressing5

business need for all of us.  And it completely ign ores the6

documented proof that D-PET is physically more sust ainable7

than all other PET sheet in the market.  I have cus tomers8

today that require threshold levels of recycled con tent in9

their packaging for carbon footprint targets.  They  do care10

deeply about the input raw materials going into the ir11

packaging.12

A third key point is to note our long-term13

contractual arrangement with OCTAL.  Petitioners di scussed14

the market as if everything is done by spot purchas e and15

everything is based on price.  That may be true for  smaller16

thermoperformers, but not Inline.  We have been buy ing from17

OCTAL since about 2006.  We were their first sheet customer.18

To be clear, during this approximately 10-year time19

period, '06 to '16, we sourced PET sheet from many sources,20

including the Petitioners here, and other PET sheet  suppliers21

around the world.  And, therefore, we have 10 years  of22

experience buying and utilizing PET sheet from diff erent23

suppliers, including the Petitioners today.24

Over time, it became increasingly obvious that D-25
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PET was a significantly better product.  U.S. PET s heet1

product developed on the U.S. merchant market, incl uding the2

PET sheet from these three Petitioners, is simply n o match.  3

And so, when OCTAL expanded their own capacity by4

installing a second reactor, we began sourcing more  and more5

of our needs from OCTAL.  Finally, in 2016, we made  a6

business decision and decided to enter into a long- term five-7

year exclusive supply contract.  That 2016 agreemen t8

established a fixed pricing formula mechanism that dictated9

pricing for all of our PET sheet purchases from OCT AL during10

the period of interest here, '17, '18, and '19.11

We did not make this decision lightly.  It reflects12

quite a bit of analysis about how best to grow our business13

and the trade-offs between buying PET sheet or inst alling our14

own industry lines to become vertically integrated like all15

of our major competitors in the packaging business.16

In the end, we decided that given our desire to17

increase our own sales of packaging products and to  support18

that through by highlighting a lower carbon footpri nt it made19

sense to adopt a single source strategy with only a  PET sheet20

supplier offering a lower carbon footprint PET shee t.21

We did not vertically integrate to produce our own22

PET sheet because D-PET was such a better product, and we saw23

more potential for our own growth through the suppl y24

arrangement with OCTAL.25
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Simply installing a bunch of traditional extruders1

using technology that had not appreciably changed i n 50 years2

would have given Inline no discernible market advan tage3

related to performance and sustainability.  Strateg ically,4

for my company, it made more sense to go with a tec hnically5

superior product that offered a lower carbon footpr int.6

Beyond this decision to source from OCTAL, I also7

want to clarify the mechanics of pricing.  During a ll of '17,8

'18, and '19, three years of the focus of your inve stigation,9

we did not negotiate prices with OCTAL shipment to shipment10

or month by month.  Instead, the prices for individ ual11

shipments made during these three years moved up or  down12

based on a third-party market index.13

It is also important to emphasize we were14

contractually committed to purchase all our needs f rom OCTAL15

during this time period, and, so to the extent we p urchased16

more from OCTAL, that increasing volume simply refl ected that17

our own business was able to grow during this time period.18

Another key consideration in this decision was19

OCTAL's ability by virtue of its scale of productio n to offer20

the quantities from a single supplier.  We require more than21

200 million pounds of PET sheet every year, and tha t number22

grows by more than 10 percent a year.  23

I can confirm that when we made the decision in24

2016, not a single U.S. PET sheet producer that was  supplying25
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the U.S. merchant market at that time was part of o ur1

consideration because not a single U.S. PET sheet p roducer2

had anywhere near the production capability to supp ly the3

quantities that we demanded.4

My fourth key point is about our decision to resume5

purchases from OCTAL after the cyclone-triggered su pply6

interruption.  I know you have heard about the supp ly7

disruption caused by Cyclone Mekuna.8

The Petitioners stated that we resumed purchasing9

from OCTAL when they restarted their factory after recovering10

from the cyclone because of the lower price.  That is a11

blatantly false statement on many levels.  The pric e we pay12

OCTAL had been set back in 2016 when we entered int o a long-13

term exclusive supply contract.  We resumed purchas ing from14

OCTAL when they could supply us because that was wh at our15

contract required.  The pricing continued pursuant to the16

pricing formula in the contract.17

OCTAL did not lower its price when it went back in18

business.  The domestic producers we purchased from  during19

this supply interruption knew that these were only temporary20

purchases that would cease once OCTAL came back onl ine.21

I noted from John Parsio's testimony this morning22

that he said their pricing improved during the OCTA L23

disruption.  I personally felt that the domestics t ook24

advantage of OCTAL's supply disruption and actually  brought25
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the price up a bit to market during that time frame .1

The statement is also misleading in the sense that2

it ignores the challenges we face when we're forced  by3

circumstances to use domestic supply.  The Petition ers stated4

their product successfully replaced OCTAL D-PET in5

thermoforming operations.  6

I guess successful depends on your perspective. 7

They did supply PET sheet, but when we had to proce ss their8

PET sheet during OCTAL's supply interruption, the r eject rate9

from the Petitioners' sheet were multiples of OCTAL 's D-PET10

sheet.11

More importantly, when using the Petitioners' PET12

sheet, our system-wide thermoforming throughput dro pped to13

such a degree that we became supply-constrained at times due14

to product inconsistencies that we do not experienc e from15

using OCTAL's D-PET sheet.16

We had no choice during the disruption.  Our17

primary source of raw material was cut off for a co uple18

months.  We had to make the domestic suppliers work .  We had19

to buy from six new suppliers in a hurry, and five were20

domestic, one was foreign, and regardless of how we ll or not21

their sheet performed in our operation, we had to m ake it22

work.  We couldn't be fussy.  We weren't inclined t o be23

rejecting any of their product because we had to fi ll orders24

for our customers.25
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Let me be clear.  My statement of the sub-par1

operational performance by the U.S.-produced PET sh eet that2

we were forced to use during the summer of 2018 is not a3

subjective view.  It's based on test reports and op eration4

deficiency reports that we keep in the ordinary cou rse of5

business and can be produced if necessary.6

When processing the Petitioners' sheet, our7

efficiencies went down, scrap went up.  We had cust omers8

asking us about the decline in the specs.  They not iced that9

there was changes in the clarity of the packaging w e were10

providing them. 11

My fifth key point is about the role of price in12

purchasing decisions.  Petitioners stated that PET sheet13

purchases are primarily or exclusively about price.   Such14

statements are overly simplistic and quite misleadi ng.  15

Prices are one element for measuring value.  We16

care about how the input material works, how it aff ects our17

process for processing, how it affects our yield, h ow it18

affects our customers' perceptions of the packaging  we sell19

to them.20

Honestly, if the domestic producers truly believe21

that PET sheet supplies are predominantly about pri ce, that22

misunderstanding may explain why they are strugglin g in the23

market.  This simplistic approach will not win the business24

of any sophisticated purchaser of PET sheet.25
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Moreover, Petitioners discussed pricing without any1

acknowledgment that pricing for larger customers fo llows2

market indices, either directly or indirectly.  Eve ryone in3

the industry can track the very transparent price i ndices for4

the key chemical inputs of PET sheet.  Our contract  with5

OCTAL sets prices based on such a market index.  We  adopted6

this pricing formula mechanism because many of our own7

customers utilize the same price indices to determi ne the8

prices that we charge to them.9

As you can see, I disagree with much of how the10

Petitioners have characterized the PET sheet market  and11

OCTAL's role in that market.  Inline is one of the largest12

purchasers in that market, and we view the market v ery13

differently.14

We source from OCTAL rather than produce our own15

PET sheet because of the quality of OCTAL's D-PET, and by16

quality, I mean things like clarity, age consistenc y,17

formability, intrinsic viscosity, low carbon footpr int.  A18

lot of elements go into that quality mix.  And we h ave a19

great long-term business relationship with OCTAL.  20

So let me close with this thought.  If OCTAL's D-21

PET were not available, we would probably buy our o wn22

extruders and make the PET sheet we need for our op erations. 23

We could not rely on the smaller-scale domestic pro ducers,24

particularly given our recent experience with them.   25
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Honestly, all the problems, the aggravation of1

dealing with several smaller domestic suppliers, wi th less2

consistent quality within each company, with incons istent3

quality across different companies, with older equi pment that4

makes them high-cost producers would collectively m ake it5

virtually inevitable that we would buy our own extr uders and6

vertically integrate.7

So I thank you for listening to my testimony, and I8

will pass the mike off to Jeff.  Thank you.9

MR. MCGUIRE:  Hello.  My name is Jeff McGuire.  I10

am a general partner of Clearly Clean Products, LLC , CCP as I11

will call it.12

We are a privately owned manufacturer of open-13

topped plastic food containers that are used in the  food14

packaging industry.  CCP is headquartered in South Windsor,15

Connecticut, and its manufacturing facilities are l ocated in16

Orwigsburg and Frackville, Pennsylvania, where we h ave over17

100 employees.18

CCP's containers or trays are used for packaging19

food items like cuts of beets, pork, or chicken.  O ur trays20

facilitate their handling, shipping, and eventual s ale at21

retail locations, such as grocery stores.  Our pate nted food22

containers have superior characteristics which we a chieve23

through our patented manufacturing process that all ows us to24

produce their sophisticated design.  25
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Our raw material purchasing decisions are driven1

not solely or even primarily by price but primarily  by the2

need for superior raw materials, particularly our s ingle-most3

important raw material, the PET sheet that our manu facturing4

technology and patented products require.5

When founded in 2008, CCP produced a variety of6

containers made from A-PET and R-PET.  CCP patented  a series7

of rolled-edge rigid plastic food trays and worked tirelessly8

to develop the sophisticated manufacturing technolo gies that9

allowed us to commercialize our patented products.10

In 2016, CCP stopped manufacturing other products11

and began producing only rolled edge rigid plastic food12

trays.  CCP's new products filled the customer requ irement to13

replace Styrofoam-type trays, and demand for these products14

skyrocketed.15

Today, CCP produces patented food containers with16

specialized components like a tightly rolled edge a nd17

intricate geometric shapes that are impart importan t18

functional features to our trays.19

In addition to these functional features imparted20

by their specialized shape, the strongest selling p oints of21

CCP's food containers are their visual clarity, the ir22

strength and durability, and their eco-friendliness .23

PET sheet is the largest input into CCP's products,24

accounting for well over half the cost of manufactu ring its25
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food trays.  As I will explain, CCP's ability to pr oduce food1

containers with the features that have been respons ible for2

its dramatic market success have been greatly facil itated by3

its use of D-PET sheet that it purchases from Omani  supplier4

OCTAL.5

D-PET has superior properties, specifically,6

clarity, formability, and strength, that are superi or to A-7

PET.  In addition, D-PET is more eco-friendly than A-PET. 8

These characteristics are of first importance to ou r9

customers.  10

As our name Clearly Clean Products signals, CCP's11

signature product is its food trays made of clear p lastic. 12

When A-PET is used to form, trays can appear hazy o r dirty. 13

On the other hand, D-PET produces the clearest plas tic food14

trays, giving them a higher quality appearance than  the trays15

made from A-PET.  This clarity is prized by CCP's c ustomers16

because they display their products in our trays.  The17

appearance of our trays can impact the end user's p erception18

of our customer's product.19

D-PET also provides greater formability, i.e., the20

ability to form trays into a desired shape, than A- PET during21

the manufacturing process.  Some of the shapes that  we mold22

into our tray provide crucial functional characteri stics,23

such as how well the trays nest together, how easil y they can24

be nested for filling, and how thin an insert they will25
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accept.  These characteristics are an important rea son why1

our customers buy our trays.2

CCP's food containers must protect their contents3

during processing, packing, shipping, unpacking, st orage,4

display, and once sold at retail until their conten ts are5

consumed.  In this challenging environment, strengt h and6

durability are crucial to the ability of our produc ts to7

perform properly.  D-PET imparts greater strength,8

durability, and impact-resistance to our tray than does A-9

PET.10

Our customers and the end customer increasingly11

demand that our food containers, which tend to be u sed only12

once before disposal, are eco-friendly.  Unlike Sty rofoam,13

which has traditionally been used for food containe rs, both14

D-PET and A-PET are both recyclable, but the manufa cturing of15

D-PET has a significantly smaller carbon footprint than A-PET16

because it is heated only once, while A-PET must be  heated17

twice to produce PET sheet.18

The only producer of D-PET is OCTAL, which is19

located in Salalah, Oman.  No domestic producer of PET sheet20

produces D-PET.  OCTAL is a major international pro ducer of21

PET products, including D-PET and resin, and OCTAL' s scale22

and production capacity are guarantors of its relia bility as23

a supplier.  The reliable availability of OCTAL's D -PET24

product in its greater capacity are crucial to our company's25
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current operations.1

As discussed above, CCP has experienced remarkable2

growth in the demand for our products since 2016, a nd we3

continue to expand to meet that demand.  Such expan sion plans4

would be called into question if we were not confid ent that5

OCTAL could provide the D-PET material sufficient t o meet our6

future needs.7

The period from 2016 to the present has been one of8

continuing experimentation for CCP as we developed,  refined,9

and then commercialized our innovative product desi gn.  One10

of the most significant challenges we faced was dev eloping11

the ability to thermoform complicated geometries re quired by12

a new design.13

During this period of intense experimentation, CCP14

tried different suppliers as it tested the properti es of15

different types of PET sheet, including the domesti c A-PET16

offered by the Petitioners in this investigation.  We found17

the domestic A-PET to exhibit a heavy tint in a nom inally18

clear sheet, inferior strength and durability, and19

inconsistent dimensions. 20

OCTAL has developed a superior technology that21

produces a product with superior properties.  In de scribing22

the differences between D-PET and A-PET, I like to compare D-23

PET to butter, smooth, soft, uniform, easy to work.   A-PET,24

on the other hand, is like margarine, hard and less25
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homogeneous and distinctly more difficult to work.1

We can make our products from A-PET.  Indeed, we do2

when necessary, but our process suffers, as does ou r3

efficiencies.  But this is only part of the story.  OCTAL's4

superior technology also results in a product with vastly5

superior uniformity.  Because of the exacting natur e of our6

thermoforming process, any variations in the proper ty of the7

PET sheet complicate the manufacturing process, add ing time8

and expense.9

OCTAL's D-PET material is distinguished by its10

consistency and sheet thickness, sheet width, intri nsic11

viscosity, and clarity.  We have found no other PET  sheet12

supplier who can match OCTAL's consistency and qual ity13

control.  A-PET is not a satisfactory substitute fo r D-PET14

for a large majority of the products we make.  15

Since 2016, CCP has purchased a vast majority of16

our PET sheet in the form of D-PET from Oman.  The rest is17

purchased from domestic suppliers.  Why, given D-PE T's18

superior properties, do we purchase both types of P ET sheet? 19

There are several reasons. 20

The large majority of CCP's rolled-edge rigid21

plastic food trays are, as the company's name impli es, made22

of clear plastic because that is what a large major ity of our23

customers request.  CCP manufactures its clear plas tic food24

trays from clear D-PET which it buys in volume.  Ho wever,25
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some of CCP's customers request their trays made of  colored1

plastic, green, blue, yellow, or black.  Typically,  these are2

smaller orders, but OCTAL and the domestic producer s have the3

ability to produce colored PET sheet.4

To do so, however, requires adjustments, making5

colored PET sheet effectively a specialty product.  The6

domestic suppliers have the ability to make the nec essary7

equipment changeovers more easily than the much lar ger OCTAL,8

so CCP purchases colored PET sheet from domestic su ppliers. 9

This is an example of how PET price can become a pr imary10

sourcing driver at least for small batches.11

CCP's value is not being dependent on a single12

source of PET sheet.  We intentionally source some from13

multiple sources in order not to be trapped into th at14

situation.  However -- sorry, price is, of course, always15

relevant to sourcing choices.16

However, the difference in price between domestic A -17

PET and Omani D-PET does not solely drive our purch asing18

decisions.  As noted above, the properties of D-PET  are19

crucial to the sophisticated technology that allows  us to20

produce our patented food trays with superior funct ionality21

and environmentally friendly characteristics that a re the22

reason our customers demand them.23

The increase in the price of imported D-PET would24

not induce CCP to substitute A-PET for all of its D -PET25
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requirements unless the magnitude of that increase was so1

great that it put CCP's business at risk.2

The current anti-dumping investigation puzzles us.3

Until and unless American suppliers produce D-PET t hemselves,4

it seems to us impossible they can sell a product e quivalent5

to D-PET.  A-PET is not equivalent.6

CCP buys D-PET primarily because of its favorable7

properties.  After a diligent search over several y ears, we8

have been unable to find a source of any type of PE T sheet,9

including domestically produced A-PET, which exhibi ts these10

favorable characteristics, a low carbon footprint a nd the11

consistent high quality of D-PET.12

Although price is always a relevant concern, CCP's13

decision to use D-PET for a large majority of its P roduction14

is not driven by price but by D-PET's superior prop erties. 15

These properties allow us to achieve the superior16

characteristics of our patented food trays, clarity ,17

formability, strength, and durability, and eco-frie ndliness,18

that have propelled CCP to extraordinary growth dur ing 2016.19

Thank you for your attention.20

(Pause.)21

MR. BISHOP:  Joe, you're on mute.22

MR. BARENBERG:  I told myself I wasn't going to23

forget that.  This is Joe Barenberg again.  I just want to24

add a few additional points about OCTAL's approach to selling25
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D-PET in the U.S. market.  You just heard from two of our1

larger customers about why they prefer to purchase OCTAL's D-2

PET sheet, highlighting the superior performance at tributes3

of the D-PET product.4

However, I want to address squarely the reason we5

are all here today.  Mainly, OCTAL's U.S. sales pri ces are6

lower than most other suppliers to the U.S. market,  including7

most U.S. producers.  Our prices are lower and the8

Petitioners filed the differences reporting about t hat, those9

low prices.  But that product is so superior, why a re we10

charging a lower sales price?  The answer is simple .  We are11

charging as much as you need to and as much as we c an.12

Let me be very direct.  The U.S. sales prices that13

OCTAL charges are not below our production and sale s costs. 14

In fact, OCTAL is making a sound profit on its U.S.  sales.  I15

ask you to look at page 62 of the confidential vers ion of16

OCTAL's pre-hearing brief.  The chart at the top of  the page17

provides OCTAL's profitability for its export sales  over the18

three-year period, 2017 to 2019.  Given that our U. S. sales19

account for a majority of our total export sales, t his chart20

is a good proxy for OCTAL's profitability on its U. S. PET21

sheet sales.  I trust you agree that our profitabil ity on our22

U.S. PET sheet sales is just fine.23

And so the next obvious question is, how is OCTAL24

able to earn a decent profit while charging lower s ales25
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prices than its competitors?  The answer is very1

straightforward: the combination of process innovat ion and2

scale.  As I discussed earlier, OCTAL has a very di fferent3

production process from that utilized by U.S. PET s heet4

producers.  Besides producing a better product, the  new D-PET5

melted resin production technology also results in tremendous6

cost savings.  OCTAL's new production technology el iminates7

five energy-intensive manufacturing steps from the8

traditional PET sheet production process, as stated  earlier. 9

Indeed, our patented unique production technology e liminates10

about 50 percent of the conversion cost of traditio nal PET11

sheet producers.12

Moreover, OCTAL does not mark up its own production13

of PET melt, that is, the liquid plastic that has n ot yet14

been turned into pellets, for use in PET sheet prod uction. 15

Accordingly, OCTAL is able to pass on these signifi cant cost16

savings to its customers and still make reasonable profits. 17

It is the story of all successful industries, such as the18

microprocessor market, for example.  Innovation dri ves down19

costs and increases processing power, like somethin g we brag20

about as Americans in terms of innovation.  Imagine  computers21

and devices at our disposal today that were truly22

unimaginable just 10 years ago.  This is the power of23

innovation.24

OCTAL's lower prices also reflect the lower cost25
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associated with OCTAL's scale.  Not only is OCTAL t he only1

PET sheet producer having employed multi-resin -- m ulti-sheet2

technology -- excuse me, multi-resin technology, OC TAL's3

production is also much larger because direct to sh eet4

technology lends itself to scale.  In the ordinary course of5

business, OCTAL attracts suppliers to the U.S. mark et. 6

Exhibit 1 to OCTAL's prehearing brief provides our latest7

estimate of the production capability of those U.S.  PET sheet8

producers that only produce PET sheet for sale in t he U.S.9

merchant market as opposed to consumers of PET shee t10

themselves to make packaging products.11

As can be seen in Exhibit 1, the average production12

capability of an individual U.S. PET sheet producer13

supporting the U.S. merchant market is about 47 mil lion14

pounds per year.  In contrast, OCTAL's production c apacity is15

nearly 500 million pounds per year or 10 times the size of an16

average merchant market supplier.  A much larger sc ale,17

combined with vertical integration, confers very re al cost18

savings.  OCTAL buys its key raw material inputs, P TA and19

MEG, in large quantities at competitive prices.20

Smaller U.S. merchant market producers, in contrast ,21

are buying smaller quantities of PET resin, a downs tream22

product made from PTA and MEG, at what are probably  less23

attractive prices.  These smaller companies have to  pay the24

markup that PET resin producers charge.  OCTAL's si ze and25
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vertical integration make it a very low-cost produc er of1

extremely high-quality PET sheet.2

I know that this is not just economic theory.  We3

have actual concrete real-world experience that dem onstrates4

the per pound cost advantages of our direct to shee t5

technology and larger scale compared to smaller U.S . PET6

sheet producers.  Specifically, OCTAL extrusion, wh ich refer7

to as OCTAL Cincinnati, is our U.S. PET sheet produ ction8

facility.  OCTAL Cincinnati is a pure merchant mark et9

participant.  That is, OCTAL Cincinnati only produc es PET10

sheet for sale in the U.S. merchant market.11

The size and scale of OCTAL Cincinnati's production12

operations match that of the average U.S. PET sheet  merchant13

market producer.  What this means is that we have a  direct14

experience with both the cost of operating a small- scale U.S.15

PET sheet producer, producing say 50 million pounds  using16

more traditional production technology, and the cos ts of17

operating our Omani production, which produces 500 million18

pounds using the unique direct to sheet production19

technology.  And based on this actual experience, w e believe20

the combined advantages of having the unique produc tion21

technology and the significant economies of scale g ive OCTAL22

Oman a significant cost advantage, somewhere in the  15 to 2023

cents per pound range, over traditional U.S. sheet producers.24

The other side would have you believe it is not25
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possible to make a better mouse trap that is also l ower cost. 1

Commissioners, this is wrong.  Innovation and new p roduction2

technology allow us to make a superior PET sheet at  a lower3

cost.  I just described how and why we are able to charge4

lower prices than our competitors and still make a reasonable5

profit.  I will now explain why market forces do no t allow us6

to charge more than we do.  Our same prices are the  highest7

that the market will allow us to charge.8

To appreciate this market reality, it is important9

to focus on two points.  First is that PET sheet fa ces10

competition from other types of materials.  While w e believe11

that PET's ability to provide better see-through ma terial and12

having a lower carbon footprint makes it preferable  to other13

plastic substrates, the preference is not absolute.   The14

other substrates continue to exist and fight vigoro usly for15

the retailers' attention.16

I'll give you a real-world example.  Several years17

ago, Starbucks decided to offer a large range of co ld drinks. 18

Originally, Starbucks went with a PET cup because i t was19

structurally stiffer and easier to hold and better for the20

consumer to see the drink inside.  But, when PET pr ices21

increased, Starbucks decided PET became uneconomica l, and so22

Starbucks and others went with polypropylene and th is is a23

real-world example that highlights the very tangibl e effect24

that other substrates still are having on PET prici ng.25
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The second important point is the economics of a1

larger form of customers.  You just heard one of ou r larger2

customers, Inline Plastics.  Inline made very clear  that if3

the PET sheet price that it pays increases beyond a  certain4

point, Inline will just decide to produce the PET s heet5

themselves from PET resin.  It is a matter of just pure6

economics.  Indeed, that is precisely why so much o f the7

total market have already integrated in years past.   Most of8

the larger thermoformers have decided to make rathe r than buy9

PET sheet.  This means they're buying PET resin the mselves,10

they melt it and extrude it to produce their own sh eet for11

internal consumption.  Ultimately, what this means that even12

though we have a PET sheet product with superior pe rformance13

attributes, we are not able to pass onto our custom ers higher14

and higher selling prices.  Our customers will deci de to stop15

buying PET sheet from us, D-PET, and make it themse lves.16

And my final point, I want to address the entire17

premise of the Petitioners' injury argument.  Petit ioners'18

premise is that our OCTAL increased sales in the U. S. market19

should offer lower selling prices for each shipment  from20

Oman, this is simply not true.  For the vast majori ty of our21

shipments from Oman, we did not choose the selling price. 22

Rather, the selling price was dictated by changes i n third-23

party market industry.  As you know, OCTAL has long -term24

multi-year contracts with our larger customers and these25
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contracts were entered into before 2017.  These con tracts1

have pricing provisions that require our selling pr ices for2

individual shipments be based on a reference to a t hird-party3

market index.  This mechanism treats both OCTAL and  its4

customers fairly by recognizing that changing raw m aterial5

prices impact the cost of producing the product.6

And so Petitioners' entire premise that OCTAL chose7

to offer lower prices month after month from 2017 t o 2019 is8

simply wrong.  And this concludes my statement.  Th ank you. 9

MR. PORTER:  All right, Mr. Chairman, that conclude s10

Respondents' affirmative presentation.  We welcome any and11

all questions. 12

MR. BISHOP:  Mr. Chair, you're on mute.13

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Vice Chair Stayin? 14

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Yes.  Thank you.  Petitioner s15

argue that subject imports are completely interchan geable and16

of the same product as U.S.-produced PET sheet.  Ca n D-PET17

sheet be used interchangeably with PET sheet sold b y U.S. PET18

producers in the same applications?19

MR. PORTER:  Let me begin.  Thank you, Commissioner . 20

Let me begin and then obviously turn it over to our  purchaser21

customers.  I think I want to highlight something t hat22

actually Commissioner Schmidtlein brought up a litt le earlier23

and that is supporting documentation.  I'm going to  turn it24

over to Inline and Clearly Clean and they are going  to25
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describe how they have actual production reports, t esting1

reports that distinguish the ability to use Petitio ners' A-2

PET versus D-PET.  It's not just talk.  They actual ly have3

data and reports to demonstrate that.4

Tom, why don't you start?5

MR. ORKISZ:  Okay.  Certainly.  So it's true that w e6

can make any PET work in our operations, but D-PET works much7

better.  Its consistency, its gauge control, its vi scosity,8

it's on, it's stable and our machines run very well .  When we9

use A-PET from other domestics, even other of our g lobal10

suppliers, we tend to have to put more heat into th e sheet. 11

We tend to have more gauge variation, which creates  scrap. 12

We tend to have just lower efficiencies in our oper ations. 13

So yeah, we can make it work, but it doesn't work a s well. 14

It impacts yield, it impacts our overall operating15

effectiveness of our plants. 16

MR. PORTER:  Thanks.  Jeff, why don't you add your17

experience?18

MR. MCGUIRE:  Sure.  What I would tell the19

Commissioners is that if I put a roll of D-PET on t he floor20

next to one of my machines and I put a roll of A-PE T from a21

domestic supplier next to my machine and I gave my processors22

the opportunity to pick which sheet they would run,  they will23

absolutely 100 percent of the time pick the D-PET b ecause24

they know they will have less problems running that  material25
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through our process.  It's just what we experience every day. 1

It's how we have to run our business.  Our people o n the line2

will tell us and they will complain.  Like, you kno w, people3

will complain that this is not running well.  Why a re we4

doing this?  Why can't you get me X?  And that alwa ys comes5

back to D-PET.6

And I will agree with Tom and his point.  There is7

probably a 20 to 25 percent heat increase potential ly in8

material from D-PET from A-PET.  It might be, you k now, 50 to9

100 degrees because what we're doing in our process  is10

warming the sheet, forming the sheet.  So D-PET, we  put less11

heat into it.  It makes our profit proper. 12

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Would you agree that13

according to the staff report that price and qualit y are the14

two most important matters taken into consideration  in15

purchase of a product?16

MR. MCGUIRE:  Well, I will tell you price is always17

an important factor.  There's no doubt about it.  I  mean,18

we're running a business to try to make money and i f we can't19

make money, what's the sense?  But I will tell you that the20

most important thing for us that we have to deal wi th is21

we're a new product.  We're a different type of the rmoformer. 22

We're doing something totally different and if I do n't have a23

superior product and superior quality and material,  I cause24

problems downstream with my customers and with the end25
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customers.  So the quality of the product is so imp ortant to1

us as a processor. 2

MR. PORTER:  Tom, do you want to add a couple3

points?4

MR. ORKISZ:  Sure.  And we view it more from a tota l5

cost perspective.  You know, the price per pound of  the sheet6

is a piece of that package, but, you know, how well  it7

processes, what cycle signs we can get on our machi nes, what8

kind of reject rate are we going to get in our plan t versus9

maybe a stage that our customers end up experiencin g?  So,10

yeah, price is a big driver, but it's not the only driver. 11

I'd be happy paying a penny more a pound for a shee t that's12

going to give me increased efficiency, better yield , better13

confidence in the quality of the products that I'm sending to14

my customers.  So it's the total cost that we have to look15

at, the whole package.  It's not just that price pe r pound. 16

MR. PORTER:  Commissioner, can I just add a comment17

about the other evidence on the record because, of course,18

you just have two purchasers here and you have coll ected19

information and data from 17 purchasers, and I kind  of want20

to highlight that Petitioners' argument is price is  the most21

important and the only consideration, and, of cours e, you22

hear this in every case and you go out and you ask purchasers23

to essentially test this theory, this hypothesis, a nd you did24

that in this case and your team put out a questionn aire to25
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purchasers and they said, you know, tell us what yo u think1

are the important factors, and I think you had very2

important, important, and less important.  I can't remember3

exactly, but you had three categories and the overw helming4

majority or the overwhelming supply of the purchase , quantity5

by purchasers said D-PET was very important, which was either6

equal to the price.  So the evidentiary record does  not7

support the Petitioners' claim that the evidence yo u have8

acquired, that price is the only most important thi ng. 9

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Another argument that that10

rates highly on the purchaser's viewpoint is reliab ility of11

supply and, you know, the question becomes how impo rtant is12

reliability of supply.  Do you have a contingency p lan, and13

are there any constraints that you've experienced i n terms of14

supply?15

MR. PORTER:  Tom, why don't you go first, and, Jeff ,16

you follow up?17

MR. ORKISZ:  Sure.  Reliability of supply is18

critical.  Obviously, we can't make our packaging p roduct and19

fill our customers' orders without certainty of the  raw20

material arriving.  You know, OCTAL performs, you k now,21

superbly on that front, a very, very robust, you kn ow, well-22

organized supply chain.  We also have the benefit o f OCTAL23

Cincinnati's operation.  It's kind of our safety va lve if24

there was an issue with, you know, an ocean vessel getting to25
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port on time or even maybe just a spike in orders.  We do1

have the ability to lean on the OCTAL operation.  S o, you2

know, supply is critical.  You know, to the extent we can3

rely on the supply, we can reduce our working capit al, have a4

little less inventory, turn our inventories quicker , which,5

you know, is good for our profitability.6

So, you know, in our case, scale is critical as7

well.  We're a large buyer.  We're very unique.  Mo st of our8

competitors who are anywhere near our size have all9

vertically integrated.  We chose not to do that.  Y ou know, I10

guess fortunately for us, we happened to start real ly getting11

to the size where vertical integration made sense a round the12

same time that OCTAL was coming onto the scene.  We  liked13

what they were doing, we loved the D-PET, the carbo n14

footprint story, which is critical in our market to day.  All15

of our big customers, the Walmarts of the world, Tr ader16

Joe's, Whole Foods, all those people, sustainabilit y is key. 17

So, you know, we needed a company that could delive r us18

integrated like economics without us having to spen d the19

money on integrating ourselves.  So, you know, scal e is a big20

part of that reliability and, you know, we're fortu nate that21

we have the Cincinnati safety valve in our relation ship. 22

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Do you have the same -- did23

you have -- are the imports being sold to the same consumer,24

same purchasers as our same customers -- as are the  other25
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products that are made in the United States?1

MR. ORKISZ:  My understanding is you're correct.  I2

mean, we sole source from OCTAL.  So all the produc ts we make3

are made out of D-PET or occasionally maybe some sh eet from4

Cincinnati.  But, you know, the vast majority, 99 p oint5

something percent of our products are made out of D -PET.  So6

we're selling those packaging products into a marke t that7

some of our competitors are selling into that same market. 8

So they might be using casted sheet.  So they might  be using9

some sheet from merchant markets.  But it is all hi tting the10

same market for sure. 11

MR. PORTER:  Commissioner, I'm sorry.  Let me ask12

Jeff Maguire to get your question, because Jeff act ually buys13

D-PET from OCTAL, OCTAL buys some colored PET sheet  from the14

U.S. producers.  It's the idea of different product s serving15

different applications.  Jeff, why don't you elabor ate on16

that?17

MR. MCGUIRE:  Sure.  The answer to your question is18

yes.  So D-PET and A-PET products would be sold int o the same19

market space, so that is an affirmative to that que stion. 20

However, you cannot afford to underestimate the pro cess that21

we have to go through to make the A-PET products mo ve from22

our facility to that customer.  It's just, as Tom h as alluded23

to before, our efficiencies in using the D-PET are much24

greater.25
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VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  All right.  Thank you very1

much.  My time is up.2

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Commissioner Johanson.  3

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  All right.  I'd like to4

thank all of you for appearing on this afternoon's panel. 5

Could you all please respond to the Petitioners' cl aim on6

page 22 of their brief that your assertions regardi ng the7

alleged premium quality of D-PET are a resurrection  of the8

same argument that you raised and that the Commissi on9

rejected in the 2016 PET resin case?10

MR. PORTER:  Yeah.  Let me ask Joe Barenberg to11

address that and in particular the very real-world12

differences between sort of making resin and making  PET13

sheet.  Joe, won’t you go ahead.  Joe, your mike.14

MR. BARENBERG:  Yeah.  So, if I understood your15

question correctly, you’re getting at the, to under stand the16

difference in -- how our explanation of the quality  of the17

sheet versus the traditionally manufactured sheet.  Is that18

correct?19

MR. PORTER:  No, Joe, I guess -- and, Commissioner20

Johanson, if I may.  So the difference is essential ly the D-21

PET process and what benefit it gives to the abilit y to22

charge a lower price in PET sheet versus what benef it D-PET23

gives the ability to charge a lower price in resin.24

MR. BARENBERG:  Oh, okay, very good, yeah.  So,25
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yeah, the resin process that we use is through a re actor. 1

This reactor is a relatively new technology called melt the2

resin and the process we go through is we polymeriz e it and3

then we take, when we’re making resin, we take that  melt or4

the liquid and we put it through chippers to make l ittle5

pellets out of it, and then we condition them in a silo and6

ship them.  The sheet is a different -- it separate s from the7

resin process as the liquid is then funneled into a  different8

direction towards the sheet-making equipment and th is sheet-9

making equipment having that direct connection to t he reactor10

makes a tremendous difference in the quality and pe rformance11

of the sheet.12

That’s really where the magic is, and I know that w e13

heard from the Petitioners that it’s just getting r id of one14

step, et cetera.  Well, I would say to say that jus t getting15

rid of one step and it’s not much different than tr aditional16

sheet manufacturing is sort of like saying the diff erence17

between an autonomous driving car and the cars we d rive today18

is just taking your hands off the wheel, and that’s  simply19

not the case.  It’s a very sophisticated level of t echnology20

that controls the melt and how it disperses into th e sheet-21

making line, and so the quality of that comes from not having22

to make the resin into a solid state and then havin g to take23

the energy to cool it and then to take those pellet s and then24

re-heat them.25
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You have to dry them first and re-heat them in a1

punishing process and then you extrude them, which the2

extrusions crew is the most punishing and energy-in tensive3

process, so the quality and difference in how D-PET  behaves4

is really quite linked to the fact that the resin h as never5

been solidified before it’s turned into the sheet.  That6

alone imparts tremendous capabilities, flow charact eristics7

for making intricate parts, degradation of molecule s within8

it, making the flake from the D-PET very valuable.9

We, especially in Europe but also in the U.S. in th e10

early days, there were flake merchants who would go  around11

and specifically search for D-PET flake because the y could12

get a significant increased price for that flake an d sell it13

back to integrated thermoformers, so there’s a lot of14

evidence out there that people are really choosing D-PET for15

the fact that they get secondary and tertiary benef its when16

they buy D-PET even if they’re integrated.  They li ke the17

side flake because it makes what they extrude an ev en better18

product.  So there are many, many, many reasons why  the sheet19

is of superior quality from a technical side of thi ngs.20

MR. PORTER:  Joe, one second, Jim, go ahead.21

MR. DURLING:  Yeah, Commissioner Johanson, just22

really quickly, vis-a-vis your earlier decision in PET resin,23

two simple key differences.  First, it’s a differen t product24

and so there’s a different evidentiary record.  At the end of25
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the day, you have to make a decision about the argu ments for1

each product based on each evidentiary record.2

Second, the point Joe was making about a second3

heat, it is true that virgin resin typically had on e heat and4

virgin D-PET resin has had only one heat and that w as the5

point you heard this morning.  The difference is th is morning6

they were ignoring the fact that even if you’re sta rting with7

virgin resin, in the traditional process, you have to heat it8

again, and that’s the key difference.  It’s the sec ond heat9

which degrades the molecules, changes the performan ce10

characteristics, and that leads to all the benefits  that Joe11

was just describing.  So those are the two key diff erences12

from your prior decision, different factual record and the13

fact that there’s a second heat, a important physic al14

difference which changes the performance characteri stics.15

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  All right, thank you for16

your responses there.  Moving on to another questio n, you17

seem to indicate that the reason for subject import18

underselling, which in this case involves market in dex19

pricing formulas and the long-term supply contracts , can in20

some cases reduce the relevance of underselling dat a to our21

price effects analysis, and you discuss this at pag es 46 to22

47 of your brief.  Why does this reason affect our analysis23

of the significance of underselling in this investi gation?24

MR. DURLING:  Let me take a first crack at that,25
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Commissioner Johanson.  The point we were making ab out the1

relevance of underselling is that, you know, it’s n ot just2

the fact of underselling.  Part of the broader cont ext is3

understanding the reasons for the underselling, rig ht, so the4

reasons for the underselling, another important par t of the5

context is the changes in the underselling, right?  Earlier6

this morning you heard repeated references with Mr.  Rosenthal7

kind of denigrating our point about kind of stable margins of8

underselling.  Well, we think that actually is rele vant9

because, when you have stable margins of underselli ng, then10

the question is, okay, if the underselling isn’t ch anging, if11

the imports are always selling at a significantly d ifferent12

price, what is explaining the changes over the peri od, right? 13

So your typical paradigm is imports are increasing,14

underselling is increasing, and profitability is fa lling.  15

That traditional paradigm doesn’t work here because16

underselling was relatively stable.  It is true tha t imports17

were increasing, but as imports were increasing ove r the18

period of time, the domestic industry as a whole wa s19

performing as well or, indeed, in the merchant mark et was20

performing better than it was at the beginning of t he period,21

so it’s the ability to understand how changes over the period22

are informing your analysis.  That’s what we mean b y it’s23

important to look at the context of the undersellin g.24

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  All right, thank you for25
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your response, Mr. Durling.  OCTAL Oman is a fully integrated1

facility, correct?2

MR. BARENBERG:  Yes, it makes both resin and sheet.3

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  And that makes OCTAL Oman4

more efficient and thus a lower-cost producer, corr ect?5

MR. BARENBERG:  Yes, we think so.6

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  And that’s what you would7

state?8

MR. BARENBERG:  Yes.9

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  So how much of that do you10

attribute to your lower pricing in the market?11

MR. PORTER:  Joe, let me just say that Joe can12

elaborate, but we tried to anticipate that very que stion,13

Commissioner Johanson, and Joe there, you can’t see  him but14

was part of our panel, Arnaud and Nataly are on our  panel and15

they’re from Oman, and together they actually looke d at this16

and they looked at their experience running OCTAL C incinnati,17

which is about a very typical in terms of size U.S.  producer18

of PET sheet and they use -- they don’t have this D -PET in19

Cincinnati, so they use a more traditional process and they20

use that data that they have from OCTAL Cincinnati,  what do21

you need to pay plant managers and so forth, and th ey22

compared that to their Oman facility and they took into23

account both the benefits of D-PET in terms of redu cing cost24

and the benefits of scale in the sense that they're  a very25
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large buyer of PTA and MEG, which are the chemical inputs,1

and they did a whole analysis and the result of tha t2

analysis, which is what Joe said today, it's about 15 to 203

cents a pound is the benefit from operating D-PET p lus the4

size scale.5

MR. DURLING:  And, Commissioner Johanson, just one6

other point.  If I could call your specific attenti on to7

Footnote 94 of our prehearing brief, the confidenti al8

version, it’s on page 60 and you’ll see discussion of some9

confidential information there that should give you  comfort10

that the analysis we did is, in fact, robust and ri gorous and11

consistent with the other information on the record .12

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  All right, yes, and I recal l13

that from the brief, but one reason I’m raising thi s is14

because Mr. Rosenthal this morning seemed to indica te that he15

was dubious about the contention that the fact that  the plant16

in Oman is fully integrated makes it indeed a more efficient17

-- I’m forgetting what the exact words were, but he  contested18

what I stated.19

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Yeah, but, okay, Commissioner20

Johanson, with all due --21

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  But ultimately responding t o22

what they say once you see the transcript in the po st-hearing23

brief, I'd appreciate it.24

MR. PORTER:  I know your time is up.  We will do25
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that.  Again, I want to highlight something else th at Joe1

Barenberg said and that’s if you turn to the brief,  look at2

page 62 of our prehearing brief, okay?3

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Okay.4

MR. PORTER:  Profitability, okay, I’m sorry.  I5

don’t think you have seen a case in which a foreign  producer6

exporter, there was such large amount of underselli ng and7

such demonstrated higher profitability, and what I’ m saying8

is those two facts get at your very question.  How were they9

able to do that?  It’s because of the unique produc tion10

process and their scale, and it all ties together.11

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  All right.  Thank you for12

your responses.  My time has expired.13

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Commissioner Schmidtlein.14

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay.  All right.  Thank15

you.  I’d like to thank you all for appearing this afternoon. 16

Let me start with I guess the purchasers, Mr. Orkis z and Mr.17

McGuire.  Both of you have emphasized the superior18

performance qualities of D-PET.  I think I heard yo u testify19

that you have better efficiency, less scrap, and yo u like the20

clarity, so clarity is better.  So it sounds to me,  and I21

wonder if you could, you know, expand on this, woul d you be22

willing to pay more for D-PET than other types of P ET sheet?23

MR. ORKISZ:  Yes, all of that has value that, you24

know, I would be willing to pay more up to a limit,  up to a25
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practical limit that enables me to remain competiti ve against1

my large integrated competitors who are self-produc ing their2

sheet.3

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  And is that the same for4

you, Mr. McGuire?5

MR. MCGUIRE:  The answer's yes, but I’m in a little6

bit different situation in that my main competitor are7

Styrofoam trays.  We’re kind of trailblazing in mar ket rather8

than, you know, competing with other existing manuf acturers,9

so cost does mean a lot to me, I mean, it does, but  it is not10

the only thing.  If I had to pay more for D-PET, wo uld I pay11

for more?  I said it in my statement yes.  I just d on’t --12

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Well, I guess my questio n13

specifically is, would you pay more than A-PET?  Wo uld you14

pay the same as what U.S. producers are charging fo r the non-15

D-PET?  That’s my question, all right, not would yo u pay more16

for D-PET.  Would you pay more for D-PET than you w ould pay17

for the other types?  Because I keep hearing it’s a  very18

unusual case where we have such underselling and th at we have19

purchasers sitting telling us that the product is s o much20

better and results in all of these efficiencies, wh ich is21

worth money, but yet you’re paying so much less tha n you22

would for a U.S. product, because Mr. Barenberg has  said that23

he has charged as much as he can, right, but I’m he aring you24

all saying he’s not charging as much as he can per --25
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MR. DURLING:  Well, I think if we listen to the las t1

conversation that, you know, Commissioner Johanson brought up2

about, you know, there is a reactor that is produci ng the3

same material of resin and the same material of D-P ET.  To be4

really honest, their scale and what they’re doing i s so much5

better than what’s occurring, you know, for A-PET.  I should6

be paying less.  I mean, that’s my personal side of  this, my7

business side of this.8

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Yeah, but the quality9

part of it, right?  I’m not talking about the cost of10

production.  I’m talking about the performance --11

MR. DURLING:  Quality is the important part, and12

it’s very important to me and would I pay more if I  could13

charge my customers more, the answer's yes, so it’s  a14

business decision.  If I could charge my customers more and15

you’ve heard everyone --16

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Given the performance?17

MR. DURLING:  Yes.18

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Given the clarity, given19

the -- couldn’t you charge your customers more base d on what20

you’ve argued here today?21

MR. DURLING:  It’s a business school application. 22

You know, will they stay in Styrofoam or will they move to23

PET?24

MR. PORTER:  Yeah, hypothetically.  Commissioner, i f25
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I could just interject and I do want Jeff and Tom t o1

continue, but I think you heard a little bit earlie r and both2

of them will I think elaborate, there are two const raints3

that these particular purchasers are facing in term s of4

ability to charge more and then pass that on to the ir5

customers.  Tom Orkisz was very clear.  He has to c harge6

more, then he’ll probably just make it himself.  At  some7

point, that’s a constraint.  And Jeff testified tha t he is8

restrained by another substrate.9

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay, Mr. Porter, please10

let me finish because I’m on a limited time here, r ight.  I11

did hear you say that, but now I feel like I’m hear ing the12

purchasers saying, well, we really can’t pass on ad ditional13

costs, so I don’t think you would pay more or as mu ch for A-14

PET that’s produced in the U.S.  Is that correct?15

MR. ORKISZ:  Let me respond.  There is a limit.  At16

some point, our customers will say, okay, you know,  what I17

can get from your competitor is good enough.  You k now, I18

like the increased clarity.  I like the more robust  product. 19

So there is a ceiling.  There's a limit.20

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  I’m trying to figure out21

what that limit is.  Is the limit the cost of what the U.S.22

is charging?23

MR. ORKISZ:  No, because we would never buy from24

these Petitioners because they’re just small player s.  You25
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know, f we couldn’t buy from someone --1

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  But we’re not limited to2

just Petitioners.  We’re talking about the entire U .S.3

industry.4

MR. ORKISZ:  Those three Petitioners are really the5

only merchant players in the United States.  Anyone  else of6

our scale is vertically integrated, so, you know, w e’re7

probably not far away from a cross point where we w ould just8

have to be vertically integrated.  We might have to  actually9

turn our back on some of the great qualities of D-P ET and10

vertically integrate in order to be in the game wit h our big11

competitors who are vertically integrated, so we ne ed a12

supplier that gets us integrated-like costs without  being13

integrated.14

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  If you did integrate,15

would you produce D-PET or you would produce A-PET?16

MR. ORKISZ:  We would have no choice but to produce17

A-PET.18

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  And why is that?19

MR. ORKISZ:  Because I couldn’t afford to install a20

reactor.  At least, you know, short term I don’t th ink I21

could install a D-PET operation.  It’s just huge, h uge22

investment.23

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay.24

MR. ORKISZ:  Huge investment.  But, if I was going25
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to integrate, I would get state-of-the-art equipmen t.  I1

would do it with the best stuff I could buy for tra ditional2

extrusion, which, you know, a lot of these Petition ers aren’t3

doing it.  They’re not investing in their business.   They’re4

not even trying to improve their cost structure to compete5

against some of the innovation that's, you know, co ming upon6

them.7

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay, so it sounds, I8

mean, Mr. Barenberg, maybe you want to jump in, but  it9

sounded to me like they would be willing to pay mor e up to a10

certain point, so do you still feel like you’re cha rging as11

much as you can?12

MR. BARENBERG:  Well, I would say there's a questio n13

of price elasticity here.  If we wanted to go out a nd sell14

less volume than we do today, could you find applic ations15

where there’s less elasticity and we could go in an d get a16

better price, there’s a whole cascade of business o ut there,17

some of which is more price-sensitive than others, but to18

take our targets and just say, you know, to have th e impact19

on the industry in terms of providing better produc t, et20

cetera, you know, to allow our customers to grow li ke they21

need to grow, they do end up always competing with the22

integrated, so I would tell you that, you know, we obviously23

have price negotiations with all of our customers a nd we try24

to get the best price we can possibly get and these  arguments25
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go back and forth like any negotiation.  We don’t c onsciously1

leave money on the table.  We price where we think we need to2

to have profitability that makes sense for us but a lso allow3

growth potential.4

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  So is there a cap on you r5

profitability?  Is there a limit that the parent co mpany has6

set that you don’t need to go above?7

MR. BARENBERG:  Well, I would say no.  There’s8

definitely no limit on how much we would like to ma ke. 9

There’s certainly the floor on how little we can af ford to10

make given that we do have an investment.  We are s olidly11

profitable, but still, you know, this is a several hundred12

million dollar investment that we’re shepherding an d13

responsible for, and I think that we’ve tried to st rike a14

proper balance between pricing to have the risk rew arded for15

the initial investors, plus to allow value in the m arket that16

allows this innovation to pollinate itself througho ut the17

market.18

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  So do you think if you19

raise prices you would lose sales?20

MR. BARENBERG:  We would absolutely.  We walk from21

business all the time.  I mean, there is business w here22

domestics absolutely have us under-priced and we wa lk.  This23

is not an uncommon thing.  So, if we were to go out  and raise24

price, let’s take the non-contracted business, go o ut and25
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say, look, we need a 10 percent increase, that’s wh at we1

want, we would absolutely lose business without que stion. 2

We’ve been told that.3

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  So then I guess that4

price is as important as quality?5

MR. BARENBERG:  Well, it’s all a factor.  Like they6

said, they have to compete and I think one of the r easons7

that our customers compete well is they can go in w ith a8

reasonably competitive price, but they have a point  of9

differentiation about their products.  They can pro vide a10

sustainability story.  They can provide scale manuf acturing. 11

They can provide product quality and performance.  There’s12

one of Inline’s product lines that actually will be  leak-13

resistant, which is quite astonishing to have a hin ged-lid14

with a leak resistant thing and that’s possible bec ause of15

product uniformity, so it’s a balancing act always,  but,16

obviously, we try to maximize, you know, our person al17

benefit, but we view it as a full value chain.18

MR. PORTER:  Commissioner, can I have 20 seconds?19

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Go ahead.20

MR. PORTER:  Okay.  When you’re talking about21

increasing price, I’m a trade lawyer, I'm a company  lawyer, I22

do have to note that under the law they only need t o raise23

their price 2.7 percent and they’re selling at fair  value,24

and so the question I believe for the Commission is  do you25
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believe the whole competitive dynamic would change if OCTAL1

raised their price 2.7 percent, and if the answer i s no, then2

that means there’s something else going on that has  nothing3

to do with dumped imports, and I do want to make th at point4

since you were talking about raising price.  Thank you.5

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Yes, okay, I appreciate6

that.  Thank you.  My time is up.7

(Pause.)8

MR. BISHOP:  You're on mute.  Mr. Chairman?9

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  I'm sorry.  I thought you said10

Commissioner Karpel is on mute.  Commissioner Karpe l, please11

go ahead. 12

MR. BISHOP:  She has to unmute.13

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Sorry.  My mouse was not14

cooperating to click on the unmute button, so I apo logize for15

that.  I guess where do I -- I think I'm going to h ave to go16

over some ground the other Commissioners have alrea dy raised17

with you because I'm struggling to understand the a rgument a18

bit too on why are OCTAL's prices in the U.S. marke t so low. 19

And I guess I hear your point that you are trying t o price it20

at a point where your customers don't turn to maybe  other21

types of packaging or decide to vertically integrat e, at22

least the two customers that we have with us here t oday. 23

But, at the same time, domestic producers are selli ng a24

significant amount of PET sheet into the U.S. marke t at25
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higher prices and, according to you, of an inferior  product.1

So how are they able to do that?  There has to be c ustomers2

out there who have a different calculus, who are wi lling to3

pay more for PET sheet.  Can you speak to that?4

MR. PORTER:  Yeah, I'd be happy to.5

MR. DURLING:  First off, let me start and then the6

customers can jump in.  What's important to remembe r is7

you're looking at a product, PET sheet.  But, in fa ct, there8

are different categories of product within PET shee t.  So,9

for example, you've heard already in the testimony that some10

of the volume is of colored products, and so that's  going to11

behave a little differently in the market.  You hea rd12

references to some domestic producers making more s pecialized13

products for which they may receive a higher price.   So14

behind your kind of aggregate look at the market th ere are a15

lot of individual products and so there's going to be some16

variation in the pricing there.  So it's important not to17

lose sight of that.18

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  But all of what domestic19

producers are selling can't just be this colored or  more20

specialized product.  Is that your argument, that a ll of it's21

sort of this sort of --22

MR. DURLING:  No, no, not that it's all --23

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Oh, Jim, I think we lost your24

volume.25
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MR. BISHOP:  Jim, you're on mute.1

MR. DURLING:  Sorry.  No, it's not just different2

products, Commissioner.  It's different products an d3

different customers.  So maybe if the industry witn esses4

could speak to the different kinds of customers and  how5

different customers have different needs and so the  pricing6

to those different customers may be -- in fact, wil l be7

different.8

MR. BARENBERG:  But also, I'd like to jump in and9

say there's a couple other things and that is, you know,10

order size, lead time requirements.  There are cert ain things11

we simply can't do and I think when you can deliver  a truck12

the next two or three days and you can deliver smal l13

quantities inside that truck of different skews, th at's a14

different product package and it's more expensive t o do.  So15

that's another set of factors that goes into why ce rtain16

products may be priced differently.17

MR. ORKISZ:  Could I add something to that?18

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Yes.19

MR. ORKISZ:  In my view, there is a large cottage20

industry of thermoformers out there, many, many sma ll players21

that, in aggregate, can probably add up to some dec ent22

volumes.  So I think those are a lot of the custome rs that23

are keeping, you know, companies like Multi-Plastic s and Ex-24

Tech and Advanced Extrusion alive, because those ar e25
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thermoformers that aren't really going to attract t he1

attention of OCTAL.  They're going to be buying sma ll2

quantities.  You know, a lot of irrigation and size  of this3

use but not a lot of volume behind it.  So there's a lot of4

that out there and that's probably what's keeping t hese guys5

engaged and my recollection from this morning's dis cussion is6

a lot of them have underutilized capacity.  So, you  know,7

there is A-PET being sold for higher prices out the re, but8

the customer mix, they're smaller players.  They're  players9

that have, you know, a lot of special needs, colors , maybe10

coatings like anti-fog coatings, smaller order quan tities. 11

So there's a lot of that.  That's just not where th e big guys12

like OCTAL, like Jeff are.  So that might account f or their13

ability to continue to still play in the market at a higher14

price.15

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  It, I guess --16

MR. MCGUIRE:  Commissioner Karpel?17

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Oh, yes, sure.18

MR. MCGUIRE:  Just so you understand when we talk19

volume, I only order four SKUs from OCTAL and I ord er those20

in -- I'm a small company.  I'm not an Inline.  We are a21

small company, but I do order four SKUs and they ar e large22

volume orders in the four SKUs.  That's all I order  from23

OCTAL Oman because I need that to run the long runs  that we24

have to deal with.  We are not a normal small therm oformer25
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per se in that the small thermoformers run small ba tches. 1

They have multiple material requirements.  They're changing2

tools all the time.  What we're doing is running lo ng runs3

and we only have four SKUs with them.  So I have a larger4

volume in those particular SKUs, which makes sense that, you5

know, we're able to do what we need to.  So that's all I6

wanted to say.  And I'm not going to OCTAL Oman say ing I want7

40,000 pounds of this material today and 40,000 pou nds of8

this material tomorrow.  I am very consistent.9

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Okay.  So I guess for post --10

did someone else have something to say?11

MR. PORTER: I just want to add one more thing --12

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Yeah.13

MR. PORTER:  -- just to maybe give you a little14

better perspective.  Like for the Petitioners, a co uple15

million pounds annually, a customer that's, you kno w, buying16

a couple million pounds annually is a good customer , is17

interesting.  You know, for OCTAL, they're looking for18

customers ideally that are buying, you know, multip les of19

that.  So there are a lot of players out there that  need20

small quantities.  They might be in short lead time s.  That's21

how those guys are surviving or trying to survive.22

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Okay.  Thank you.  So, for23

post-hearing, I mean, this sounds -- I appreciate a ll the24

information, but I guess for post-hearing, if there 's a way25
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that we have any data on this, do we know the size of1

customers that OCTAL is selling to versus the size the2

domestic producers are selling to?  Do we know the amount of3

maybe specialty or colored or small run orders that  are being4

received by domestic producers versus OCTAL?  That might help5

us understand this price question.  I think it, you  know,6

sounds like a good theory that you've all put out a nd I know7

you have a lot of experience in the industry, so I don't8

doubt your sort of perspective, but we're going to be needing9

to look at some numbers and some data to answer the se10

questions when we come time to make a decision here .11

MR. PORTER:  Yeah.  Commissioner, just, obviously,12

the data that we have comes from the questionnaires .13

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  No, of course, but --14

MR. PORTER:  Those questionnaires often don't get15

quite into that level of detail, but I do think it' s16

important we try to emphasize in the brief that if you look17

at OCTAL, okay, the numbers, it sounds trite, but a  very,18

very large proportion of their total sales is just to a19

handful of customers.  And so that support, sort of  what Jeff20

McGuire and Tom Orkisz are saying, that OCTAL conce ntrates on21

small SKUs, large volumes.  That's their business, so that --22

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  And that information is --23

MR. PORTER:  And you have that information on the24

record about the concentration of customer base.25
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COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Okay.  And the SKUs as well?1

MR. PORTER:  Well, I don't believe -- I have to2

triple check the questionnaire response.  I believe  there was3

a specific question, of course, as a follow-up and all the --4

from OCTAL can provide information on the number of  SKUs for5

each customer.  That's a sort of simple request I t hink that6

it will very much go to what we're saying here.7

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Okay, okay.  All right.  So I8

wanted to talk also about sort of your carbon footp rint9

sustainability argument, and I sort of scratched ou t the10

question I had as I think your direct testimony did  a pretty11

good job of answering it, but I sort of wanted to g o another12

level down.  So you have argued that your customers  are13

demanding products with a lower carbon footprint an d you cite14

customers such as Walmart and Target and similar co mpanies. 15

But I also wanted to understand if you have other t ypes of16

customers other than those sort of large retailers that are,17

you know, facing end users and that are interested in18

sustainability, whether you have other customers, f or19

example, food packagers who then maybe sell to Walm art or20

then sell to another retailer and what their perspe ctive and21

demand for product, D-PET product with lower carbon  footprint22

is and how much of a driver of their purchasing dec isions23

that is.24

MR. DURLING:  Is this a question for the purchasers25
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or for Joe Barenberg?1

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  I guess either.  I think I wa s2

thinking more the purchasers would start because th ey're the3

ones who are, you know, selling the actual packagin g to4

either Walmart, who wants to put something in it an d put it5

on the retail shelf, or to maybe a middle -- for la ck of a6

better word, middle processor who's packing fruit o r packing7

other types of food.8

MR. MCGUIRE:  Well, I can speak to that because my9

entire business and my entire business scope is dri ven by10

sustainability and sustainability issues.  For any company11

that is in the grocery store market, they sit there  and they12

look at sustainability.  No one wants to pay for it , which13

you've had discussions in before, but the retailers  drive the14

sustainability questions.  So all of their goals an d all of15

their sustainability goals drive what ends up their  products16

get packaged in, whether it's fruit, whether it's v egetables,17

whether it's a protein.  So my entire business is d riven by18

sustainability.  My growth will be limited if susta inability19

is not the driver.20

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  But are you just selling to21

the Walmarts and the retailers, or are you selling also to --22

MR. MCGUIRE:  No, I'm selling to their vendors.23

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Their vendors.  Right.  Okay.24

MR. MCGUIRE:  Their vendors do not -- they would no t25
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do this if they were not focused.  Let me tell you from my1

business standpoint they would --2

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Yes.3

MR. MCGUIRE:  -- dire --4

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  But those vendors that you're5

selling to are getting input from then who they sel l to, the6

Walmarts, the Targets, that they need to care about  this.  So7

they're in turn telling you that I want to buy your  product8

because I understand it is made with D-PET and -- 9

MR. MCGUIRE:  And it's recycled.10

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  -- it's recyclable or it has11

this low carbon footprint?  Because the other A-PET  is12

recyclable too.13

MR. MCGUIRE:  Well, both because what they'll do --14

what the retailers will do -- the consumers drive t he15

retailers, the retailers sit there and then drive t he16

processes and then hopefully they buy our product.  But what17

it will all come back to is they sit there and they  make us18

go through a sustainability exercise and one of tho se items19

within the sustainability exercise and one of those  items20

within the sustainability exercise is what material  are you21

using and how sustainable are the carbon footprint of that22

material, and when we get to prove that our carbon footprint23

is lower, they sit there and they go, okay, I'm mee ting my24

sustainability goals and I'm moving forward.  And I  know Tom25
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has issues related to that as well, so --1

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Okay.  If other Commissioners2

will indulge a little more time so Tom can answer.3

MR. ORKISZ:  Yeah.  Our scenario is similar.  It's4

really ultimately the retailers that drive all this  because,5

ultimately, the product is going to end up on a sto re shelf,6

a supermarket shelf somewhere.  So they force the7

requirements through the supply chain.  A lot of pr ocessors,8

the middle folks, the processors that are, you know ,9

preparing the fresh-cut fruit and putting it in a r etail10

package, then delivering it to a Walmart or a Kroge r, they're11

mandated by those retailers to provide them more su stainable12

packaging.  It's a big deal today.  So they're grud gingly13

talking to suppliers like us, what can you offer, w hat can14

you offer me so I can be providing products to my c ustomers15

that meet their pressing business needs.  So it's a  big deal.16

Even distributors, even distributors, who are just a17

pure middleman.  They're not putting any product in  it.  They18

understand that if they're going to be supplying a processor19

who's supplying a Walmart, they need to be providin g more20

sustainable solutions in that supply chain.  So it' s a whole21

supply chain that understands, you know, there's a big anti-22

plastic movement out there nowadays and everybody's23

scrambling to come up with ways to have a better ca rbon24

footprint, to bring recycled content post-consumer or post-25
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industrial.  So there's a lot of opportunity in tha t space to1

really distinguish yourself.2

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  All right.  Thanks.  My time3

is long up.  I may circle back.4

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Thank you all again for appearing5

before us today.  I think a lot of the other Commis sioners6

have already asked some of the questions I want to about the7

underselling for a superior product, but let me jus t do a8

little bit around that same space.9

One is this is an issue I've been sort of wondering10

about that I always think of as kind of the bells a nd11

whistles sort of question.  So this is probably goi ng to be12

for you, Mr. Porter, or you, Mr. Durling.  Suppose subject13

imports decide to compete not by lowering their pri ce for14

U.S. producers but by having the same price but add ing bells15

and wishes to the product and they take market shar e by doing16

that and U.S. producers then have to lay off worker s and they17

lose profits.  Is that something the Commission wou ld18

recognize as material injury?19

MR. PORTER:  Commissioner Kearns, this is Dan20

Porter.  Quite luckily, the Commission faced that I 'm pretty21

sure before you joined -- looking around, I'm not s ure -- so22

in the washing machine case, the original case goin g back a23

number of years, you've since terminated the order,  but in24

that case and actually in the case before, refriger ators,25
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petitioners advanced something called feature dumpi ng and1

they made that very argument that a price, even if it was2

higher, in that case, the import price was higher t han3

domestic, but they said the Commissioners had to ta ke into4

account the whole thing and that because the custom er was5

getting such a better value for the money that was like6

underselling.  And, you know, I don't want to reliv e that7

case, but there was a lot of serious sort of legal8

metaphysical thought about, you know, whether you c ould have9

that in a trade case context.10

I submit we don't have that here.  Okay?  There is11

bonafide underselling, okay, and that is a fact tha t the12

record shows.  I think what we're saying is somethi ng,13

picking up my colleague -- 14

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Wait just a minute there, Mr.15

Porter.  The reason why I raised that is what I hea rd earlier16

from one of your witnesses was actually that there is a17

connection there, that they're competing on quality , you18

know.  And so, to me, that is the question I hear y ou19

raising, which is this isn't really about a lower p rice. 20

This is about a superior quality product, and I thi nk one of21

the witnesses said we couldn't do this ourselves in  the22

United States because, if we were going to make thi s product23

ourselves -- I can't remember if it was Mr. Orkisz or -- I24

think it was Mr. Orkisz -- but that would cost us t oo much25
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money to make D-PET ourselves.1

So what I'm hearing is D-PET's a superior product. 2

We couldn't make it at the price that OCTAL makes i t at,3

which maybe that is a price issue.  But one way or the other4

there's a link between the two and so I'd like to h ear more5

about that.6

MR. PORTER:  So absolutely there is a link and I7

think that's the point and my colleague, Jim Durlin g, was8

mentioning it.  Yes.  Whether there's underselling or not is9

a fact that you need to look at, but it is very imp ortant10

about the why.  Why is there underselling?  And we tried to11

get at that point a lot in our brief, that OCTAL is  very12

profitable, they have a patented production process , all13

those things are part of it and it makes the typica l14

underselling less sort of relevant from a trade cas e context.15

So absent anything else, if you have underselling o f16

increasing marketing share, you can make the assump tion that17

the underselling was the reason for the market shar e. But the18

key, of course, phrase there is absent other inform ation. 19

What OCTAL has provided and the purchasers have pro vided are20

all this additional information and context as to d escribe21

why the underselling is not the sole reason for the  increased22

business that OCTAL is doing.  Jim?23

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  But what I'm hearing, though, on24

that is the other reasons.  And tell me if I'm wron g.  But I25
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thought Mr. Barenberg said this is in his opening.  If you1

all were to raise your prices, OCTAL, then you woul d lose2

sales not to the U.S. producers of PET sheet but th at these3

integrative producers, your customers would decide,  you know4

what, I can make this cheaper myself than I can pur chasing it5

from OCTAL at this higher price.  Right?  Isn't tha t the main6

part of your argument?  That and then also styrene and other7

competing products outside of PET sheet, right?  Ar en't those8

the two reasons that you all were citing for why yo u can --9

MR. PORTER:  No, that is correct.  Again, Joe is10

right here.  He can elaborate, but, basically, he g ave two11

reasons that constrain his ability to increase his price:12

competition from other material and self-producing by the13

large customers.14

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.  So then just focusing on15

the customers, they can just make it themselves.  S o,16

basically, what you're arguing is OCTAL's price is down here,17

the integrative producers, your customers could mak e it18

themselves at a higher price, and then you've got t he19

merchant market that has an even higher price.  Rig ht?  So,20

basically, what you're saying is, if anything, OCTA L is21

taking sales from captive production side of the ma rket, not22

the merchant market?  Is that right?23

MR. PORTER:  Joe, do you want to elaborate?24

MR. BARENBERG:  I would say that and even internall y25
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when we say what is our biggest competitor, it's in ternal1

production.  You know, there are many components to  internal2

production and our two customers can speak to this.   But it's3

not only the calculation of okay, I've got to buy t he4

equipment and that's quite expensive.  I've got to train up5

for it, I've got to have allocated space, cost, ove rhead, but6

it's also the fact that decisions like this get mad e also7

because the shared mind that can point towards a re venue-8

generating focused company versus one that has defe nsive9

manufacturing assets.  There is value there too.  S o I don't10

think the equation is we have to go straight to wha t are the11

integrated economics; it's really a whole value, an d I think12

Tom was hitting upon this, there that allows, you k now, sort13

of the Adam Smith Wealth of Nations approach where converters14

can focus on innovation in their packages.  We will  focus on15

innovation in a highly capital-intensive process on  the sheet16

side, and then everybody can deliver maximum value and I17

think that calculus is part of what goes into deter mining18

whether Tom or Jeff decide that they need to buy ex truders. 19

And that's that window in which we end up playing i n terms of20

our pricing.21

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.  Thank you.  So I guess, fo r22

post-hearing, I guess there's kind of two legal iss ues I'd23

like to hear more from both Respondents and Petitio ners24

about.  One is, as I said, sort of the bells and wh istles25
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argument or feature dumping.  I'd be curious to kno w more1

about that.  I take your point, Mr. Porter, that ar guably2

it's not relevant here.  You clearly do have lower prices,3

but it seems like there is a connection.4

And then the other issue, though, is, I mean, my5

understanding of the, you know, captive production provision6

of the statute, it wasn't that Congress thought, we ll, so7

long as you're only taking away, you know, jobs and  U.S.8

production from captive producers, then we don't re ally care.9

You know, that's not what motivates that provision of the10

statute.  So I'd like to hear more from both Petiti oners and11

Respondents.  I mean, essentially, what I'm hearing  argued12

here is don't worry, yes, OCTAL's prices are so low  that13

we're taking sales, we're taking production -- not sales. 14

We're taking production from U.S. captive producers , but15

that's okay.  We're focused on the merchant market.   And so,16

you know, hearing more about that post-hearing woul d be17

helpful.  But I kind of wanted to touch on a few ot her issues18

before my time is up.  Mr. Porter, you're asking to  chime in.19

MR. PORTER:  Why don't you go ahead, Jim.20

MR. DURLING:  Yeah. I just wanted to make one quick21

point.  We'll certainly address it in more detail p ost-22

hearing, but the captive market has not been losing .  The23

captive market has been growing fine.  In fact, whe n you look24

at this aggregated data, you'll see that there actu ally is25
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growth.  But your basic point that OCTAL's competit ion really1

is more with providing a high-quality alternative a s a way to2

avoid the need for vertical integration by some sup pliers,3

and so it is fair to say that the merchant market, smaller4

volume customers, smaller scale, is a different spa ce.5

So your basic paradigm of there's kind of the6

captive space, there are the large-volume suppliers  like7

OCTAL, and then there are the smaller-volume suppli ers and8

smaller-volume customers in the merchant market, th at's not a9

bad way to think about the different parts of the m arket. 10

But you wanted to move on to some other questions.11

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Yeah, but that's the thing. 12

That's a good tie-in.  I wanted to get to your Exhi bit 4.  I13

had a number of questions about that, which it was very14

helpful to kind of have a better understanding of O CTAL's15

purchaser relationships.  So one question I had the re based16

on what you just said, Mr. Durling, you said, you k now, in17

the captive market there is growth.  And I guess, y ou know,18

when I look at Exhibit 4, I'm seeing some of -- and  I want to19

be careful here about business proprietary informat ion.  But20

I think what I'm seeing there is sales to what I be lieve to21

be integrated producers and they're going up pretty22

dramatically and so, you know, if you could comment  on that.23

And, again, because it's proprietary, it may be bes t post-24

hearing, but up to you, as to, you know, when I'm l ooking at25
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those numbers, aren't I seeing that they are produc ing --1

that those customers of yours are producing less PE T sheet2

themselves or no?3

MR. PORTER:  Can I take a quick answer now and4

develop more post-hearing?5

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Sure.6

MR. PORTER:  First, of course, the captive7

production provision says you should focus especial ly on8

financial performance of the merchant market, but n o one is9

saying you need to ignore everything else.  In fact , we made10

an argument that if you look at all producers toget her, we11

think at least on a financial performance standpoin t the12

domestic industry is doing just fine.  We have actu ally an13

entire argument on that.14

But I do want to kind of highlight something with15

respect to the so-called integrated producers and I 'm going16

to be a little bit careful here.  But if you know i n our17

brief, we kind of mention a particular such custome r and we18

talked about how they approach PET sheet production  versus a19

what's called pure merchant player, and we think th at the20

Commission needs to be sort of careful about making  sort of21

assumptions about the reasons for, for example, red uced22

production versus a merchant player.  Okay?  There' s no23

question that a pure merchant player, if their prod uction --24

they're not choosing to reduce their production, ri ght?  I25
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mean, they just want to produce and sell as much as  they can1

like any other company and that's in fact why the l aw says2

you want to focus on the merchant market.3

But there are other players who are bonafide PET4

sheet producers and, in fact, could be larger PET s heet5

producers in sort of the scheme of things, but they  are6

concentrating on selling packaging.  That's what th ey are7

concentrating on, selling packaging, and there was really an8

example which we highlighted -- of course, it's con fidential9

-- of this one particular company that because they  expanded10

so greatly, they no longer had any excess to sell i n the11

merchant market and they increased their production  and they12

still bought a whole bunch.  So they bought from th e merchant13

market instead of selling and they still increased their14

production.  But their whole business objective is to sell15

packaging, and I think that's a very, very sort of important16

consideration and I think it sort of lessens this i dea of17

OCTAL is somehow stealing production from those big ger guys,18

and I think that you can't really make that assumpt ion since19

their whole business objective is so different.20

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.  Thank you.  My time is up.  21

Mr. Vice Chair.22

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Thank you.  Just following23

on, with respect to selling to the huge producers a nd the24

suggestion that the domestic producers of the produ ct could25
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not supply these big companies that are being suppl ied by1

OCTAL, and so, therefore, that's just fine.  That's  just --2

they don't need to, so the question is, why would y ou sell3

your product at such low prices that you would prec lude the4

domestic industry from competing to get some of tha t work?5

MR. DURLING:  Commissioner, let me take a crack at6

that one.  It's not that OCTAL is selling at a low price to7

preclude them because, at the end of the day, they have to8

make their own decision about whether or not they w ant to9

vertically integrate.10

I think what's distinctive about this case, and it11

is somewhat unique, I've been doing this for more t han 3512

years, and I don't think I've ever seen this before , a13

situation where you have a foreign producer that be cause of a14

distinctive patented production technology has such  a15

significant cost of production advantage.  And, aga in, what16

makes it unusual in this case is that it's not just  a17

significant cost advantage, but it's really quite l arge18

relative to the margins of dumping, and, more impor tantly,19

it's been documented on the record.20

I can't think of any other case where such a21

significant cost advantage was documented on the re cord of22

the case and, at the same time, there was a relativ ely low23

margin of dumping.24

So, essentially, when you combine those two facts,25
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what it's showing is that OCTAL has a significant g enuine1

economic advantage, which based on the Commerce Dep artment's2

own analysis, both the dumping margin in this case and the3

fact that in the prior case involving PET resin, wh en there4

was an effort made to demonstrate unfair subsidies to OCTAL,5

that led to a zero subsidy margin.6

So a company that's been investigated for subsidies ,7

found not to have granted any subsidies, a company that's8

been investigated for dumping and has demonstrated that its9

dumping margin is actually quite small yet has also10

demonstrated a significant cost advantage.  And I g uess I11

would submit that in that unique situation, it woul d be an12

inappropriate use of the trade laws to deny the U.S . market13

more generally of the benefits of that innovation.14

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Thank you.  How is the CDI15

index used in establishing your prices?16

MR. PORTER:  Joe, why don't you go ahead.17

MR. BARENBERG:  Yes, CDI is published once a month,18

and it moves -- it basically indicates the prevaili ng market19

price for PET resin in the United States, and if it  moves up20

X pennies, our price auto-adjusts by that same amou nt.  If it21

moves down, it auto-adjusts that same amount.  And so it's22

quite a -- I think the reason many people use it is  because23

it's extremely simple.  It reflects market conditio ns quite24

well, and it's quite well-accepted as well.25
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VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Thank you.  You admit that1

subject imports have undersold domestic prices but argued2

that there have been no adverse effects as a result  of the3

underselling, yet the record shows some confirmed l ost sales4

due to price and market share shift from domestic t o subject5

imports from 2017 to 2019 accompanying the undersel ling.6

Petitioners also give examples of U.S. customers7

using OCTAL's prices to set minimum price in the ma rket.  Are8

these evidence of adverse price effects?9

MR. DURLING:  Commissioner, let me start.  We would10

submit that those facts need to be considered in li ght of the11

overall evidence on the record, which includes seve ral other12

very important points.13

One other very important point is that we documente d14

in our submission that for the customers that are p urchasing15

from OCTAL, that, in fact, they are purchasing for reasons16

kind of unrelated to the price, right.  So there ar e a lot of17

customers in the market. Different customers are bu ying for18

different reasons.  The reasons the customers are b uying from19

OCTAL were demonstrated non-price reasons.20

There may be purchasers in the market who were not21

buying from OCTAL who answered the question, oh, we ll, D-PET22

doesn't matter to us, but, if they're not buying fr om OCTAL,23

they don't really know what the advantages of D-PET  are.24

So, in the end, you need to look at who is buying25
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from what suppliers and then what inference can you  draw from1

the answers that those particular purchasers give, okay?2

A second piece of information that needs to be3

included in the analysis is, at the end of the day,  volume4

and prices translate to whether the industry is mak ing money5

or not, and both on an overall basis for the entire  industry6

as a whole and even in the merchant market for the industry7

as a whole, the industry is actually making money, not losing8

money.9

The whole issue of whether there are adverse effect s10

depends critically on whether you agree with Petiti oners'11

argument that you can take one company out of the m ix, yet12

the industry as a whole is making money, but, if yo u take one13

company out, then somehow they're not making money anymore,14

and somehow that's relevant.15

And we'll have a lot more to say about that post-16

hearing, but for present purposes in a public setti ng, I just17

want to make a few quick points on that because it was18

discussed extensively this morning.19

The first point is that all of the domestic20

producers are producing scope merchandise.  There i s no basis21

to think that anyone is producing a product that is  so22

different as to be outside the scope of the investi gation.23

The second point is the company that was identified24

as an outlier is really not that much of an outlier  at all25
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because it's not the largest, it's not the smallest .  It's a1

company that produced in every single year of the p eriod even2

though there's some other domestic producers that d id not3

produce every single year; wasn't the highest-price d product,4

and it wasn't even the largest gain in operating pr ofit. 5

There are other domestic producers that actually ha d a bigger6

gain in operating profits during the period than th e company7

they want to exclude.8

I mean, again, I mentioned I've been doing this for9

a long time, and we did some research on this point  before10

the hearing.  I could not find a single example whe re the11

Commission has ever excluded an individual company from the12

domestic industry unless that company met one of th e13

statutory reasons for exclusion, like a related par ty or one14

of the other -- or a regional industry, specific st atutory15

provisions to exclude a company, or where the compa ny was so16

much of an outlier that the Commission couldn't rel ate it to17

the other data on the record.18

If you look at every instance where the Commission19

has considered this argument and then ultimately re jected the20

request, rejected the request either by a petitione r or by21

respondent, every single time the Commission has co nsistently22

rejected such a request, they've done so by pointin g to the23

fact that, in fact, you have a range of companies a nd a range24

of different data, and different companies are eith er similar25
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or different in different ways, so as long as the c ompany is1

falling generally within the mainstream, it's not g oing to be2

excluded.3

So I think the burden on the Petitioners here is to4

explain why, in light of the statutory requirement to focus5

on the domestic industry as a whole and why in ligh t of the6

Commission's longstanding practice of doing so and why in7

light of the Commission's consistent decision to re ject such8

arguments in numerous other cases, why in this case  should an9

exception to all of that be made.10

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  Thank you.  I am running out11

of time, but I would like you to reply as to the co nfirmed12

lost sales in your post-hearing brief.13

MR. DURLING:  Of course, we will do that.14

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Commissioner Johanson?15

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  All right.  Thank you.  16

I wanted to have you all speak a bit more on the17

whole cyclone situation because Petitioners put qui te a bit18

of weight into that.  I believe it's actually the o pening19

paragraph of their prehearing brief dealt with the cyclone.20

Could you respond further to Petitioners' claims21

that when subject imports from Oman were unavailabl e due to22

the destruction by Cyclone Mekunu, U.S. customers r eadily23

switched to domestic PET sheet and how that impacte d the24

market?25
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MR. PORTER:  Commissioner, this is Dan Porter.  Are1

you asking kind of from a legal standpoint or more a what2

happened in the market standpoint?  3

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Let's hear what happened in4

the market standpoint.5

MR. PORTER:  Okay.  So we'll ask Tom and Jeff to6

kind of describe what happened when the cyclone hit  and OCTAL7

could not produce and, you know, whether they agree  with8

Petitioners' characterization that the cyclone prov ed that9

each of them could use Petitioners' materials.10

I guess, Tom, why don't you start.11

MR. ORKISZ:  Okay.  Well, I got that terrifying12

phone call from OCTAL that the cyclone hit their pl ant in13

Salalah and that the plant was down, and within a f ew days it14

was clear it was going to be down for a while, so w e had to15

quickly scramble.  We didn't really have a continge ncy plan16

really ready to rock, so we had to scramble and fin d out a17

way to make up those sheet purchases for, you know,  what we18

expected would be probably six to 12 weeks.  We did n't really19

know for sure at that point.20

So we had done business with, you know, all the21

domestic players over the years, so we just immedia tely22

started reaching out to them and seeing if they had  excess23

capacity.  We reached out to some overseas supplier s, and it24

was quite a scramble, but, ultimately, we were able  to bring25
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on six new suppliers, you know, new in that we just  probably1

hadn't done business with them in, you know, probab ly five to2

10 years, but we might have had prior relationships .  But we3

managed to, you know, one way or another, get enoug h4

alternate sheet rolling in from those six new suppl iers to,5

you know, kind of survive the issue.6

You know, a lot of that sheet didn't come in when7

we had been expecting OCTAL's sheet, so it was quit e a8

scramble.  Each supplier, the recipes were differen t, and we9

had to do a lot of massaging of our equipment to ge t the10

stuff to run.  As I said in my testimony, we weren' t overly11

choosy, but we had orders to fill, so if we were ha ving12

trouble with any sheet, we just did what we had to to process13

it to produce our products.14

We ultimately paid a lot of money for all that15

extra sheet, a huge amount of money.  I think some of the16

folks kind of took advantage of our situation.17

And then, after a few months, OCTAL's plant came18

back online, and as we had explicitly told all thes e folks,19

that when OCTAL came back online, we would be retur ning our20

business back to them as per our contract, and, you  know,21

that's kind of how it went down from my perspective .22

And the Cincinnati plant helped as much as they23

could as well.  That was a plant that we tried to p ull as24

much as we could out of that plant, which is here s tateside.25
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MR. PORTER:  Jeff, do you have a similar1

experience?2

MR. MCGUIRE:  We panicked.  You know, what we did3

was we had existing relationships with actually som e of the4

Petitioners, and we reached out to the Petitioners,  and as5

I've said in other points in this briefing, you kno w, their6

material does not run as well, and one of the thing s that was7

said this morning was that we didn't have any probl ems, and8

that is not accurate.  You know, what I did this mo rning when9

you were having your discussion was I looked back a t my 201810

purchases from Petitioners, and I actually had an 8 .7 percent11

return rate on materials during that year, that spe cific year12

from that Petitioner. 13

You know, when I sit there and tell the Commission14

that the material quality is different, I just tell  you this15

from a simple operational standpoint.  I mean, our process is16

different from Tom's, it's different from anybody e lse, so17

the quality of the material is critical.18

So, when the cyclone hit, we panicked.  We did what19

we needed to do.  We brought in additional material  from our20

domestic suppliers, and we tried to minimize what w e brought21

in so that we could sit there and move back to D-PE T as22

quickly as possible.23

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Mr. McGuire, you had an 8.724

return rate during that year?25
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MR. MCGUIRE:  Yes.1

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  What would that compare2

like to other years?3

MR. MCGUIRE:  For the domestic suppliers or for --4

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  For OCTAL, yes.5

MR. MCGUIRE:  I have no discernible returns to6

OCTAL Oman.  I have no NTMRs or quality issues with  them.7

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Okay.  Thank you.8

MR. PORTER:  Commissioner, can I make a quick legal9

point?10

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Certainly.11

MR. PORTER:  Okay.  Again, and you're correct that12

Petitioners -- a big part of their argument is to s ay there's13

this real, real natural experiment.  OCTAL was kick ed out of14

the market, and what could Petitioners do, and they  said,15

well, OCTAL was kicked out, and we were able to inc rease our16

sales and raise our prices.  Hence, we win.  17

My response, Commissioner, is not so fast.  The18

reason, again, is this case is different.  OCTAL ha s a19

dumping margin of 2.7 percent.  In many other cases , many,20

many other cases, the dumping margin is so high, it 's21

expectedly precluding the four producers from selli ng if they22

had to raise their price 20, 30, 40 percent higher,  as23

Commerce found.24

But their natural experiment doesn't work here25
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because all OCTAL has to do is raise their price 2. 7 percent. 1

So I would submit that their whole argument really doesn't2

work as well as they say that it does.3

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Mr. Orkisz, I have a4

question for you.  It didn't appear that you were - - you5

imported -- that you did not import due to the cycl one and6

you were using domestic material.  Did you see qual ity7

problems at that point?8

MR. ORKISZ:  We did.  I'm looking at a screen here,9

and, you know, we had efficiencies that were runnin g about 8510

percent April through June of 2018, and then --11

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  When you say efficiencies12

of 85 percent, could you explain that perhaps?13

MR. ORKISZ:  It's one of the, you know, KTI's that14

we measure in our manufacturing process.  It's the15

combination of cycle time and utilization, so, you know, our16

efficiencies, production efficiencies had been runn ing at17

about 85 percent in the months prior to the change in18

supplies, and we dropped down to like 82, 83 percen t for like19

the next six months as we were processing all of th e20

alternative material.21

In our scrap briefs, we had been just under 222

percent April through June, and then the subsequent  six23

months we had jumped up to about 2.28, 2.25 percent , which is24

significant for the amount of volume that we proces s.25
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So we had a measurable decrease in efficiency,1

increase in scrap rate on our plant work at least i n the2

metrics that I was available to put my hands on pre tty3

quickly here.4

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  All right.  Okay.  If you5

have any more, feel free to provide them in your po st-6

hearing.  That would be good.7

And I have just one more quick question.  I think I8

can get it in during the time remaining.  Is all th e PET9

sheet that OCTAL exports to the United States, is i t D-PET?10

MR. BARENBERG:  The majority, the vast majority,11

is.  There is a small amount because, when they mak e the12

rolls, you do have to take some stock through, and that trim13

is then flaked up and then reprocessed through a tr aditional14

machine, but it's sold differently.  It's A-PET, bu t 10015

percent virgin resin A-PET.  But it's a small perce nt, like 516

percent.17

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Okay.  All right.  Thank18

you.  My time, I think, has ended.  Let's see if an ybody else19

has something to add.  No?20

MR. PORTER:  Well, I'd just say, Commissioner, we21

can provide, obviously -- I think we might have alr eady done22

it, but if not, we'll be sure to provide the very h igh23

percent, I think it is over 95 percent, that was D- PET for24

each year during the investigation period.25

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr.26
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Porter.  And thanks to all of you for your response s.  My1

time is expiring.2

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Commissioner Schmidtlein?3

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Yes, thank you.  I just4

have a couple more questions.  Mr. Porter, maybe yo u would be5

the best one to attempt to answer this one.  In you r brief,6

you highlight that the domestic producers in the me rchant7

market were able to increase their profitability.  However,8

we also know that a majority of U.S. producers in t he9

merchant market were actually losing money througho ut the10

POI, so I wonder -- and I apologize if this has alr eady been11

addressed, but if you have a theory as to why that was given12

that demand was so strong and they had available ca pacity.13

MR. PORTER:  I guess, Commissioner, I think it14

might have been addressed a little earlier, but my colleague,15

Jim Durling, noted there are a number of U.S. produ cers and16

who I think -- again, it's all confidential, but so me made17

money, some lost money.  But that's why you look at  the18

total.  I do not have sort of a unifying theory why  one made19

money and one lost money, except to say that their cost20

structures and their customer bases were different.21

Jim, do you want to add anything?22

MR. DURLING:  We can go into more detail post-23

hearing because then we could discuss specific indi vidual24

companies, but I think there are two points I can m ake25

publicly.  The first is that if you look at the pat tern of26
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performance within the merchant market, you'll see,  in1

general, the larger companies tend to do better tha n the2

smaller companies.  It's not a completely consisten t trend,3

but, in general, larger tend to do better than smal ler.4

The other is that, for individual companies, the5

more a company has been able to kind of differentia te its6

products in some way, the more successful they will  be.7

But you also have the variability of not every8

company is either profitable or not profitable in e very9

single year, so you have year-by-year variation, as  well as10

company-by-company variation, all of which goes to why the11

Commission has so consistently focused on the domes tic12

industry as a whole and not kind of jumped into the  briar13

patch of trying to figure out under what circumstan ces do we14

basically go in and start picking and choosing whic h15

companies to include or not include.16

That's why I was so struck trying to do systematic17

research on this issue the week before the hearing.   And we18

went back and tried to find examples where either p etitioners19

or respondents had made this kind of argument and f ound20

examples of both but found only examples of the Com mission21

looking at the argument, as you do in every case, b ut then22

ultimately concluding that, you know, there's so mu ch23

variability here that we're simply not going to get  in the24

business of cherry-picking when we pull companies i n and out25

of the domestic industry that has been defined as t he26
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domestic industry as a whole.1

So we can go into more detail post-hearing talking2

about specific experiences of specific companies, b ut that's3

what I can say publicly.4

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay.  Yeah, I wasn't5

really focused on this argument about whether they should be6

technically included or excluded but more just gene rally7

about what's going on in the market that when you h ave a8

demand so strong and available capacity, why would a majority9

of the producers be losing money, right?  So someti mes10

there's something else that could be pointed to tha t is11

affecting that many producers at once.  So you can address12

it, you know, as you said, post-hearing as well.  I  invite13

you to do that.14

MR. PORTER:  Commissioner, we'll do that, and I15

think it's better post-hearing, but, again, OCTAL c an give16

its real-world experience running OCTAL Cincinnati,  which is17

a U.S. PET sheet producer and, you know, kind of ha d its own18

issues with pricing and cost and so forth.  So OCTA L will19

gives its own perspective of running a U.S. PET she et20

producer.21

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay.  In post-hearing22

you mean?  23

MR. PORTER:  Yes, of course.24

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay.  Okay.  All right,25

Mr. Barenberg, this question's for you.  In the bri ef,26
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there's a lot of emphasis placed on long-term contr acts that1

were signed prior to the Period Of Investigation, s o I'm2

curious about sales activity during the Period Of3

Investigation.4

And, again, I apologize if this has been covered,5

but can you talk a little bit about your sales effo rts during6

the Period Of Investigation?  Was OCTAL seeking new  customers7

during the Period Of Investigation?  Were you activ e in the8

spot market?  Were you signing long-term contracts with other9

than existing customers?10

MR. BARENBERG:  During that time, and we have an11

ongoing sales effort, obviously, globally, and so, with12

respect to having the contracts in place, obviously , those13

kind of go on automatically because they have the t erms and14

conditions well-defined.15

In terms of other business, yes, I mean, we have a16

profile, I mean, we're fairly highly utilized, we d on't have17

a lot of spare capacity, and so, when we select new  customers18

and go after new business, we like it to meet certa in19

criteria that address some of the issues you've hea rd about20

today, which is, you know, we ship full container l oads,21

which is 20 to 24 pounds apiece, so we need compani es that22

have a profile that matches well our manufacturing23

capability.  So, yes, certainly, we're doing that.24

But, in terms of addressing everybody in the25

market, no, because, you know, it's a select few.  The U.S.26
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is a fairly concentrated market and so we certainly  are out1

there in the market, we're in touch with the market , and as2

companies go and morph into -- we certainly --3

MR. PORTER:  Commissioner Schmidtlein, could I make4

just a quick point?5

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Yes.6

MR. PORTER:  Yeah.  If you look at Exhibit 4 of our7

brief, I think you can see that Petitioners' theory  that8

OCTAL just went out in the spot market and tried to  grab9

every sale is just not true.  There was actually a10

concentration of customers as the period went on.  We put11

this information so the Commission had that and it had actual12

data to examine that point.13

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Those are confirmed14

customers?  Those are actual sales in Exhibit 4, ri ght?15

MR. PORTER:  Yeah, Exhibit 4 puts16

everything -- it ties to the OCTAL importer questio nnaire17

response the totals, and it shows every single cust omer that18

OCTAL has and the quantity sold.19

But what you can see is by looking at existing20

customers and sort of growth in existing customers versus21

going out and trying to get sort of new business, I  think you22

can see OCTAL's growth was with existing customers and, you23

know, not going out in the spot market trying to ge t new24

business.  They grew with their customers, which is  part of25

their business plan.26
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COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  So were you not in the1

spot market then at all in the POI?  You don't go t hat far.2

MR. PORTER:  No.  Of course.  You know, OCTAL has a3

business, they're trying to increase sales, but you  can look. 4

Because we gave it all to you, every single custome r -- and I5

actually urge you to ask that from Petitioners as w ell -- you6

can see which customer was sort of brand new, if yo u will, in7

which year, and, again, you can look, and on a quan tity8

basis, the increase came from existing customers.  There was9

just a very, very small, if you will, tiny quantity  of a10

brand new customer say in 2019.11

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  And you mean the12

increase came from existing customers signed before  the POI?13

MR. PORTER:  Yeah.  Again, you can see that because14

we told you, on a confidential basis, all the custo mers that15

they had contracts with before the POI, and we've g iven you16

the actual quantity and the totals tied to the impo rter17

questionnaire response.  So, yes, you could literal ly do the18

analysis that you're talking about right now.  19

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  So, Mr. Barenberg, there20

must have been -- you have an ongoing sales effort then.  So21

you weren't able to acquire new customers during th e POI?  Is22

this --23

MR. BARENBERG:  We only have one, two, three active24

salespeople in North America for everything that we  do, and25

the reason we're structured like that is because we  have a26
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very specific profile of folks with whom doing busi ness makes1

good sense for both parties.  And so, while we cert ainly try2

to get to know the market broadly, we also understa nd that3

when we see potential for us to add value to each o ther's4

businesses, then we will move to join in with these  people5

and have some kind of a trading relationship.  Past  that, you6

know, we clearly have as much inbound inquiries as anything7

else, and so we do service the customers who we kno w and who8

request product.9

But, with respect to building new relationships, I10

think that Dave Plume (phonetic) is a very good exa mple.  We11

communicated with somebody we didn't -- we knew the m in the12

early days, and as they grew, they really morphed i nto a13

company that fit very well with what we provide.14

So, in the early days, as Jeff said, he bought from15

others, but when his business grew and the demands of his16

packaging got very, very difficult, you know, he ca me to us,17

and it was a very good match in terms of the value we could18

provide and that he needed.19

But in terms of scouring every account and20

scratching out every last thing, no.  The cost to s erve on21

that level is not how we built our business.  We bu ild our22

business to scale and scale efficiencies not only w ith23

manufacturing but also for distribution and the end  sale.24

COMMISSIONER SCHMIDTLEIN:  Okay.  All right.  Thank25

you.  My time is up.26
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CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Commissioner Karpel?1

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Yeah.  Thank you.  I sort of2

have several questions that sort of jump around, so  bear with3

me, but I guess I wanted to start sort of with a bi gger4

question, and, as I understand your argument, you a cknowledge5

that there's underselling and that there's a market  share6

shift, but your crux of your argument is that that market7

share shift is not caused by the underselling, it's  caused by8

this differentiated product you have, the D-PET pro duct, and9

we've heard from two customers who obviously highly  value10

that product and don't want to have to purchase ano ther11

product, but for the other purchasers out there in the12

market, and we have several who responded to the13

questionnaire that said price is very important, ar e not some14

of those buying OCTAL products because it is cheape r, they're15

a little more flexible on quality, their customers are not16

that demanding, but, gee, they're looking for what they can17

get in the marketplace that will allow them to turn  the most18

profit?19

So I feel like you're asking us to sort of ignore20

the instinct of purchasers and purchasers that have  responded21

yes to the fact that the price is a very important question22

for them.23

MR. PORTER:  Commissioner, let me start, and then24

we can get -- let me start from what the evidentiar y record25

before you actually shows, okay?26
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First, okay, let's be very clear.  Neither OCTAL,1

nor we, are saying that every single customer who b uys D-PET,2

the sole and only reason is because of the quality.   Sure,3

there are some customers who like the ability that OCTAL has4

this cost advantage.  Sure.5

The question for you is significance, okay, and6

materiality, which is why you asked, which is why y our7

questionnaires explore the very idea of so-called n on-price8

reasons, and we get back to something that we a lit tle bit9

talked about.10

You have data on the record that says to purchasers11

which purchasers cared only about price and which p urchasers12

said, no, I care very much about the D-PET aspect, that is,13

the quality, and I care as much as price.  And you have that14

information, and, most importantly, you have the qu antities15

of those purchasers.16

And we've done the math, and when you include all17

of the purchasers, including those who submitted18

questionnaire responses after the staff report came  out, and19

you look at that, you find that 82 percent of total  OCTAL20

sales went to purchasers who listed D-PET as among the most21

important factors for buying it.22

So you actually have -- yes, I'm not saying there's23

-- it's 82, it's not 100, but 82, in our minds, is very24

significant.  And so, yes, there may be a purchaser  here or25

there that says, yeah, D-PET is not very important to me, but26
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they're not the people, the vast majority of the cu stomers1

who are actually buying the D-PET.  The vast majori ty of2

customers who are buying D-PET are saying D-PET is very, very3

important because of the superior performance attri butes.4

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Okay.  So we would have to5

say that the 18 percent that are buying OCTAL's pro duct just6

because of price are not significant, are not enoug h to say7

that underselling is significant or to say that the  market8

share shift is representative of injury?9

MR. PORTER:  You're correct, Commissioner.  You10

need to look at the 18 and see, number one, did the y -- I11

mean, again, 18 percent is a static number, but you  look at12

that and what was going on with the 18, and was wha t they13

were doing so significant as to find the entire ind ustry was14

injured because of that?  And I submit that that's not what15

the Commission has done in the past, that, you know , you're16

looking at sort of broad things here.17

And I submit that when the evidentiary record shows18

82 percent listing D-PET as very important, a non-p rice19

reason for buying from OCTAL, I say that the eviden tiary20

record really supports the argument of non-price fa ctors.21

Jim?22

MR. DURLING:  Yeah, I guess just the only other23

point I would add is that, at the end of the day, y ou look at24

the significance of each individual piece of your a nalysis,25

but then, in the end, you need to pull it all toget her, and26
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so it's in light of all of the other evidence, it's  in light1

of the fact that there's no price depression, it's in light2

of the fact that there's no price suppression, it's  in light3

of the fact that the domestic industry as a whole h as4

actually been making more money, not less money.5

So, yes, there's underselling, yes, there are some6

small portion of the customer base for whom price m ay have7

been more important than D-PET, but when you look a t that 188

percent in light of all the other contexts on the r ecord,9

that's where we say, at the end of the day, there's  not10

enough evidence to justify an affirmative.11

MR. PORTER:  Commissioner Karpel, I think your mike12

is off.13

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Sorry.  Thank you.  Just a14

few more things.  This one's for post-hearing I thi nk, but,15

Mr. Porter, you mentioned, in talking about the phy sical16

characteristics of D-PET versus other types of PET sheet,17

that you have laboratory tests that show they're ph ysically18

different.19

I think right now, at least from what I've read,20

I've heard from purchasers who have explained how t hey feel21

like they're different and how they affect their pr ocess, but22

I'm not sure I've seen anything more sort of analyt ical or a23

study or a laboratory analysis that shows that, so if that's24

on the record, maybe you can point me to where that  is, or,25

if it's not, if you can --26
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MR. PORTER:  Right.  Let me point you where1

something actually is now, and, of course, OCTAL ha s it. 2

Where you have right now is I believe Exhibit -- I' m sorry --3

Attachment 8 to Mr. Barenberg's chart.  That is fro m4

Intertech, and that is hard evidence of the lower c arbon5

footprint.  So they tested D-PET versus U.S. A-PET,  and so6

that's hard evidence of the lower carbon footprint.7

With respect to sort of the other characteristics,8

like intrinsic viscosity and so forth, we can get y ou some9

harder data points from OCTAL and from the customer s on that.10

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Okay, thank you.  That would11

be appreciated.  And then I guess along those lines , in the12

prehearing brief, I think we heard from the same pu rchasers13

that are participating in today's hearing, but if t here are14

other purchasers who have the same perspective that  was15

shared today and on the prehearing brief, you know,  obviously16

interested in hearing that as well.  I think we hav e a17

smaller universe here than what is the market parti cipants.18

MR. PORTER:  Yeah.  Just to note because maybe you19

hadn't see it yet, there was a purchaser questionna ire coming20

in after the staff report that actually conveyed ve ry similar21

things to what you're hearing today.  Of course, we 'll22

highlight that in the post-hearing.23

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  Then sort of a follow-up from24

an earlier question talking about the cyclone and s ort of the25

scramble that some of the purchasers or at least th e two26
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purchasers here went through.  I mean, do you now h ave1

contingency plans in place should other natural dis asters or2

pandemics, you know, interrupt supply chains, or is  it still3

somehow an advantage to have a sole source supplier ?4

MR. PORTER:  Jeff, I'll let you go first.  Jeff,5

your microphone.6

MR. MCGUIRE:  Sorry about that.  I was laughing. 7

You know, we're more of an entrepreneurial company,  so I8

don't have a true contingency plan developed.  I me an, I9

could be really honest.  If the same issue happened , I think10

Tom and I would go through the same exercise, and w e would11

sit there and start calling the domestic suppliers because,12

in reality, my business can't stop.  I have to keep  going to13

keep the people employed.14

So, you know, I keep domestic suppliers -- you15

know, I still do business with even some of the Pet itioners16

because I like to sit there and be able to have a17

relationship and I don't want that relationship dam aged, but18

I will tell you that it's just a material issue for  me.  But,19

as far as a contingency plan, the answer is no.  I' d go20

through the same exercise.21

MR. PORTER:  Tom?22

MR. ORKISZ:  In my perspective, we don't have a23

formal written contingency plan yet, but I think we  learned a24

lot, and I think it forced us to kind of do a fresh  inventory25

of what's out there in the world.  I think we becam e aware of26
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a couple of other players that can help us in the e vent1

something happens, and it wouldn't be limited to ju st2

domestic.  There's some more options out there.  So  I think3

that's recently now happened.4

But, no, you know, it would, again, be a tough5

scenario to go through and certainly something we'l l be6

talking about in our next contract negotiation with  Mr.7

Barenberg, about having a little more of a safety n et out8

there for sure.9

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  All right.  Thank you all.  I10

think that's the last of my questions.  So I really11

appreciate all of your time today and your explanat ions and12

your answers.13

MALE VOICE:  Thank you.14

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay, thank you.  Just a few last15

questions on my end.  I wanted to go back to Exhibi t 4.  You16

all answered a number of questions for me and other s about17

that and, again, I appreciate that exhibit.  It’s v ery18

helpful and I think you touched on this, Mr. Porter , already,19

but let me just double-check.  Are these sales expo rt20

shipments or import shipments?  I ask because I wan t to make21

sure I understand the timing of them.  Also, does t his22

exhibit cover all of your sales or shipments over t he POI? 23

And I think you said it did.24

MR. PORTER:  Yes, Commissioner, if you look at the25

grand total at the bottom, that ties exactly to the26
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commercial shipment and the importer questionnaire response.1

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay.2

MR. PORTER:  And, obviously, we wanted to show you3

with everything, so we first gave the importer ques tionnaire4

response, certified numbers, and then I asked them to just do5

customer by customer obviously they had to do it or  do that,6

so that’s what that is.  So, yes, this is 100 perce nt of7

commercial shipments of imported product from Oman over the8

POI.9

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay, great, thanks again.  One10

last question on that and this will likely be for p ost-11

hearing, but which of these purchasers have long-te rm12

contracts with OCTAL and what are the lengths of th ose13

contracts and when were they entered into, if you c ould14

provide that post-hearing, that would be great.15

MR. PORTER:  That information is buried in our 89-16

page brief, but we’ll highlight that for you in our  post-17

hearing.18

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay, thank you.  One last19

question.  In your brief, you make some comments, t his is20

business proprietary, so I’m going to be a little b it hard to21

follow here, but in your brief, you make some comme nts about22

your understanding about decisions by certain custo mers but23

provide no support for those understandings.  This is at page24

26 near the top and at the bottom of page 28.  Post -hearing,25

can you provide evidence on these points, particula rly any26
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contemporaneous communications with the customers a t issue?1

MR. PORTER:  Again, that customer has submitted a2

purchaser questionnaire, so you have that; basicall y, you3

have a purchaser questionnaire response from that c ustomer,4

so just like any other purchaser.5

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay, so you think we have6

everything we need to --7

MR. PORTER:  I believe with respect to that8

purchaser, and, again, looking at the release that was a9

release by the Secretary's office of the sort of co nfidential10

record that was made after the briefs went in, I ca n tell you11

that that purchaser is large and they submitted qui te a bit12

of data about their purchasing decisions.13

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay, thank you.  I have no14

further questions.  Vice Chair Stayin?15

VICE CHAIRMAN STAYIN:  I have no further questions,16

thank you.  Thank you all for being here and for be ing so17

responsive to our questions.18

 CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Do any other Commissioners have19

questions?20

COMMISSIONER JOHANSON:  I do not.21

COMMISSIONER KARPEL:  I don't.22

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Okay, very well.  Do the staff23

have any questions?24

MS. HAINES:  Elizabeth Haines, Office of25
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Investigations.  Staff have no questions.1

 CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  And do those in opposition have2

any questions for this panel?3

MR. ROSENTHAL:  We do not, thank you.4

 CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  I’m sorry, I said opposition, bu t5

I think you all support.  Very good.  Let's see.  S o I6

believe Petitioners have 11 minutes total left and7

Respondents have 12 minutes total left.8

MR. BISHOP:  That is correct, Mr. Chairman.  Moving9

on to rebuttal and closing remarks, providing rebut tal and10

closing remarks on behalf of those in support of im position11

will be Paul C. Rosenthal of Kelley, Drye & Warren.   Mr.12

Rosenthal, you have a total of 11 minutes.  You may  begin13

when you’re ready.14

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Mr. Bishop, are you activating my15

webcam, or am I doing that myself?16

MR. BISHOP:  Are you able to do it yourself?  There17

you are.18

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Apparently I am.19

MR. BISHOP:  The others on the responding panel can20

go ahead and turn off their webcams and microphones , please.21

MR. ROSENTHAL:  Thank you.  In my 11 minutes, I’ll22

try to hit on some key points.  There are a lot of factual23

questions that we’ll address in our post-hearing br ief, but24

for today and at this point, I just want to make a few25
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points.  One is that there was a lot of discussion about the1

efficiency of OCTAL.  As the Commission know, there  have been2

many, many cases where they’ve come in, Respondents  have come3

in and said, we’re more efficient than the domestic4

producers.  They can’t compete with us and therefor e they5

shouldn’t win.  The Commission has never accepted t hat6

argument.  The Commission always understands that y ou take7

the domestic industry as you find it, and so even i f the8

domestic industry is the most inefficient in the wo rld, if9

the foreign producers are underselling and dumping,  they can10

cause injury, which is what happened here.11

And on the question of dumping, I don’t know how12

many times I heard from Respondents' counsel the ma rgins are13

only X percent.  They’re less than 3 percent.  That ’s prelim. 14

Let’s see what happens at the final.15

One of OCTAL’s, I’m not going to go into16

proprietary information, but at the Commerce Depart ment, one17

of OCTAL’s major U.S. customers turns out to be sel ling its18

head scrap regrind to OCTAL Ohio during the Period Of19

Investigation and, as you heard, that’s very common .  What20

happened, though, and one of our concerns was that what OCTAL21

Ohio is paying for this customer was way above mark et pricing22

for that.  The result was an effective discount for  that23

customer, and we believe that once the Commerce Dep artment24

makes the adjustment for that, which they couldn’t do in the25
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prelim, the dumping margins will go higher.  There are other1

issues as well that will cause a higher dumping mar gin, but I2

suggest that the Respondents shouldn’t be focusing on that.  3

By the way, one of the arguments they made4

concerning the reason why OCTAL can raise its price s was the5

concern about the substitutability of other product s.  Your6

record totally contradicts that.  If you look at pa ge 2-10 of7

your staff report, it makes it very clear that ther e’s only8

one producer importer and you could have guessed wh o that9

might be, reported that price, substitute the effec tive price10

of PET sheet, all the other producers, importers, a nd11

purchasers that reported on that question said that  the price12

of substitute plastics did not influence the prices  of PET13

sheet.14

I’m not going to go into the questions or, again,15

the discussion of substitutability of D-PET and A-P ET and the16

others.  Just look at your record.  It’s very, very  clear.17

Charts 5 and 4 and 3 that we used earlier make it v ery clear18

that the vast majority of importers, purchasers, an d19

producers believe that these products are interchan geable,20

and I had an exchange with one of our witnesses tod ay while21

the Respondents were talking about this topic and c laiming22

that they couldn’t substitute one for another and t here are23

all these problems with A-PET and R-PET as compared  to D-PET,24

the response by this customer was this is BS, the m aterial25
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can be subbed with no problem.  We’ll get a more ar ticulate1

affidavit from this customer as a third-party indep endent2

source, but there’s plenty of other information on the record3

with respect to that.4

I noted Mr. Orkisz talked about the merchant5

producers and he only refers to Petitioners as merc hant6

producers, probably forgot about all the other merc hant7

producers and even that so-called aberrational prod ucer.  He8

did say that if he couldn’t get D-PET he’d start pr oducing in9

the U.S., and I appreciate the follow-up questions by the10

Commissioners on that because effectively what you heard from11

him and from the other witnesses, including Mr. Bar enberg, is12

that they are, and by the way, Mr. DeBode mentioned  this too13

as one of the original strategies by OCTAL was to g o in and14

make their prices so low that the thermoformers did n’t want15

to produce the PET sheet themselves, but they would16

substitute the OCTAL products, and, by the way, I u nderstand17

the argument by Mr. Porter that while they’re in th e18

thermoforming business and what do you care about w hether19

they produce the cut sheet themselves, but as you n ote, we’re20

looking at the industry overall, not just the merch ant21

market, and if you’re losing jobs in cut sheet prod uction if22

workers are not being employed and if investments a re not23

being made, its capacity utilization is going down,  which is24

exactly what has happened because of that strategy.   That is25
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injury.1

It’s interesting that OCTAL says its biggest2

competitor is internal production and if the prices  weren’t3

low enough they’re not going to get more of those s ales. 4

Well, by the way, domestic producers sell the therm oformers5

too.  We would like them to buy our product instead  of the6

internal production as well, but we are being denie d that7

opportunity because of the low prices by OCTAL.8

The notion that OCTAL is charging the highest9

prices it can get is just ridiculous, especially gi ven all10

the claims about quality, and I think the Commissio ners'11

questions made that very, very clear.  The opportun ity for12

growth has been taken entirely by OCTAL and it’s be en13

entirely based on their pricing.14

One of the most telling things that I heard today,15

apart from conceding underselling, apart from conce ding that16

there’s growing market share by OCTAL, Mr. Barenber g17

basically said in the response to a question if we raise our18

prices, we’re going to lose market share.  We’ll lo se sales. 19

What could be more telling?  And, by the way, this is going20

back to -- everyone on the Commission knows Tim Wri ght.  His21

very first case as a young lawyer at the ITC was de ports of22

trucks from Japan case in 1989.  I was counsel for the23

domestic industry.  The Japanese made the argument in that24

case that they were much more efficient than the la st25
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remaining U.S. producer, which was a company called  Chrysler1

Corporation, and the Japanese were also benefitting  by2

favorable exchange rates.3

The presiding officer at the staff conference, Mr.4

Irvin, asked Mr. Riley, the economist for the Japan ese case,5

why don’t, if you’re so efficient and you’ve got th is benefit6

of better pricing due to the exchange rates, why do n’t you7

raise your prices, and Mr. Riley said, well, if we raise our8

prices, we’ll lose market share.  Mr. Irvin respond ed, well,9

it seems to me you just handed the petitioners thei r case. 10

Well, Mr. Riley did not get invited back by the res pondents11

to testify at the final stage of that proceeding, b ut they12

have no choice here than to have Mr. Barenberg cont inue to13

testify because he is their client, but the admissi on that14

increasing prices will cause OCTAL to lose market s hare to me15

puts the nail in the coffin as far as this injury a nalysis16

goes.17

Mr. McGuire was generous in suggesting that the18

domestic industry is surviving by living on small c ustomers19

and why is that?  Because the domestic can’t get th e large20

runs of SKUs that have been totally dominated by OC TAL.  The21

domestic industry would love to be able to have mor e22

efficient longer runs so they could lower their cos t and use23

more of their unused capacity, but that’s not possi ble when24

OCTAL is not only going after the three big custome rs and the25
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82 percent that is claimed by Mr. Porter but by eve ry other1

customer that they can find, including new ones tha t are2

producing the plastic face shields.3

And, by the way, if you look at the record as a4

whole, you will see ample evidence of lost sales, l ost5

revenues, a bunch of producers, not petitioners, sa ying that6

they have been hurt by imports from OCTAL and Korea ,7

companies, big ones getting out of product lines be cause they8

can’t compete with the imports.  There’s ample evid ence of9

injury.  Indeed, while we think you’ve got a good b asis for10

disregarding the data from that aberrational produc er, we’ve11

talked about and will supply more information about  why it’s12

so aberrational and mainly because it’s an integrat ed13

producer, but there are many other reasons as well.  Even if14

you include them, we believe the record is very, ve ry clear. 15

If you are in competition with imports from Oman an d Korea,16

you are getting your business kicked.  You are losi ng money. 17

You are losing sales.  You are losing capacity util ization. 18

Every indication of injury is there, so whether or not you19

eliminate that aberrational producer, there’s plent y of20

evidence to support a affirmative determination in this case. 21

Thank you.22

MR. BISHOP:  Thank you, Mr. Rosenthal.23

Providing rebuttal and closing remarks on behalf of24

those in opposition to imposition will be James P. Durling of25
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Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle.  Mr. Durling,  you have1

a total of 12 minutes.  You may begin when you’re r eady.2

MR. DURLING:  Thank you --3

MR. BISHOP:  We have a terrible echo, Jim.4

MR. DURLING:  I think this is better now?5

MR. BISHOP:  Yeah, that’s better.6

MR. DURLING:  Okay, perfect, my fault.  So thank7

you.  I want to start by just recapping what we thi nk are the8

distinctive features about this case that we’ve lea rned a lot9

more about today.  The first distinctive feature is  that D-10

PET really is a unique product.  The other side has  tried to11

say the Commission has already considered and rejec ted this12

argument, but that’s not true.  The facts the Commi ssion was13

confronting in the PET resin case were very differe nt than14

this case and in this case, we have demonstrated th at D-PET15

is a different product.  You heard a lot about but it16

functions the same way, but with all due respect, f unction is17

not the same thing as quality.  Two products can fu nction the18

same way but still have very significant difference s in19

quality that matter to the ultimate purchasers, and  I thought20

the example from Commissioner Kearns about diet Cok e made21

that point very well.  He basically said even if Pe psi is22

available at a lower price he prefers diet Coke, so  he is not23

choosing diet Coke because of the price, whether it ’s higher24

or lower, he’s choosing diet Coke because he has a25
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preference, and quality preferences work the same w ay.1

A second distinctive feature of the market is that2

we are dealing with an industry that has a signific ant3

portion that is being captively consumed, and that is4

important not just because it means the captive pro duction5

provision is at stake and if you apply it you’ll be  focusing6

on the merchant market.  It’s also important becaus e you7

still have to step back and look at the industry as  a whole,8

and one of the key dynamics here has been the shift  to9

vertical integration, the importance of vertical in tegration10

over the entire period and the shift in total produ ction11

quantity toward vertical integration.  That’s part of what12

you need to incorporate into your analysis here.  I t’s in the13

data and the importance of this dynamic was confirm ed in the14

testimony by Mr. DeBode this morning.15

The third key point is pricing transparency, which16

is very distinctive in this case.  You have widely published17

market indices that everyone is tracking.  You have  contracts18

that are linked to those market indices, and all of  the19

industry representatives that you heard from today20

acknowledge that there is much greater transparency  here21

about kind of the input costs, and that affects the  dynamics22

in the industry.23

The fourth key distinguishing fact here is the low24

dumping margin and, yes, we don’t have a Commerce f inal, but25
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until we have a Commerce final the best information  you have1

is the Commerce preliminary, and what that prelimin ary shows2

and what we submit the final will also show because  there may3

be some small variation, but we’re not talking abou t a4

difference between a 2 percent margin and a 20 perc ent5

margin.  We’re still talking about in all probabili ty a very,6

very low dumping margin, which Commerce has basical ly gone7

through the exercise of confirming that there’s a v ery low8

dumping margin even after checking to see whether O CTAL is9

selling above or below its cost of production. 10

Indeed, I would also note that but for the practice11

of zeroing dumping margins, in fact, economically, on an12

overall average basis, the OCTAL dumping margin act ually is13

zero and it’s entirely possible, Petitioners made a rguments14

to raise the dumping margin, but we made arguments before15

Commerce to lower the dumping margin, and we’ll see  where16

Commerce comes out.17

But I think to appreciate the importance of the low18

dumping margin, I would just pose a hypothetical fo r the19

Commission to reflect upon.  Let’s suppose that the  final20

dumping margin is 2.1 percent, so at below 2 percen t, it’s21

legally de minimis and you lose any legal authority  to do22

anything with the case.23

Is it truly the case on these facts that if the24

dumping margin is 2.1 percent that that extra .1 pe rcent of25
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dumping margin on these facts in light of this demo nstrated1

greater economic efficiency and lower cost of OCTAL , is it2

truly the case that the statute requires you to mak e an3

affirmation determination because of that extra .1 percent of4

dumping margin?  I don’t think the statute requires  that.  I5

think that’s precisely why the statute gives you th e6

authority to take into account the margin of dumpin g and the7

analysis, doesn’t constrain how you do that, but it  gives you8

the authority to do that and this is one of those c ases where9

taking into account the margin of dumping is import ant for10

understanding what’s really going on here.11

And the final fifth point I want to highlight as12

just being very distinctive here is this whole ques tion of13

profitability, and it works on both sides.  This ca se is14

unusual in two important respects regarding profita bility. 15

The first is that you actually have your record evi dence16

showing that both for the domestic industry as a wh ole and17

even for the merchant market there actually have be en pretty18

reasonable operating profits throughout the period.   In fact,19

the operating profits are so devastating to Petitio ners'20

theory of the case that they have made a hail Mary pass. 21

They basically have tried to argue that you should cherry-22

pick out the one company strategically selected to somehow23

reverse this terribly adverse trend which is quite24

devastating to their theory of the case, but as I n oted25
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during the hearing presentation, we've looked prett y1

comprehensively at your precedent over the past 20- odd years2

and we could not find any example where the Commiss ion3

accepted such a request.4

The Commission has been quite disciplined in5

recognizing that the statute directs you to conside r the6

domestic industry as a whole and you have a very lo ngstanding7

practice of taking the domestic industry as a whole .  So8

you’ve been evenhanded.  You’ve rejected this argum ent9

whether it was made by petitioners or respondents, but you10

have consistently rejected the argument, and I subm it that11

there’s nothing in this record that would make this  case the12

reason to make an exception that you’ve never befor e made. 13

So those are the distinctive features about the cas e, but now14

let me turn to what is a fairly traditional framewo rk for how15

you look at these key facts.16

As I just mentioned, you have a very longstanding,17

well-settled statutorily based practice to consider  the18

domestic industry as a whole.  In fact, Mr. Rosenth al just19

mentioned in his closing remarks that you take the industry20

as you find it.  Well, that is true, but it works f or him as21

well.  He takes the domestic industry as he finds i t and his22

clients represent a small portion of that domestic industry. 23

I’m sure he was quite surprised when he saw the pre hearing24

staff report showed the tabulation of data for the final25
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investigation and saw just how strong the operating  profits1

were in this industry.2

The Commission has to look at that data on a3

systematic basis.  The captive production provision  is at4

play here.  I think everybody agrees your focus wil l be on5

the merchant market, but focus on the merchant mark et does6

not mean that you ignore everything else.  It is st ill7

important to step back and say, okay, I focus on th e merchant8

market, but I still need to look at the domestic in dustry as9

a whole and I still need to consider the profitabil ity and10

the trends for the industry as a whole.  11

Next, in this case, because of this profitability,12

there is no link between the alleged adverse conseq uences to13

the domestic industry and the alleged dumped import s.  We’ll14

see whether they’re dumped imports at the end of th e day. 15

We’ll know in a few days from Commerce, but even if  Commerce16

finds some small margin of dumping, there’s no link age17

between that margin of dumping and the adverse cons equences18

at play, here and that’s important.  Much the same way that19

you can’t blame a more efficient non-subject produc er for20

taking market share or having adverse consequences over the21

domestic industry, you can’t blame a non-subject im port22

because the non-subject import has not been found t o be23

dumping.  It’s the same logic for why you need to l ook at the24

margin of dumping and to what extent does that marg in of25
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dumping explain the consequences that you’re observ ing in1

your data, which is not the case here.2

Two final points.  At the end of the day, this is a3

case about PET sheet and overwhelmingly the imports  are4

coming from Oman.  This is not a case about PET reg rind.  You5

heard a lot about regrind in the morning, but this case is6

not about regrind.  It’s not a case about PET resin .  You’ve7

had that case.  And, emphatically, it’s not a case about8

OCTAL Cincinnati.  You repeatedly heard references to, oh,9

they’re even stealing the market for shields to pro tect, you10

know, healthcare workers in the United States or ot her people11

trying to protect themselves from the pandemic even  after we12

explained to you that the PET shield product is com ing from13

Cincinnati.  You can’t blame imports from Oman for what’s14

happening by OCTAL Cincinnati.  15

Finally, facts are stubborn things and16

investigations sometimes reveal surprising facts th at Mr.17

Rosenthal’s clients did not appreciate all of the d ynamics in18

the market and did not appreciate the extent to whi ch the19

rest of the market, either the merchant market or t he market20

as a whole, including the captive, that they did no t21

appreciate the extinct to which most of the rest of  the22

industry on an overall average basis is actually do ing quite23

fine, that they did not realize that fact when they  filed the24

case, that they did not realize that fact in the pr eliminary25
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determination doesn’t make it any less of a fact fo r purposes1

of this final investigation.  So we urge you to tak e that2

into account and we urge you to make a negative3

determination.  Thank you.4

MR. BISHOP:  Thank you, Mr. Durling.5

Mr. Chairman, that concludes rebuttal and closing6

remarks.  Your mike is on mute, Mr. Chair.7

CHAIRMAN KEARNS:  Thank you.  On behalf of the8

Commission, I want to thank all the witnesses for9

participating in today's hearing.  Post-hearing bri efs,10

statements responsive to questions and requests of the11

Commission, and corrections to the transcript are d ue no12

later than 5:15 on Tuesday, July 21.  The Commissio n13

appreciate's everyone's patient and flexibility in adapting14

to our modified procedures during this time.15

Seeing no other business before the Commission,16

this hearing is adjourned.17

(Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the hearing in the above-18

entitled matter adjourned.)19

//20

//21

//22

//23

//24

//25
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